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ABSTRACT 

Achieving sustainability of nutrient use is identified as one of mankind’s large  

challenges as current fertilizer use practices cause widespread eutrophication and rely 

on mined phosphorus and potassium, that are non-renewable, and fossil fuel-based  

nitrogen production. This doctoral thesis focuses on a novel method of nitrogen 

recovery from source-separated human urine. Source-separated urine contains 

approximately 85 % of human consumed nitrogen in a concentrated form, and 

methods for separate, undiluted collection of urine are readily available. Urine is 

simple to store and an enzymatic degradation process called ureolysis spontaneously 

forms an alkaline liquid, from which water hardness (Ca and Mg) is precipitated away 

and nitrogen, present in fresh urine as urea, is hydolysed into ammonium.  

In this doctoral thesis, electrochemical methods of electro-concentration and 

electro-oxidation were investigated for urine treatment and ammonium capture as a 

nutrient product from source-separated human urine. Electro-concentration of 

synthetic urine was investigated in a three-chamber reactor configuration using 

graphite electrodes. In parallel, the configuration was modelled, revealing the 

theoretical limits, and limiting factors of urine electro-concentration. The electro-

concentration was able to form concentrates strong enough to produce a directly 

usable nutrient product, solid ammonium bicarbonate crystal, the yield of which was 

revealed to be limited by competing salt ions (Na, Cl).  

Electro-oxidation for urine treatment was studied using boron-doped-diamond 

anodes and the complex relationship between chloride and ammonium ratio and 

anodic pH towards ammonium oxidation rate was uncovered. The results enable a 

new method of selective organics electro-oxidation over ammonium by rapidly 

lowering chloride concentration in electrochemically lowered anodic pH. Finally, a 

proof-of-concept study combining electro-concentration and electro-oxidation 

enabled tailored nutrient product formation, including ammonium and sodium 

separation, lowering the sodicity of the nutrient product. 

This work expands the perimeter of electrochemical source-separated urine 

treatment and nutrient capture and forms a scaffolding for a platform, from which 

electrochemical technologies can be further developed into mature treatment and 

resource recovery technologies for urine in a circular nutrient economy.  
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TIIVISTELMÄ 

Ravinteiden tuotannon kestävyys on yksi ihmiskunnan suurista haasteista. Nykyinen 

kertakäyttölannoitus aiheuttaa rehevöitymistä ja perustuu fossiilisten fosfori- ja 

kaliummineraalien tuotantoon, sekä maakaasun poltolla sidotun typen tuotantoon. 

Tämä väitöskirja keskittyy uudenlaiseen menetelmään, jolla typpi voidaan ottaa 

talteen erilliskerätystä virtsasta ja muodostaa ravinnetuotetta. Virtsa sisältää n. 85% 

ihmisen syömästä typestä tiiviissä muodossa, ja menetelmät virtsan erilliskeräykseen 

ovat pitkälle kehittyneitä ja saatavilla. Virtsa on helppo säilöä ja se hajoaa spontaanisti 

entsymaattisesti muodostaen emäksisen liuoksen, josta veden kovuus (kalsium ja 

magnesium) saostuu suoloina pois ja typpi hydrolysoituu ureasta ammoniumiksi. 

Tässä väitöskirjassa sähkökemiallista konsentrointia ja sähkökemiallista hapetusta 

tutkittiin erilliskerätyn virtsan käsittelemiseksi ja typen talteenottamiseks i 

ravinnetuotteeksi. Erilliskerätyn virtsan sähkökemiallista konsentrointia tutkittiin 

grafiittielektrodein varustetussa kolmikammioisessa reaktorissa. Reaktori myös 

mallinnettiin matemaattisesti, tuoden esiin sähkökemiallisen konsentroinnin 

teoreettiset rajat ja rajoittajat tekijät. Konsentroinnilla pystyttiin tuottamaan virtsasta 

kiinteää ammoniumbikarbonaattisuolaa, joka on suoraan käytettävissä 

ravinnetuotteena. Ravinnetuotteen kiteytystä rajoittavaksi tekijäksi paljastui virtsan 

kilpailevat suolaionit (Na, Cl).  

Sähkökemiallista hapetusta tutkittiin käyttäen booritimanttianodia. Kloorin ja 

ammoniakin suhteen sekä anodin pH:n välinen monimutkainen vuorovaikutus  

ammoniumin hapetusketjuun selvitettiin hapetuskokeilla, mikä mahdollistaa 

orgaanisen aineen hapettamisen virtsasta ammoniumia hapettamatta käyttäen 

sähkökemiallisesti laskettua anodin pH:ta. Aikaisemmat hapetus ja 

konsentrointitulokset yhdistettiin tutkimuksessa, joka mahdollisti natriumin ja 

ammonium erottamisen sähkökemiallisen konsentroinnin ja hapetuksen yhdistävällä 

tekniikalla, alentaen ravinnetuotteen suolapitoisuutta. 

Tämä väitöskirja laajentaa sähkökemiallisten tekniikoiden käyttömahdollisuuks ia 

erilliskerätyn virtsan käsittelyyn ja tuotteistukseen. Se antaa suuntaviivoja 

erilliskerätyn virtsan ja sähkökemiallisten tekniikoiden soveltamiseksi ravinteiden 

kiertotaloudessa. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Global food production was revolutionized during the 20th century through the 

large-scale adoption of industrial production of three key macro-nutrients: nitrogen, 

phosphorus, and potassium. The mining of potassium and phosphorus and artificial 

fixation of atmospheric nitrogen through Haber-Bosch process has revolutionized  

agriculture, enabling rapid population growth. Currently the world produces around 

6000 Mt/a of food for which 41 Mt/a of potash (K2O), 53 Mt/a of phosphate (as 

P2O5) and 113 Mt/a of nitrogen (as reactive nitrogen) as added fertilizers are used 

(FAO, 2017), when manure and organic streams are not considered. Without 

nutrients produced outside the natural nutrient cycling, the world could feed 

approximately 3-4 billion people (Erisman et al., 2008), while current world 

population exceeds 7.8 billion. While enabling surplus of food production, the large 

scale nutrient production and use brings a multitude of problems and threats, 

including finite minable K and P rock resources, high energy footprint of N fixation 

(1.4 % of global fossil energy is used for nitrogen fixation) and environmental impact 

of nutrient leaching (Capdevila-Cortada, 2019; Sutton et al., 2013). Nutrient recycling 

is identified as a key component of future food security and part of circular economy 

(FAO, 2012). 

Source-separation of urine can enable water and nutrient recovery and reuse. 

Urine contains the majority of human consumed nutrients (79:47:71% of N:P:K) in 

a compact form, rendering it promising for nutrient recovery (Jönsson and Vinnerås, 

2013; Randall and Naidoo, 2018). While direct reuse is often deemed impractical due 

to liquid transportation costs, salinity, handling, and health and safety issues (Larsen 

et al., 2013; Patel et al., 2020), nutrients can be recovered from urine using a wide 

variety of chemical, biological and physical methods (Chipako and Randall, 2020; 

Patel et al., 2020; Perera et al., 2019). Electrochemical technologies are versatile 

alternatives for urine treatment and nutrient recovery as they can be made reagent-

free and require only electricity to function, can be operated intermittently on 

renewable electricity availability basis, and require only small units for operation (Ma 

et al., 2018). Urine is extremely well suited for electrochemistry, being (i) highly 
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conductive, (ii) well buffered after hydrolysis, and (iii) highly concentrated in 

nutrients (Ledezma et al., 2015). 

Electrochemical technologies utilize external electron acceptors and electron 

supply to catalyze chemical oxidation and reduction reactions creating a flow of 

charged ions through the liquid. Electrochemical concentration, electro-

concentration or electrodialysis is a technology that utilizes electric current to move 

ions through charged membranes to concentrate ionic species from the feed to a 

concentrate. While most prominently applied in sea water desalination, it is well 

suited for removing nutrient and salt content from urine to form a product 

concentrate, and is considered a technically and economically feasible technology for 

this application (Pronk et al., 2006a; Pronk et al., 2006b; Pronk et al., 2007; 

Thompson Brewster et al., 2017b; Ward et al., 2018). Electrochemical oxidation, or 

electro-oxidation, refers to the oxidation of organic matter, ammonium, or other 

inorganic substances through electrochemical reactions. Electro-oxidation can occur 

via direct electron transfer on the anode, or indirectly via radical formation at the 

anode. Most common radicals are oxygen radicals (hydroxyl radical and other 

Reactive Oxygen Species, ROS) and chloride species (hypochlorite and other 

Reactive Chloride Species, RCS), that first pass electrons to the electrode as they are 

formed, and subsequently can receive electrons from e.g. organic matter or 

ammonium. Electro-oxidation has been researched and applied as a means for water 

treatment, especially for applications with difficult to treat compounds such as dyes 

or pharmaceuticals (Brillas and Martínez-Huitle, 2015; Martínez-Huitle et al., 2015), 

but also for wastewater and source-separated urine (Cho and Hoffmann, 2014; Zöllig 

et al., 2015c; Zöllig et al., 2015a; Zöllig et al., 2017). 

The application of electrochemical technologies for source-separated human 

urine holds promise for rapid and flexible treatment and nutrient recovery but 

involves challenges. Optimization of electro-concentration for nutrient recovery or 

urine treatment is not straightforward and is limited by phenomena resulting from 

high concentration differences if high concentrate product and low concentrate 

effluent are simultaneously targeted. Electro-oxidation, on the other hand, is 

naturally insensitive to the target of oxidation and can destroy nitrogen, one of the 

main nutrients of interest. Electro-oxidation can also produce toxic and unwanted 

by-products (Radjenovic and Sedlak, 2015). The energy demand of both electro -

concentration and electro-oxidation can also vary due to the selected operation 

parameters, and significantly different nitrogen capture energy efficiencies can be 

achieved by different operation strategies. Further, the high salinity of source-

separated urine is a problem for nutrient use (Johansson et al., 2001). 
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In this thesis, electro-concentration and electro-oxidation of source-separated 

urine are further developed and combined to create a novel method for simultaneous  

treatment and recovery of a nutrient-rich product with decreased salinity.  
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2 BACKGROUND 

2.1 Source-separation and nutrients in urine 

An adult human expels all nutrition consumed after extracting energy. Nutrients  

eaten in food are concentrated mainly into urine which contains 79:47:71% of N:P:K 

consumed, respectively (Friedler et al., 2013). As urine comprises less than 1 % of 

produced municipal wastewater (Larsen et al., 2013; Randall and Naidoo, 2018), 

source-separated urine can be considered the most promising municipal stream for 

nutrient recovery (Ledezma et al., 2015). 

The human metabolism system in kidneys binds ammonium and carbonate into 

urea, (NH2)2-CO, as a means of nitrogen excretion. Fresh urine contains only urea, 

which breaks down through ureolysis by indigenous bacterial enzymes within days 

or weeks. To prevent ureolysis in source-separated urine, collected urine needs to be 

sterilized immediately or stored in alkaline or acidic environment (Udert and Sarina, 

2013), but ammonium typically is a favorable form for nitrogen recovery. Ureolysis 

releases two parts of ammonium (Total Ammonium Nitrogen, TAN) and one part 

of inorganic carbon, forcing the pH to rise – while fresh urine is neutral in pH, the 

pH of ureolysed urine is 8.5-9.5. The rise in alkalinity and pH causes precipitation of 

calcium and magnesium with phosphates, and very low levels of magnesium and 

calcium remain after extended storage (Udert et al., 2006). 

Urine is high in total salinity and conductivity, it has high sodium, potassium and 

chloride concentrations and a moderately high organics content. While urine may 

contain thousands of individual organic molecules, the organic substances 

comprising the largest concentrations are creatinine, hippuric acid, citric acid and 

glycine – averaging 85% of oxygen demand (Bouatra et al., 2013). Urine composition 

and strength changes considerably depending on e.g. diet and levels of hydration, 

and creatinine is typically used as a calibration component for strength of organic 

content (Blaszkewicz and Liesenhoff-Henze, 2012). Measured urine compositions 

before and after ureolysis from literature are presented in Table 1. 
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2.2 Nitrogen chemistry 

Nitrogen chemistry is complex, with 9 oxidation states (−3 to +5), the most stable 

forms being nitrogen gas (N2, 0), nitrate (NO3−, +5), nitrite (NO2−, +3) and 

ammonium (NH3/NH4+, -3). Nitrogen chemistry is characterized by wide bonding 

ability (nitrogen can form compounds with all elements except noble gases) resulting 

from the second electron shell that can be filled or emptied, and the ease of double 

and triple bonding by the small covalent radius. As a result, nitrogen is a vital 

component in all organic chemistry and many biological nitrogen reaction pathways  

exist (Atkins and de Paula, 2006; Zumdahl and DeCoste, 2012). While the 

atmosphere contains 80% N2, forming an essentially limitless supply of nitrogen, 

living organisms use bound forms of nitrogen, termed fixed nitrogen, which is found 

mainly as total ammonium nitrogen (NH3/NH4+, TAN), nitrite (NO2−) and nitrate 

(NO3−) (Keeney and Hatfield, 2008). Before human intervention, fixed nitrogen was 

produced mainly by biological nitrogen fixation, commonly found symbiotically with 

leguminous plants (Heinonen-Tanski and van Wijk-Sijbesma, 2005). Currently, 

anthropogenic nitrogen fixation is almost twice as large as biological nitrogen 

fixation on a global scale (Galloway et al., 2004). 

Ammonium-ammonia nitrogen, referred to as TAN, is the oxidation state that is 

utilized by living cells, being the most important macronutrient by weight on Earth. 

TAN has a pKa of 9.25 at 25°C (Stumm and Morgan, 1996) and has significantly 

different physical properties in ammonium and ammonia form – while ammonium 

is relatively non-volatile, non-toxic, and has a single charge, ammonia is chargeless, 

highly volatile and acutely toxic to aquatic life forms, inhibiting oxygen transfer by 

hemoglobin (Rosca et al., 2009).  

2.3 Ammonium bicarbonate crystallization in urine 

The ammonium carbonate system is a ternary mixture of ammonia (NH3), carbon 

dioxide and water and can precipitate into a multitude of salt mixtures, which mainly 

compose of three pure substances: ammonium bicarbonate (NH4HCO3), 

ammonium carbonate ((NH4)2CO3), and ammonium carbamate (NH4CO2NH2). All 

of these compounds dissolve into carbonate/bicarbonate/carbon dioxide and TAN 

species when dissolved in water, with distinction between ionic forms depending on 
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the pH and temperature (Kroschwitz and Seidel, 2004). In liquid samples the 

concentrations are expressed as TAN and total inorganic carbon (TIC) referring to 

all three ionic forms of carbonate. 

Ammonium carbonate salts volatilize before melting when heated, and volatilize 

readily also from water solution when heated at below 100°C (Darde et al., 2010). 

High concentrations of ammonium carbonate in solution are challenging as both 

ions are readily volatilized in non-neutral pH: carbonate volatilises as carbon dioxide 

in low pH (pH ≤ 5) and ammonium volatilizes as ammonia in high pH (pH ≥ 10). 

At pH 7, the solubility of ammonium bicarbonate is reported to range between 

11.9g/100g water at 0°C and 59.2g/100g water at 60°C (Kroschwitz and Seidel, 

2004), with values of 21g/100g water at 20°C (Perry et al., 2008) and 24.8g/100g 

water at 25°C (Haynes, 2012). Due to the soluble and volatile nature of ammonium 

carbonate system, precipitation from a liquid phase is not common, and no 

references are found in the literature of practical applications. Solubilities of other 

carbonates are markedly lower with e.g. sodium bicarbonate solubility at 10.3g/100g 

water at 25°C (Haynes, 2012). 

Precipitation is the transfer of solutes into solid form from a dissolved form. 

There is a driving force for precipitation when a concentration above the solubility 

of the compound, i.e. supersaturation, is reached. Supersaturation can be achieved 

by changing the temperature of the solution (most compounds have direct solubility, 

i.e. solubility increases with temperature), changing the concentration (e.g. through 

evaporation or membrane processes), adding an antisolvent chemical or changing 

the pH (solubilities are to varying extents pH-dependent) (Coquerel, 2014). 

Precipitation of a salt is a complex kinetic process affected by all ionic species in the 

liquid, temperature, precipitation rates of other precipitates and presence of seeding 

surfaces or particles (Myerson, 2001). In supersaturated conditions, solubilized 

species tend to precipitate as this is energetically favoured. However, a critical 

supersaturation level is required to enable primary nucleation, i.e. formation of new 

solid surfaces from a liquid phase. As a rule, less supersaturation is required to 

precipitate on an existing foreign surface and least on a crystal of the solute. In an 

ideal case, where infinite crystal surface area and contact time are provided, 

crystallization happens at zero supersaturation, which is the theoretical solubility of 

the solute. (Beckmann, 2013a; Beckmann, 2013b; Takiyama, 2012) 

The rate of concentration change, mixing and seeding parameters can affect 

solids formation significantly and great care is used in commercial crystallization 

processes to ensure desired product composition, crystal lattice form and particle 

size distribution (Beckmann, 2013b). Already crystallized forms are in equilibrium 
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with the saturated solution around them. During nucleation phase, usually significant 

amounts of microcrystals are formed, but a process referred to as Ostwald ripening 

shifts the crystal size distribution towards larger crystals to minimize interface area 

and free energy of the system. (Coquerel, 2014) 

Ureolysed urine composition is naturally favourable for ammonium capture as 

ammonium bicarbonate: assuming ideal total organics oxidation to inorganic carbon, 

>90% of ammonia can be coupled with bicarbonate as ammonium bicarbonate in 

modelled typical synthetic source-separated urine (from Table 1). When 

concentrating ureolysed source-separated urine, calcium and magnesium species are 

least soluble and first to precipitate, but their concentration is expected to be very 

low in ureolysed urine due to precipitation with phosphates triggered by the pH 

increase during ureolysis. After calcium and magnesium, most species are extremely 

soluble and only precipitate in very high concentrations or low temperatures . 

Solubilities of selected pure species are listed in Table 2. It is not directly evident 

which salt species will precipitate from highly concentrated urine first, as speciation 

and solubilities have not been modelled at high concentrations or low temperatures .  

Table 2.  Solubilities of selected salts, adapted from Haynes (2012). 

Species 
Solubility at 25°C 

(g/100g H2O) 
Molar solubility at 25°C 

(mol/L) 
NH4HCO3 24.8 3.14 

NaHCO3 10.3 1.23 

KHCO3 36.5 3.65 
NH4CH3COO 150 19.46 

NaCH3COO 50.4 6.14 
Na2HPO4 11.8 0.83 

KH2PO4 25 1.84 
Na2SO4 28.1 1.98 

Ionic product (IP) and ionic strength (IS) are measures used in evaluating saturation 

and strength in chemistry. Ionic product is the product of concentrations in a 

solution, raised to the power of each species’ molar ratio in a solid’s crystal structure.  

For a supersaturated compound in a single salt solution, this represent the solubility  

product of the salt. The ionic product is thus a measure of saturation. Ionic strength 

is a sum of concentrations of all ions to the power of their charges and is a measure 

of total salinity of the solution. IP and IS can be used to estimate supersaturation 

conditions for concentrated urine. (Zumdahl and DeCoste, 2012) 
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2.4 Electrodialysis and electro-concentration of source-
separated urine 

An electrochemical cell consists of two solid electrode surfaces immersed in a 

conductive electrolyte solution and connected through a resistor or a power supply. 

Depending on the electrolyte and electrode materials, oxidation and reduction 

reactions can spontaneously occur on the electrode surfaces discharging electrons  

into the anode and collecting electrons from the cathode surface, respectively, 

resulting in a current flowing in the electrical wiring as electrons and in the electrolyte 

as ions. Alternatively, an external power supply can be used to create a potential 

gradient through the cell, potentially triggering reduction reactions  at the cathode 

and oxidation reactions at the anode. Ions in the electrolyte of an electrochemical 

cell are subjected to an electric field resulting in migration of anions towards the 

anode and cations towards the cathode. Migration of ions can be used for separation 

processes through the use of ion exchange membranes in the cell. Placing anion- and 

cation exchange membranes in an alternating arrangement between cathode and 

anode allows for depletion of ions from the source feed into a concentrate feed (see 

Figure 1). This is called electrodialysis (ED). (Strathmann, 2004; Strathmann, 2010)  

 

Figure 1.  Operating principle of electrodialysis stack: Cations pass through Cation Exchange 
Membrane (CEM) but are inhibited by the Anion Exchange Membrane (AEM)  and remain 
in the concentrate and vice versa for anions. + = anode, - = cathode. 

In an ED electrolyte, the ions experience forces due to convection, electromigration 

driven by electric potential gradients, and diffusion driven by concentration 

gradients. The liquid adjacent to a membrane surface forms a boundary layer, in 

which convection is negligible and only diffusion and migration are typically 
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considered. The flux of ions is directly linked to the current over the electrodes as 

each unit of charge moving through the external circuit must be matched by an equal 

charge moving through the membrane as flux of ions . (Galama et al., 2014; 

Nikonenko et al., 2002; Strathmann, 2004; Strathmann, 2010) 

An ion exchange membrane consists of a porous media embedded with a fixed 

charge, enabling the integration and movement of opposite charges in the media but 

excluding same-charged particles from the media (Strathmann, 2004; Strathmann, 

2010). Ideally, the co-ion concentration within an ion exchange membrane is zero 

and counter-ion concentration equals the fixed charge density. As electrical potential 

gradient is applied, ions move faster in the membrane than in the adjacent boundary 

layers, forming a concentration depletion in the dilute boundary layer and 

concentration increase in the concentrate boundary layer (Strathmann, 2004; 

Strathmann, 2010). Electroneutrality is required in all compartments, including 

membrane and boundary layers (Galama et al., 2014; Strathmann, 2004). This 

requirement effectively forms equal co-ion and counter-ion concentration profiles 

in boundary layers. This effect of concentration difference over the membrane is 

referred to as concentration polarization and is visualized in Figure 2 (Strathmann, 

2004). 

 

Figure 2.  Concentration profiles for cations and anions through a cell pair in a single ion pair system. 
+ = anode, - = cathode. 

As current density over the membrane is increased, concentration polarization 

intensifies until the feed boundary layer transport rate is exceeded, the concentration  

of ions at the surface drops below a critical value and at that point increased cell 

voltage no longer provides increased current. This current density is called the 

limiting current density. If cell voltage is further increased, at some point so called 
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over-limiting current is reached, in which ion flux through the membrane increases  

again, consisting partly of hydroxyl-ions and protons from water splitting at the 

membrane surface. The phenomenon of over-limiting current is not currently fully 

understood. For practical solutions, current density should always be below limiting 

current density to retain energy efficiency and to avoid damage to membranes from 

water splitting. (Strathmann, 2004) Due to the concentration polarization 

phenomenon, potentially occurring saturation conditions are always first achieved 

on or in a membrane instead of bulk solution. As the membrane surface is a surface 

area, potentially facilitating precipitation, the membrane surface is the most likely 

place where precipitation can occur if electrodialysis is operated close to saturation 

conditions. This can result in physical damage to membranes due to crystal 

formation in or on the membrane (Strathmann, 2004). 

Concentration to high levels by ED is limited through several phenomena. Firstly, 

there is an osmotic pressure difference between different concentration 

compartments, resulting in water flow across membranes (Ippersiel et al., 2012; 

Mondor et al., 2008; Strathmann, 2004). Secondly, water moves across with ions as 

bound water, specific to the ion type moving through the membrane (Strathmann, 

2004). Thirdly, capillaries with surface charges exhibit water flow in an electric field  

due to the formation of a charged layer next to the capillary surface. This layer then 

experiences a force from the electric field and moves through the capillary, a 

phenomenon called electro-osmosis. (Strathmann, 2004) Fourthly, as concentrations  

of ions grow large, activities of their chargeless speciation forms (e.g. NH3 for NH4+) 

and ion pairs (such as NH4HCO3) can form a significant concentration. The 

movement of chargeless species is not affected by the electric field or blocked by 

charge in the ion exchange membranes, and they can therefore diffuse through 

membranes forming potentially significant streams if their concentrations are high 

(Thompson Brewster et al., 2017a). These phenomena together result in plateauing 

of concentrate concentrations with ED, limiting the electro-concentration 

achievable with a single unit. Multiple units in series can be used to overcome this 

effect. (Strathmann, 2004) Concentration to levels close to saturation through 

electrodialysis is not common in the literature for the reasons listed above. 
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2.5 Modelling electro-concentration 

To model an electro-concentration cell, it is necessary to calculate the ionic 

speciation in the bulk, boundary layer and inside the membrane for each chamber 

and account for (i) the relationship between mass transfer based on charge transport 

of ions with ionic activity correction; (ii) pH effects to speciation including current 

transport by H+ and OH−; (iii) speciation effects including ion-pairing and acid-base 

dissociation, and (iv) total cell voltage, including the effect of solution resistance, 

membrane resistance and electrode resistance. This is achieved by Ordinary 

Differential Equation (ODE) relaxation operated in Matlab2014b in combination 

with speciation model built with C and operated by MEX -executable (Flores-Alsina 

et al., 2015). A Nernst-Planck equation governs the ionic flux perpendicular to the 

membrane and the model takes into account 71 possible ionic species based on 10 

components: sodium, potassium, ammonium, chloride, acetate, calcium, magnesium, 

carbonate, sulphate and phosphate. 

The majority of previous electrochemical models have been single salt models  

(Lee et al., 2006; Mohammadi et al., 2005; Moon et al., 2004; Ortiz et al., 2005; 

Tanaka, 2013), or incorporated up to three ions (Kim et al., 2012; Kraaijeveld et al., 

1995; Nikonenko et al., 2003). Some models have considered pH (Kraaijeveld et al., 

1995; Nikonenko et al., 2003; Nikonenko et al., 2010; Zabolotskii et al., 2013), but 

no work incorporated a full physico-chemical model incorporating ion speciation 

with pH and complex solution that are used in physical modelling (Flores-Alsina et 

al., 2015; Solon et al., 2015). By meticulously calculating all species available for mass 

transport on membranes, phenomena including current leakage (H+ and OH− 

transport), competitive ion transport, and ionic activity and ion-pairing can be 

measured, quantified and predicted. Urine electro-concentration has not been 

modelled previously using a full physico-chemical model.  

2.6 Electro-oxidation 

In an electrochemical cell, the anode acts as an electron acceptor, forming an electron 

sink for oxidation reactions on its surface. A terminal electron acceptor is reduced 

at the cathode, acting as a sink for electrons produced at the anode. Oxygen is 

considered an excellent sustainable choice for a terminal electron acceptor as it is 

readily available from atmosphere, has a positive redox potential (1.23V vs SHE at 

pH 0), is non-toxic and results in water as the end product (Bratsch, 1989; Kannan 
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and Gnana kumar, 2015; Logan and Wiley, 2008; Rabaey et al., 2010). However, the 

solubility of oxygen may be limiting. Another option is to use water as an electron 

acceptor, resulting in hydrogen gas as an end product. Electro-oxidation reaction 

pathways at the anode are a function of the electrode material, applied potential , 

current density, and the electrolyte medium (Martínez-Huitle et al., 2015). Electro-

oxidation can proceed through various pathways including (i) via direct electron 

transfer at the electrode surface, (ii) oxidation with chemisorbed (active anode) or 

physically sorbed (passive anode) hydroxyl radical, created from water electrolysis at 

the anode (M(OH·)), (iii) oxidation through ROS, and (iv) oxidation through RCS, 

most notably hypochlorite, when chloride is present (Brillas and Martínez-Huitle, 

2015). The ROS are formed as physi-sorbed (M(OH·)) reacts with water and include 

H2O2 and O3, which have longer lifetimes and can diffuse away from the boundary 

layer. (Brillas and Martínez-Huitle, 2015)  

Anode materials have a large effect on the anodic reactions and experienced 

oxygen evolution. Most metals and materials (such as iron, copper, aluminium, etc.) 

are excluded as anodic materials in oxidative electrochemistry as they are not stable 

but release cations in exchange for electrons - these metals can be used in 

applications utilizing sacrificial anodes, such as electroplating (Faulkner and Bard, 

2008). Most common anodic materials are dimensionally stable materials, that can 

support oxygen evolution on their surface without degradation of the anode material, 

and these include e.g. titanium, platinum, different forms of pure carbon, iridium 

and ruthenium oxides (often grouped as Dimensionally Stabile Anodes DSAs), lead 

oxides, tin and antimony oxides and boron doped diamond (BDD). Electrode 

materials are divided into active and passive anodic materials based on the behaviour 

and adsorption energy of formed hydroxyl radicals during water oxidation. Active 

anodes interact more strongly (chemisorption) with the formed OH· -radical, 

resulting often in more selective oxidation paths of e.g. organic molecules on the 

electrode surface. Passive anodes interact less strongly with the hydroxyl radical 

(physisorption), and can allow nonselective oxidation of organics and result in 

complete oxidation of organics to CO2 (Martínez-Huitle et al., 2015). This non-

selective nature of BDD and other passive anodes has granted BDD-oxidation the 

nomenclature Advanced Electrochemical Oxidation Process (EAOP) compared to 

traditional Electrochemical Oxidation (EO) (Brillas and Martínez-Huitle, 2015). A 

list of the most common anode materials used in electro-oxidation is presented in 

Table 3. 

In addition to the anode material, also the electrolyte media has a strong effect 

on electro-oxidation pathways. Firstly, the overall conductivity of the media 
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determines the overall applicability of electrochemical technologies as low 

conductivity increases electrode potentials and energy demand. Conductivity can 

also change the current densities applicable and the resulting reaction regimes which 

can be mass transfer limited or current density limited, depending on the availability 

of ions on the surface. The buffer capacity and pH of the media determines the pH 

at the anode surface, which is an important parameter in the speciation of radicals  

and effects the resulting oxidative pathways. Finally, the composition of the media 

determines the formation of radicals that can dominate electrochemical oxidation. 

Especially chloride and bromide form reactive species (specifically RCS) that are 

extremely powerful oxidants and biocides. (Brillas and Martínez-Huitle, 2015; 

Comninellis and Chen, 2010; Ganiyu et al., 2019; Martínez-Huitle et al., 2015) While 

DSAs are used frequently in electro-oxidation, the following chapters focus on the 

oxidation chemistry on BDD-electrodes. 

Table 3.  Active and passive anode materials based on their oxygen evolution potential in acidic 
media. The arrow in the rightmost column represents a gradual change from 
physisorption to chemisorption. (Comninellis and Chen, 2010; Martínez-Huitle et al., 
2015). 

Anode 
Type 

Composition 
Oxygen evolution potential 

(V vs. SHE) 
Adsorption enthalpy of 

M(OH·) 

Active 

DSA, RuO2-TiO2 1.4-1.7 Chemisorption of M(OH·) 

DSA, IrO2 – Ta2O5 1.5-1.8 

 

Ti/Pt 1.7-1.9 

Carbon and Graphite 1.7 

Passive 

Ti/PbO2 1.8-2.0 

Ti/SnO2-Sb2O5 1.9-2.2 

p-Si/BDD 2.2-2.6 Physisorption of M(OH·) 

2.6.1 Electro-oxidation of chloride 

While the specific oxidation pathways of chloride in different pH levels in varied  

media is a subject of ongoing research, a generally agreed outline can be defined 

based on existing literature. Urine contains an inherently high concentration of 

chloride, and thus chloride oxidation chemistry is an integral part of urine oxidation 

chemistry. Chloride ion is first directly oxidized at the anode to yield soluble chlorine 

(Eq. 1). If the local equilibrium concentration is exceeded, bubbles of chlorine gas 

can form. Otherwise, chlorine diffuses to the solution and reacts with chloride to 

form trichloride ion (Eq. 2) and with water to form hypochlorite (also called active 

chlorine AC) (Eq. 3). Active chlorine can further oxidize other species in the media 
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(Eq. 5), it can be reduced at the cathode (Eq. 6), be reduced by the hydrogen 

produced at the cathode (Eq. 9) or react with itself to form chloride (Eq. 8). Active 

chlorine can also further oxidize on the anode to form ClO2−, ClO3− and ClO4− ions 

(Eqs. 10-12). (Brillas and Martínez-Huitle, 2015; Comninellis and Chen, 2010; 

Ganiyu et al., 2019; Martínez-Huitle et al., 2015) 

 

2Cl− → 𝐶𝑙2(𝑎𝑞) +2𝑒− (1) 

𝐶𝑙2(𝑎𝑞)+ 𝐶𝑙− ⇄ 𝐶𝑙3
− (2) 

𝐶𝑙2(𝑎𝑞) +𝐻2𝑂 ⇄ 𝐻𝐶𝑙𝑂 +𝐶𝑙− +𝐻+ (3) 

𝐻𝐶𝑙𝑂 ⇄ 𝐶𝑙𝑂−+𝐻+ (4) 

𝑇𝑂𝐶 + 𝐶𝑙𝑂−→ 𝐶𝑂2 + 𝐻2𝑂 +𝐶𝑙− (5) 

𝐶𝑙𝑂−+ 𝐻2𝑂 + 2𝑒−→ 𝐶𝑙−+ 2𝑂𝐻− (6) 

2𝐻𝐶𝑙𝑂 +𝐶𝑙𝑂−→ 𝐶𝑙𝑂3
−+2𝐶𝑙− +2𝐻+ (7) 

2𝐶𝑙𝑂−→ 2𝐶𝑙− + 𝑂2 (8) 

2𝐶𝑙𝑂−+ 𝐻2 → 𝐶𝑙−+ 𝐻2𝑂  (9) 

𝐶𝑙𝑂−+ 𝐻2𝑂 → 𝐶𝑙𝑂2
−+2𝐻++2𝑒− (10) 

𝐶𝑙𝑂2
−+ 𝐻2𝑂 → 𝐶𝑙𝑂3

−+2𝐻++2𝑒− (11) 

𝐶𝑙𝑂3
−+ 𝐻2𝑂 → 𝐶𝑙𝑂4

−+2𝐻++2𝑒− (12) 

The chloride oxidation chemistry can be current controlled or mass transport 

controlled, depending on the applied current density, mixing and chloride 

concentration in the media. Based on these parameters, the oxidation pathways can 

be altered significantly. The most typically reported reaction is chloride diffusing as 

hypochlorite into the bulk, but it can also accumulate as Cl2 gas and be removed as 

bubbles or react immediately further on the anode to perchlorates (Comninellis et 

al., 2008; Martínez-Huitle et al., 2015). The oxidation pathways of chloride in urine 

in different conditions has not been systematically studied. 

Formation of chlorates: ClO3− (chlorate) and ClO4− (perchlorate), is a serious 

impediment to BDD electro-oxidation of chloride containing wastewaters as they 

both are persistent toxins and harmful to aquatic environment and human health  

(Garcia-Segura et al., 2015; Radjenovic and Sedlak, 2015). Methods for electro-

oxidation with BDD that would not develop chlorates are investigated, but also 
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alternative anode materials should be considered (Cotillas et al., 2019; Garcia-Segura 

et al., 2018; Herraiz-Carboné et al., 2020). 

2.6.2 Electro-oxidation of ammonium  

TAN can be oxidized on a BDD anode through direct oxidation on the anode 

surface, and this type of oxidation can be described similarly to oxidation of organic 

material (see Chapter 2.6.3). Oxidation rate can be limited by the applied current or 

mass transfer to the surface, depending on the applied current and TAN 

concentration. If the medium contains chloride, an oxidation pathway titled 

“breakpoint chlorination” can be observed. Breakpoint chlorination is a chemical 

oxidation phenomenon for TAN and organics, mostly studied in bulk water with 

addition of active chlorine in neutral pH. It is often cited as the principle behind 

RCS-mediated TAN oxidation also in electro-oxidation, but also competing theories  

have been suggested, and as boundary layer phenomena can dominate electro -

oxidation chemistry, the details of TAN electro-oxidation are most likely more 

complicated than the textbook breakpoint chlorination suggests. Alternatives to 

breakpoint chlorination mechanisms for electrochemical TAN oxidation in chloride 

containing media have been suggested with different type of local chemistry and 

pathways on the BDD anode (Gendel and Lahav, 2012). 

In breakpoint chlorination, active chlorine (Cl2/HOCl/OCl−) reacts with TAN 

to form chloramines (monochloramine, dichloramine and trichloramine), which can 

further react to form N2, oxidize to NO3− or reduce back to TAN at the cathode. 

Typical breakpoint chlorination pathways are presented in equations 13-18. 

Breakpoint chlorination only proceeds, if RCS/TAN -ratio is above a water specific 

threshold (typically 1.5:1 Cl2/TAN), below which chloramines remain inert in the 

water (Kobylinski and Bhandari, 2010; Randtke, 2010). 

 

𝑁𝐻4
++𝐻𝑂𝐶𝑙 → 𝑁𝐻2𝐶𝑙 + 𝐻2𝑂 + 𝐻+ (13) 

𝑁𝐻2𝐶𝑙 + 𝐻𝑂𝐶𝑙 → 𝑁𝐻𝐶𝑙2 + 𝐻2𝑂  (14) 

𝑁𝐻𝐶𝑙2 + 𝐻𝑂𝐶𝑙 → 𝑁𝐶𝑙3 + 𝐻2𝑂  (15) 

𝐻𝑂𝐶𝑙 + 2 3⁄ 𝑁𝐻3 → 1 3⁄ 𝑁2 + 𝐻2𝑂 + 𝐻++𝐶𝑙− (16) 

𝐻𝑂𝐶𝑙 + 2 3⁄ 𝑁𝐻4
+→ 1 3⁄ 𝑁2 + 𝐻2𝑂 +5 3⁄ 𝐻++𝐶𝑙− (17) 

𝐻𝑂𝐶𝑙 +1 4⁄ 𝑁𝐻4
+ → 1 4⁄ 𝑁𝑂3

−+1 4⁄ 𝐻2𝑂 +3 2⁄ 𝐻++ 𝐶𝑙− (18) 
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The end product of TAN breakpoint chlorination is N2 gas. However, nitrite and 

nitrate are potential by-products of urine electro-oxidation that can have unwanted 

health effects in drinking water or in aquatic environment (Ward et al., 2005).  

TAN electro-oxidation in urine differs from organics electro-oxidation, with 

occasionally separate reaction rates and affinities that can pose challenges for the 

practical implementation of electro-oxidation as a treatment technology when aiming 

to oxidize TAN and organics (Zöllig et al., 2017). A better understanding of the TAN 

oxidation pathways could enable selective organics oxidation from urine without 

TAN oxidation, allowing for development of novel simultaneous  urine treatment 

and nutrient recovery technologies. 

2.6.3 Electro-oxidation of organic material 

Hydroxyl radical is known to be a primary oxidant for most organic molecules, and 

as BDD favors formation of weakly absorbed BDD(OH·) radicals, they are readily 

scavenged by organic molecules to form oxidized products (Ganiyu et al., 2019). 

Organic molecules can also be readily oxidized by variety of RCS on the anode or in 

the bulk medium (Martínez-Huitle et al., 2015). Due to the variety of oxidation 

pathways, organic material is expected to be oxidized robustly on BDD whenever 

the anodic potential is high enough to produce BDD(OH·) radicals regardless of the 

presence of chloride or other species in the medium, even though they can alter the 

specific pathways and potentially decay rate. Some recalcitrant organic substances, 

such as fulvic and humic acids and chlorinated organic substances can remain 

inoxidized by BDD(OH·) (Zöllig et al., 2017). As an example for organic matter 

oxidation at BDD, one reaction pattern for pure acetic acid oxidation through 

BDD(OH·) is presented in equation 19, acetic acid presenting a typically refractory 

organic compound (Kapałka et al., 2008). 

 

𝐶𝐻3𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐻 → 2𝐶𝑂2 + 8𝑒− 
(19) 

2.7 Electrochemical concentration and oxidation of source-
separated urine  

Nitrogen capture from source-separated urine using electrochemical technologies  

can be divided into stripping, electrodialysis, electro-concentration, and microbial 
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electrochemical technologies (METs). Electrodialysis of human urine has been 

studied by Pronk et al. (Pronk et al., 2006b) aiming for urine treatment and reaching 

93 % ammonium removal into concentrate using a conventional electrodialys is  

setup. The method was tested also in pilot scale with growth tests in agriculture  

(Pronk et al., 2007). The focus of these studies was in removal of pharmaceuticals , 

removal efficiency of ions and long term operation in pilot scale. Electrodialysis has 

also been studied  with human urine using a membrane contactor -type ammonium 

capture through gas phase (Pronk et al., 2006a) – an approach that has later been 

applied to other streams, such as swine manure. Electrodialysis has further been 

studied for chemically and biologically pretreated urine as a proposed method for 

space station urine treatment, capturing nutrients in a liquid form (De Paepe et al., 

2018). Electrodialysis is a mature and well understood technology but as a single 

technology has limitations for direct applicability for urine treatment and TAN 

recovery. Urine has large organic content, can contain precipitating salts and can foul 

membranes (Maurer et al., 2006; Udert et al., 2006). Removal of ionic content from 

solution to low levels through electrodialysis is difficult as current efficiency 

decreases and energy demand increases with lower ion concentrations . 

Electrodialysis does not separate salts in urine but concentrates all ionic components, 

resulting in a high sodicity product, potentially problematic for sustainable nutrient 

use. 

A two-chamber electro-concentration cell has been used for ammonium recovery 

from human urine with subsequent gas stripping and acid absorption  (Luther et al., 

2015) or subsequent transmembrane chemisorption using two reactors (Rodríguez 

Arredondo et al., 2017). Similar approach for urine has also successfully been used 

in a single reactor (Liu et al., 2020; Tarpeh et al., 2018). Electro-concentration -type 

treatment has also been combined with electro-oxidation for treating mixed latrine 

wastewater: a CEM separated anodic chamber was used for acidic electro-oxidation 

and TAN was concentrated simultaneously through the membrane to the cathode 

as a nutrient rich concentrate (Yang et al., 2019). 

Microbial electrochemical technologies combine microbially-mediated reactions  

with electrode interactions and external electrical circuits. The most studied MET is 

microbial fuel cell (MFC), in which biological redox reactions producing energy 

through breaking of organic compounds are separated into a biological oxidation 

reaction at the anode and typically an abiotic reduction reaction at the cathode, linked 

through an electrochemical cell to produce electrical current. In MFCs, organic 

molecules are oxidized in anaerobic conditions by electrochemically active micro-

organisms that are often physically attached onto an electrode (the anode) and 
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capable of extracellular electron transfer. The electrons are transported through 

electrical circuit to the cathode, where a terminal electron acceptor, such as oxygen, 

accepts them and gets reduced. Equal charge is transported from the anode to the 

cathode through the electrolyte media as ions to close the circuit. (Freguia, 2007; 

Ledezma et al., 2015; Logan et al., 2006; Logan, 2008; Rabaey et al., 2010) Urine has 

been studied as a MFC feed for combined energy production and nutrient capture 

(or self-powered nutrient capture). The Bristol BioEnergy Centre has a long history 

in METs and has studied use of urine in several MFC studies (Chouler et al., 2016; 

Ieropoulos et al., 2012; Ieropoulos et al., 2013; Walter et al., 2016). European centre 

of excellence for sustainable water technology, WETSUS, are also pioneers in the 

field and a two chamber MFC has been developed, where ammonium is forced 

through a CEM to the cathode for subsequent capture (Kuntke et al., 2011; Kuntke 

et al., 2012; Kuntke et al., 2014; Kuntke et al., 2016b). The bioelectrochemical 

technologies for nutrient capture from urine have further been applied also in long-

term pilot scale experiment (Zamora et al., 2017a; Zamora et al., 2017b). At the 

University of Queensland urine has been studied in a three chamber concentration 

MFC setup to retrieve ammonium as a solid from a MFC-produced electro-

concentrate produced in the MFC (Ledezma et al., 2015; Ledezma et al., 2017). 

Urine electro-concentration systems using transmembrane chemisorption or 

stripping show promise but have not so far advanced beyond pilot scale or into 

consumer products. No single technological hurdle can be pointed as multiple 

methods for ammonium capture and separation are available from urine in the 

current research literature. Nutrient production and wastewater treatment however 

pose no serious economic incentives to invest into novel urine infrastructure, and 

price of electrochemical solutions for urine treatment most likely holds the 

technology back (Chaplin, 2019). 

Wastewater electro-oxidation has been studied especially as a means of rapid 

technology for a latrine wastewater treatment. This technology shows that both 

active and passive anodes can be used to sanitize mixed feces and urine (latrine 

water), and typically both TOC and TAN are oxidized at similar timeframes  rapidly 

decomposing to N2 and CO2, depending on the parameters (Cho et al., 2014a; Cho 

et al., 2014b; Cho and Hoffmann, 2014; Chung et al., 2018; Cid et al., 2018; Huang 

et al., 2016; Jasper et al., 2016; Jasper et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2019). Urine electro-

oxidation on BDD and DSA electrodes has been studied in a series of experiments  

(Zöllig et al., 2015c; Zöllig et al., 2015b; Zöllig et al., 2017), where simultaneous TOC 

and TAN oxidation where detected in most cases, but in some experiments, TOC 

was oxidized before TAN, due to Cl oxidation. In all the oxidation studies 
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mentioned, chlorate and perchlorate formation were recognized a major problem 

facing electro-oxidation up-scaling. There are several suggestions for future research 

and applications to overcome this problem. These include (i) process design to target 

electro-oxidation as pre- or post-treatment or as an integrated part to mitigate toxin 

production; (ii) novel BDD-forms and subsequent BDD-coatings, that inhibit 

chlorate or perchlorate formation, or (iii) development of  new materials, such as 

TiO2-xNTA and Ti4O7 which also produce less chlorates. Cathodic chlorate 

reduction is also viable and happens on, e.g. Rh, Pt, Sn, Cu and Ni, cathodes and 

reactor configurations utilizing such cathodes can mitigate production of toxins. 

Chlorate precursor, RCS, can be quenched on the anode before they react further 

and the most efficient quencher is hydrogen peroxide which can be created at the 

cathode for instance using the electro-Fenton process. Short treatment times and 

anodic potential optimization can also mitigate or eliminate chlorate formation, 

while achieving wanted electro-oxidation results. (Garcia-Segura et al., 2018; Yang, 

2020). 
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3 AIMS AND HYPOTHESES OF THE STUDY 

The overall aim of the study was to develop a novel electrochemical process for 

nitrogen capture from source-separated urine as a nutrient product, which could 

simultaneously act as a treatment method. The research was built on previous  

concepts developed in microbial electrochemical technologies research for source-

separated urine, which combine biological oxidation and electro-concentration. The 

objectives included proof-of-concept for electro-concentration of source-separated 

urine for solid ammonium bicarbonate crystal formation and understanding the 

limitations of the process through modelling. Additional objectives included 

development of selective electro-oxidation of organic species in urine over 

ammonium via reagent-free pH control and combining electro-concentration and 

electro-oxidation to produce a tailored liquid nutrient product. Based on the 

background given in Chapter 2, the specific aims and hypotheses of the study are as 

follows: 

To capture ammonium from source-separated urine as solid ammonium 

bicarbonate through electro-concentration (I) 

Ammonium and bicarbonate form the two ionic species in ureolysed urine with the 

highest concentrations, and it was hypothesized that they could be electro-

concentrated to form a solid precipitate that would allow reagent-free nitrogen 

capture from source-separated urine. The solubility of ammonium bicarbonate in 

highly saline environments and low temperatures relevant for the process is not 

known from literature or modelling, and experimental measurements are needed to 

enable analysis on limits and feasibility of this approach. The results are expected to 

resolve new ways of utilizing electro-concentration for nitrogen capture from urine 

and act as a proof-of-concept for recovering solid ammonium bicarbonate as a 

nutrient product from urine using electro-concentration.  
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To optimize electro-concentration parameters through modelling for high 

ammonium bicarbonate concentrations (II) 

Mass transport of ions and water, pH, current density, feeding parameters and 

reactor configuration form a complex relationship in urine electro-concentration . 

High ionic strengths suppress ionic activities of ammonium and bicarbonate and can 

increase ion-pairing and diffusive losses through membranes in the system. It was 

hypothesized that a model-based analysis could reveal the ionic speciation and flows 

present in the electro-concentration system and allow optimization of parameters to 

maximize the concentrations of TAN and bicarbonate in the concentrate. 

To determine the effect of anodic pH on relative TAN and TOC oxidation 

rates (III) 

Electrochemical oxidation of organic material (TOC) in urine that is required to 

ensure a safe nutrient product typically also removes nitrogen, present as TAN. It 

was hypothesized, based on literature and previous experiments, that the oxidation 

of organics is based on an oxidation pathway that is independent of anodic pH, while 

the ammonium oxidation is linked with the pH on the anode and that in acidic pH 

level TAN is preserved. By electrochemical reactor design and optimizing parameter 

settings, it could be possible to implement electro-oxidation with acidic anodic pH, 

potentially inhibiting TAN oxidation and preserving TAN for further recovery. 

To enable Na+/NH4+ separation with electrochemical pH control using a 

double reactor electro-concentration and electro-oxidation system (IV) 

TAN is present as an uncharged or charged species (NH3/NH4+) in water depending 

on the pH (pKa 9.25). Uncharged particles, like NH3, are inert to movement via the 

electromotive force. It was hypothesized that by applying alkaline conditions, TAN 

will not be concentrated by electro-concentration, allowing selective removal of 

other cations, such as sodium, from source-separated urine and subsequent TAN 

recovery. The reagent-free operating principles of electrochemical pH-control (III), 

could enable selective Na/NH4+ separation and tailoring of nutrient product 

properties as well as simultaneous treatment via electro-oxidation. 
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4 SUMMARY OF MATERIALS AND METHODS 

This summary lists the feeds, reactor design, analytical and modelling methods used 

in this research. A more detailed description of methods used are available in 

Publications I-IV. 

4.1 Feed composition 

Synthetic urine was utilized in all the studies (I-IV) and real source-separated urine 

was also used in one of them (III). A series of synthetic urine solution recipes were 

used in this study based on investigations at the Swiss Federal Institute of Aquatic 

Science and Technology (EAWAG), a literature survey of source-separated urine 

samples (see Table 1), the Human Urine Metabolome and source-separated urine 

collected at the Advanced Water Management Centre at the University of 

Queensland, Australia. The different synthetic recipes used (I-IV) are presented in 

Table 4 and components measured in feeds in different Publications in Table 5. Four 

different synthetic urine recipes were used: Synthetic urine representing ureolysed 

urine, where acetate represents organic content (ACE); Synthetic urine representing 

ureolysed urine, omitting organic content (NO ACE); Synthetic urine representing 

ureolysed urine where organic matter has been completely digested to carbon 

dioxize, CO2 (ABC); and Synthetic urine representing ureolysed urine with organic 

content as organic species based on the Human Urine Metabolome (FEED). 
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Table 4.  Synthetic urine recipes used in different Publications. Units in g L-1, if not otherwise 
mentioned. See Chapter 4.1. for explanation on different feed compositions.  

 

Chemical Formula 
ACE 

(I, II) 

NO ACE 

(I, II) 

ABC 

(I, II) 

FEED (III, 
IV) 

Ammonium Hydroxide NH4OH (25% sol) 13 mL L-1 13 mL L-1 3.5 mL L-1 13.8 mL L-1 

Ammonium Bicarbonate NH4HCO3 21.4 21.4 41.2 22.14 

Ammonium Chloride NH4Cl n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.48 

Sodium Chloride NaCl 3.6 3.6 3.6 2.69 

Potassium Chloride KCl 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.1 

Sodium Dihydrogen Phosphate NaH2PO4 (anhyd) 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.4 

Disodium Sulphate Na2SO4 (anhyd) 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.41 

Creatinine C4H7N3O n.a. n.a. n.a. 2.3 

Hippuric Acid C9H9NO3 n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.88 

Citric Acid C6H8O7 n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.88 

Glycine C2H5NO2 n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.17 

Ammonium Acetate NH4CH3COO 9.6 n.a. n.a. 2.06 

n.a. = not added 

 

Table 5.  The real concentrations in synthetic and real urine feed used in different Publications, 
units in mmol L-1. 

Component 
NO ACE  

(I, II) 

ACE 

(I, II) 

ABC 

(I, II) 

FEED III 

(III) 

FEED IV 

(IV) 
REAL URINE 

(III) 

TAN 444 568 568 522±40 470±35 197±3 

PO43- 18 18 18 18±2 29±1 5.1±0.9 

K+ 56 56 56 70±6 70±3 10.4±0.3 

Na+ 111 111 111 117±8 113±4 27.6±1.0 

Cl- 118 118 118 92±5 164±7 24.7±0.8 

SO42- 16 16 16 15±2 19±1 3.7±0.3 

TOC n.a. n.a. n.a. 286±46 187±11 114±17 

n.a. = not added 
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4.2 Reactor design and equipment 

The laboratory experiments for all Publications were conducted using the same set 

of six custom built acrylic reactors (constructed by University of Queensland 

engineering workshop) consisting of three or two acrylic frames, forming three or 

two parallel compartments, anodic, (middle), and cathodic, of 70 mm x 50 mm x 70 

mm each (see Figure 4). CEM (CMI-7000 Membrane International Inc.) was used in 

all Publications to close the anodic compartment, and AEM (AMI-7001, Membrane 

International Inc.) was used in Publications I, II and IV to close the cathodic 

compartment. A Biologic VMP-3 potentiostat was used in all Publications to power 

and measure the experiments. A graphite rod (Element14, Australia) and graphite 

granule (Graphite Sales Inc., USA) anode was used in Publications I and II, and a 

BDD plate anode (Condias Diachem) in Publications III and IV. A stainless-steel 

mesh cathode was used in all experiments. An Ag/AgCl 3M NaCl reference 

electrode (BASi, USA) was used in the anodic chamber in Publications III and IV. 

Online pH sensors were used to monitor anodic and cathodic pH levels : 

Endress+Hauser Liquisys CPM253 for Publications I and II and Endress+Hauser 

Liquiline CM448 with Orbisint CPS11D for Publications III and IV). Table 6 lists 

differences in experimental setups between the Publications. Figure 3 presents 

reactor schematic diagrams utilized in Publications III and IV. 

Table 6.  Differences in experimental design between Publications. 

Parameter Publication I Publication II Publication III Publication IV 

Number of chambers 3 3 2 3 

Number of 
experiments 

13 3 + simulations 19 28 (6 settings) 

Applied current 
density, A m-2 

40-100 0-150 100 40-100 and 0-23 

Feed 
3 different 

synthetic urines 
2 synthetic urines 

+ simulations 

Synthetic urine  

and real urine 
Synthetic urine 
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Figure 3.  a) Flow diagram of the two-chamber reactor utilized in Publication III (Publication III, Fig 
1a), and b) Flow diagram of the double three-chamber reactor utilized in Publication IV 

(Publication IV, Fig 1). CEM = Cation Exchange Membrane, AEM = Anion Exchange 
Membrane, BDD = Boron Doped Diamond, WE = Working Electrode, SS = Stainless 
Steel, CE = Counter Electrode. U = Urine Feed Pump, F = Loop Feed Pump.  
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Figure 4.  a) Assembled three chamber reactor used in Publications I, II and IV (the same reactor 
was used without the middle chamber in Publication III), b) close-up of a double-reactor 
configuration showing collected product and waste concentrates in Publication IV, and c) 
overview of laboratory setup used in experiments done for Publication IV showing two 

parallel double reactor configurations. 
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4.3 Sample analysis 

Samples were analyzed for pH and conductivity using sampling probes (all 

Publications) and for daily monitoring (Publications I and II) using chloride and 

ammonium test kits (Merck 101807, Merck 114752). Samples were analyzes for 

Publications I and II by University of Queensland Advanced Water Management 

Centre Analytical Services Laboratory using Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical 

Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-OES) for Na, K, Ca and Mg (Perkin Elmer optima 

7300DV); Flow Injection Analysis (FIA) for NH4, NO3, NO2 and PO4 (Lachat 

QuickChem8500), Ion Chromatograph for Cl (Dionex ICS-2100) and Total Organic 

Carbon analysis for TOC and TIC (Shimadzu TOC-L CSH TNM-L TN). For 

Publications III and IV samples were analyzed using ion chromatography for cations 

and anions (Dionex IC-120 and Thermo Scientific ICS-1600) and Total Organic 

Carbon analysis for TOC and TIC (Shimadzu TOC-5000 in Publication III and 

TOC-V CPH in Publication IV). For analysis, samples were filtered using a 0.45 μm 

syringe filter and stored in a fridge for maximum of 4-7 days either diluted 

(Publications I and II) or undiluted (Publications III and IV). 

4.4 Modelling 

The model used in Publication II was operated on Matlab 2014b, combining C-code 

executable functions (MEX-files) with Matlab ordinary differential equations  

(ODEs), and is based on earlier work by Thompson Brewster et al. (2017b) and 

Flores-Alsina et al. (2015). The model comprised of 10 components: sodium, 

potassium, ammonium, chloride, acetate, calcium, magnesium, carbonate, sulphate 

and phosphate, and 71 possible ionic species from these components. For more 

detailed information on the model execution and function, please see Publication II 

and its supplementary materials. 

The model was calibrated based on one set of results from the laboratory 

experiments and the calibrated model was validated on a parallel set of results from 

the laboratory experiments with altered parameters. A sensitivity analysis was 

performed to the validated model to evaluate its stability for parameter change. 
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5 SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

To treat source-separated urine and create a nutrient product of the nitrogen within, 

several separate challenges need to be addressed. Nitrogen needs to be concentrated 

or ideally separated as a pure substance. Urine also contains organic loading that 

should be removed to lower environmental impact of the effluent, and salinity, that 

is not wanted in a nutrient product. Electro-concentration can separate nitrogen into 

a concentrate product and in ideal cases also achieve conditions for supersaturations  

for ammonium separation as a solid salt. Electro-oxidation can remove organic 

loading in urine, and optimization of the reactor configuration and operation allows 

methods for selective organics oxidation without nitrogen destruction. Combined 

electro-oxidation and electro-concentration can form a urine treatment process, 

concentrating nitrogen into a nutrient product simultaneously reducing the product 

salinity through selective sodium diversion using reagent-free pH-controlled electro-

concentration. The following chapters summarize the results and main findings in 

Publications I-IV in relation to the aims and hypothesis of the thesis described in 

chapter 3. More detailed description of the findings can be found from the original 

Publications (I-IV). This section also provides discussion on the topic. 

5.1 Electro-concentration and ammonium precipitation 

Urine electro-concentration is a form of electrodialysis and faces s imilar potential 

challenges: large concentration gradients, buffer capacity depletion, precipitation and 

membrane damage, as well as limiting currents (Strathmann, 2010). In Publication I, 

a series of electro-concentration tests with varied current densities and feed 

characteristics were performed to find parameters determining limits of electro-

concentration and supersaturation for the formation of a solid nutrient product. In 

Publication II, a similar system was modelled to further find optimal ways and 

limiting factors of electro-concentration. 
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5.1.1 Nitrogen recovery via electro-concentration reaches a plateau (I, II) 

In the three-chamber cell reactor utilized in Publications I, II and IV, the 

concentration cell in the center was not stirred or replenished but overflowed freely 

to a collection bottle. The overflow was due to volume increase due to water flow 

into the concentration chamber. As explained in Chapter 2, water enters middle 

chamber through various methods, the two most important of which are osmosis 

and ion bound water. Osmosis refers to the preferential diffusion of water from 

dilute to concentrate through a semipermeable membrane, which causes a water flux 

through the membrane in relation to the concentration difference over the 

membrane, diluting the concentrate. Ion bound water refers to a hydrated radii 

around an ion that is transported with the ion through the membrane, creating a 

mechanistic link with water flux and ion flux to the concentrate (Pronk et al., 2006b). 

Both mechanisms increase water flux as ion flux increases, reducing the increase in 

the concentrate chamber concentrations. Additionally, higher concentrations in the 

concentrate chamber increase also concentrations of uncharged ion-paired species, 

which can migrate through charged membranes (phenomenon titled back migration 

or back diffusion) and opposite to the electric field, lowering the attainable peak 

concentrations in the nutrient product (Thompson Brewster et al., 2016). 

As synthetic urine was electro-concentrated and when a steady feed Hydraulic 

Retention Time  (HRT) was used, a similar concentrate strength was formed 

regardless of the utilized current density (in the range 40 – 100 Am-2) or feed 

composition (Publication I). A representation of the reached electric conductivities  

and measured ion concentrations in the electro-concentration studies are presented 

in Figure 5 (Publication I). The ionic conductivity forms a plateau over all 

experiments, while ionic strength (IS), a compound measure describing the overall 

salinity, does show an increasing trend as current density is increased. This 

discrepancy implies that while ion concentration is increasing, the increase does not 

contribute towards increase in conductivity, which could imply the increase of 

uncharged species – a result to be verified – as for single salt species much higher 

concentrations are required for conductivity plateauing (Atkins and de Paula, 2006). 
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Figure 5.  Ion concentrations before (upconcentration) and during steady state. (a) Concentrate 
conductivity reaching steady state, (b) Concentrate conductivity in steady state, (c) 
Concentrate ion concentrations reaching steady state, (d) Concentrate ion concentrations 
in steady state. Upconcentration = phase from start to steady state. Steady state = 

operational phase with steady concentrations. ACE, NO ACE, ABC = feed characteristics 
(see Chapter 4.1). (modified from Publication I, Fig. 2) 

To better understand the phenomena related to the relation between current density 

and concentrate concentrations, a modelling study was initiated in parallel. These 

phenomena were clearly demonstrated in Publication II (See Chapter 5.1.3.). 

5.1.2 Parameters dictating ammonium bicarbonate precipitation in the 

concentrate (I) 

As urine is concentrated and subsequently cooled to -18 °C, several species can 

supersaturate first, depending on their respective concentrations (see Chapter 2.3). 

Supersaturation cannot currently be modelled as the solubility constants have not 

been defined at temperature below 0 °C, and the diminishing activities due to 

competing ions is significant in concentrated urine (Publication I and II). To evaluate 
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limits for supersaturation conditions, the ammonium bicarbonate ionic strength to 

total ionic strength ratio (ISABC/IS) is visualized in relation to the ammonium 

bicarbonate ionic product (IPABC) (Figure 6b). 

 

Figure 6.  Ratio of ammonium bicarbonate ionic strength and ionic strength (ISABC/IS) presented in 
relation to (a) current density (J) and (b) ammonium bicarbonate ionic product (IPABC). 
ABC and ACE are synthetic urine feed compositions (see Chapter 4.1.). Supernatant 
refers to concentrate after cooling and removal of solid crystals. (Publication I, Fig 5) 

The analysis of the concentrates of different type of synthetic urine compositions 

(see Chapter 4.1.) indicated that precipitation at −18 °C occurred only when the 

ammonium bicarbonate ionic strength constituted more than app. 62 % of the total 

ionic strength (ISABC/IS>0.62) and ammonium bicarbonate ionic product (IPABC) is 

above 2.25 (mol/L)2. These results were obtained by combining measured 

supernatants after removal of formed crystals and are assumed to be at 

supersaturation. Feeds simulating urine where organic matter had not been oxidized  

and thus, where bicarbonate concentration was lower, did not achieve the limits  

identified for supersaturation and did not produce observable amounts of 

precipitates. 

Maximum of 17 % of feed nitrogen was captured in solid form as ammonium 

bicarbonate (Publication I). While concentration to even higher ammonium and 

bicarbonate concentrations is possible (Publication II), larger relative nitrogen 

capture as solid ammonium bicarbonate would be most likely prohibited by 

competing ions (sodium and chloride), that inhibit further crystal formation 

(Publication I). 
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5.1.3 Electro-concentration is limited by back migration and current leak (II) 

Modelling the system in Publication II extrapolated the results beyond experiments  

performed in Publication I. Sampling could not show fluxes over membranes in the 

experimental setup (Publication I), but the model provided a method of explaining 

the results seen in Publication I. The model confirmed the observations of 

Publication I, that merely increasing current density does not increase ion 

concentrations in the concentrate (Chapter 5.1.1.). This can be attributed mainly due 

to two phenomena: current leakage and back migration (for more complete analysis, 

please refer to Publication II). Current leakage refers to the movement of H+ and 

OH− over the membranes when large current densities are utilized due to the lack 

of buffer capacity, as other ions are depleted and pH on the membrane surfaces 

changes. Back migration or back diffusion refers to the diffusion of uncharged ion-

pairs and species, the concentrations of which increase as overall concentrations  

increase in the concentrate and the movement of which is not inhibited by charged 

membranes or the electric field. Also charged species diffuse through membranes at 

higher rates as concentration differences over the membrane are larger.  

However, modelling results show that by decreasing HRT, the current density 

can be increased to accommodate higher concentrations of ions in the concentrate. 

Decreasing the HRT increases concentrations of all species in the reactor, increasing 

the buffer capacity and lowering the relative difference in concentration over the 

membranes, decreasing back diffusion. Urine composition affects the concentrate 

properties, and especially the relative amount of Na and Cl affects the attainable 

ammonium bicarbonate concentrations as they replace TAN and bicarbonate as 

concentrate species relative to starting concentrations. Also, membrane properties  

can impact the concentrate properties affecting diffusion and back migration  and 

membranes with higher resistance to water flux and back diffusion can enable higher 

concentrations of ions in the concentrate.  

Based on the model runs constructed, maximum ion concentrations in the 

concentrate are achieved by a) increasing feed flow rate to augment the buffer 

capacity, b) increasing current density when buffer capacity is maintained, c) selecting 

urine feed with high ammonium and carbonate concentrations and low sodium and 

chloride concentrations (this is considered unfeasible as collected real urine 

composition cannot typically be selected), and d) selecting ion exchange membranes 

with high resistance to water fluxes and ion back diffusion. In an optimal case, a 250 

% increase in ammonium and carbonate concentrations was observed in the model 

for the concentrate ion concentrations. However, optimizing for high ion 
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concentrations in the concentrate does decrease the overall recovery percentage of 

ammonium as it requires shorter HRT’s to accommodate for added buffer capacity 

requirements. The model reproduced measured experiments well. 

This modelling did consider the electro-concentration cell as a purely 

electrodialysis application without oxidation losses and did not consider the added 

effect of potentially affiliated electro-oxidation processes, which are more deeply 

analyzed in Publications III and IV.  

5.2 Electro-oxidation of source-separated urine on Boron-
Doped-Diamond anode 

BDD electrode is widely studied and utilized for electro-oxidation as it is extremely 

durable in acidic and alkaline conditions and favors complete oxidation of waste 

organic compounds due to low strength of M(OH·)-radical interaction (See Chapter 

2.6.). Publication III examined the oxidation of organics, chloride, and ammonium 

on BDD and the potential for selective oxidation of organics over TAN. 

5.2.1 TAN electro-oxidation depends on the Cl/TAN ratio (III) 

Two different TAN oxidation regimes were identified in electro-oxidation studies 

with synthetic and real urine with zero-order decay rates. Zero-order decay implies  

that TAN oxidation in both regimes was limited by the applied current density, not 

by TAN concentration. The defining parameter for regime change was found to be 

the chloride to TAN ratio in the medium. If Cl/TAN was above app. 0.2 M/M, a 

higher TAN oxidation rate was observed, and below 0.2 M/M, lower TAN oxidation 

rate was observed. The higher decay rate was measured to be one order of magnitude 

faster than the slower decay rate (-0.020 h-1 and -0.002 h-1, respectively). 

In synthetic urine, the change between these regimes could be instigated by 

changing the anodic pH electrochemically (Figure 7). The reason can be found in 

the underlying TAN oxidation chemistry, that is linked to the breakpoint 

chlorination pathway. In low pH, the local oxidation pathway for chloride favors 

rapid formation of perchlorate, reducing the medium Cl/TAN ratio rapidly to below 

0.2 M/M. At neutral pH, the chloride remains as hypochlorite and is available for 

TAN oxidation through breakpoint chlorination, where it is returned to chloride and 

can further be oxidized into hypochlorite. In these conditions, Cl/TAN ratio never 
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descends below 0.2 M/M and TAN is oxidized rapidly. At pH 5, some TAN is 

oxidized rapidly, but Cl is oxidized even faster, and a change in the oxidation regime 

is detected at 0.2 M/M, after which only slow TAN oxidation rate is observed. The 

slower TAN oxidation rate corresponds to  oxidation through direct oxidation at the 

BDD surface (Michels et al., 2010). 

 

Figure 7.  Measured TAN and chloride amount relative to their initial amounts (mol/mol0) in synthetic 
urine in a) neutral pH, b) pH 5, and c) pH 3 and below. (Modified from Publication III, Fig 2) 

The observations of Cl/TAN ratio affecting the TAN and Cl, but not TOC decay 

rates form a basis for a hypothesis, based on the results from Publication III and 

literature, which is summarized in Figure 8. It can be hypothesised that in neutral 

pH, BDD(OH·) is scavenged rapidly to a low level from the anode surface, and the 

formed hypochlorite has time to diffuse away and instigate TAN oxidation pathways 

in the bulk liquid. In low pH, BDD(OH·) are more readily available and oxidation 

pathways from hypochlorite to chlorite dominate and thus, chloride concentration 

drops rapidly. RCS concentrations to instigate TAN breakpoint chlorination are not 

reached. (Brito et al., 2015; Czarnetzki and Janssen, 1992; Martínez-Huitle et al., 

2015; Zöllig et al., 2015c). 
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Figure 8.  Hypothesised pathways (simplified) dominating TOC and TAN oxidation under a) neutral 
and b) low anodic pH-conditions. Boxes indicate feed substances, bubbles end products 
and arrow widths relative scale of reaction rates. In neutral conditions, active chlorine 
diffuses to bulk and is responsible for most of TOC and TAN decay measured. At low pH, 

formed chloride radicals (RCS) have reaction pathways with competitive reaction rates 
including further oxidation and removal as gaseous chlorine, and diffusion of active 
chlorine to bulk is low and cannot induce breakpoint chlorination -type TAN decay. 

(Publication III, Fig 7) 

5.2.2 TOC electro-oxidation proceeds with constant rate (III, IV) 

The oxidation of organic matter, and TOC decay followed 1st order kinetics in all 

experiments (Publications III, IV), irrespective of the anodic pH (for an example, 

see Fig. 9). Organic molecules in synthetic urine are known to electro-oxidize via 

both ROS and RCS species (Brito et al., 2015; Ganiyu et al., 2019), but RCS typically 

result in a more rapid and efficient oxidant. In this study, no change was detected in 

the TOC decay rates between experiments with different Cl concentrations, but this 

can be due to the relative similarity: all experiments started with chloride present and 

ended with all chloride oxidized. Slightly higher residual organic material was 

observed in experiments in pH ≤ 5 than at neutral pH, and this can be due to the 

more general oxidative power of RCS than ROS. The 1st order decay implies mass-

transfer-limited reaction kinetics and matches previously reported organics oxidation 
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behavior at high applied currents on BDD, where current is not limiting the 

oxidation (Brito et al., 2015; Ganiyu et al., 2019; Martínez-Huitle et al., 2015). 

 

Figure 9.  Total Organic Carbon (TOC) amount relative to the initial amount in the feed (mol/mol0) 
during electro-oxidation of synthetic urine at different pH values. (Publication III, Fig 3)  

5.2.3 Anodic pH control allows selective TOC electro-oxidation in source-

separated urine (III) 

In source-separated urine, Cl/TAN ratio is naturally close to 0.2 M/M, depending 

on collection, demographics and storage. Previously in literature (Zöllig et al., 2017), 

the occasionally observed TOC oxidation over TAN has been considered a nuisance. 

However, for simultaneous urine treatment and nutrient recovery, simultaneous  

TOC removal and TAN survival are strived for. By electrochemically controlling the 

anodic pH, this proof-of-concept study (Publication III) showed, that it is possible 

to oxidize organics without simultaneously losing a significant fraction of TAN. 

Chloride chemistry is an integral part of urine electrochemistry and integration of 

chloride electrochemistry into urine treatment could yield new innovations. By 

integrating the notion of Cl/TAN ratio as a starting point, it might be possible to 

develop other means to adjust the Cl/TAN ratio, that do not require the use of 

extreme pH’s and oxidation of chloride into perchlorates. 

While encouraging result on the preservation of TAN, the anode used in this 

study readily oxidizes chloride into chlorate and perchlorate, that are toxic and 

persistent substances that are a serious impediment to the implementation of BDD 
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based electro-oxidation technologies for the treatment of source-separated urine 

(Radjenovic and Sedlak, 2015). Development of new electrode materials (such as 

TiO2-xNTA and Ti4O7), chlorate reduction at the cathode, RCS quenching by 

hydrogen peroxide, operational parameters for minimizing chlorate concentration or 

selection of operational methods (such as pre-, post- or integrated treatment) could  

allow for safe electro-oxidation even in chlorine-rich media in the future (Cotillas et 

al., 2019; Garcia-Segura et al., 2018; Herraiz-Carboné et al., 2020; Santos et al., 2020; 

Yang, 2020).  

5.3 Combined electro-concentration and electro-oxidation for 
formation of nutrient product with reduced sodicity (IV) 

The themes of the three first Publications (I-III) are electro-concentration, chemical 

speciation, reagent-free pH-control, and pH-dependent electro-oxidation of source-

separated urine, all aiming for nitrogen recovery. Publication IV encapsulates all 

these themes in full by utilizing chemical free pH-control to enact selective electro -

concentration to produce a low sodicity nutrient product from source-separated 

urine, simultaneously treating the urine by removing organic content and recovering 

nutrients. Sodicity refers to the sodium content of soil or solution, while salinity is 

typically defined as seawater salinity encompassing all ions including sodium and 

chloride, but also e.g. sulphate, phosphate, potassium, magnesium, calcium, nitrate 

and bicarbonate (Daliakopoulos et al., 2016). Urine as a fertilizer can cause high soil 

salinity or sodicity due to the sodium and chloride in urine (Boh and Sauerborn, 

2014). In this study, the aim was to reduce the sodium content of produced nutrient 

product. 

5.3.1 Reagent-free pH control allows Na/TAN separation and adjustment of 

product sodicity (IV) 

When pH rises above pKa (9.25) of NH4+/NH3, most TAN is in ammonia form 

(NH3) and does not respond to the electromotive force used for ion movement in 

electro-concentration (there is still movement through diffusion). In electrochemical 

pH control, the cathode pH increases (through reductive reactions) and imparts an 

electromotive force that attracts cations and repels anions. To utilize the increased 

pH for ion separation, in this study two reactors were connected together; The anode 
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of the waste reactor, was connected to the same loop (cathodic loop) of the cathode 

of the product reactor and vice versa (see Fig. 3). If the product reactor cathode 

holds the pH of the loop high enough (≥pH 10), a significant fraction of the TAN 

remains as uncharged ammonia and does not respond to the electromotive force in 

the waste reactor, and does not move to the waste concentrate. This way, the waste 

reactor effectively removes other ions (waste ions), such as Na and Cl from the 

system. In addition, the product reactor is left with a larger fraction of TAN to 

harvest into the product concentrate from the anodic loop with a lower pH. 

The above described principle was tested by comparing five different case study 

experiments to a control case with only one three chamber reactor in operation. 

Different product and waste reactor current densities were applied to see their effects  

on the properties of the concentrates from the product and waste reactors and on 

the energy consumption. The experiments explored (i) the properties of a very small 

and maximum waste concentrate production (ii) the effects of different loop pH 

levels for ion separation; (iii) the effects of different combined levels of product and 

waste reactor current densities; and (iv) an alternative feeding pattern. The product 

sodicity and specific energy in different experiments are presented in Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10.  a) Product sodicity indicated by Na/TAN concentration ratio, and b) specific energy 
consumption in product reactor (P) and waste reactor (W) against TAN captured in the 
product in different experiments. CTRL=Control, TRKL=Trickle, MAX=Maximum volume, 
NRW=Narrow Gap, LOW=Low Potential, C-F=Cathodic Feed.  (modified from Publication 

IV, Fig 2) 
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 The results are a proof-of-concept for the selective separation of Na and TAN using 

a reagent-free pH-control: in one experiment 14 %-mass of Na and only 1 %-mass 

of TAN were diverted in the waste, comprising of 4 % of the feed volume. Using 

this separation principle, the sodicity (Na/TAN concentration ratio) was lowered 

compared to the control experiment by 12 to 17 % in experiments, where the 

cathodic loop pH was at least 10, with a corresponding specific energy consumptions 

of 11 to 22 kWh/kgNH4-N and 68 and 76 % TAN recovery rate, respectively. The 

waste reactor had a small total energy consumption in comparison to the product 

reactor, and the movement of Na (and K) in the reactor corresponded to only a 

small fraction of the total energy used for ion movement. Extreme anodic pH levels  

and/or lack of buffer capacity caused large current leaks in some experiments  

(movement of H+), reducing energy efficiencies and increasing specific energy 

consumption. The lowest energy consumption was measured where combined 

current density and resulting buffer capacity depletion was the lowest resulting in 

low potentials on electrodes – result that was in line with predictions from 

Publication II. 

The energy consumption depends on the applied current and cell voltage. The 

cell voltage in turn depends on the buffer capacity depletion and chamber pH, which 

both affect the cell conductivity. The energy consumption results in Publication IV, 

as well as modelling results in Publication II guide towards finding an optimal 

operational point with low current density and electrode potential. Parameters  

governing energy use are separated from parameters governing sodicity reduction, 

potentially allowing for their simultaneous optimization. Further understanding the 

parameters controlling Na/TAN separation and oxidation pathways can allow the 

tailoring of the sodicity of produced nutrient product and other product 

characteristics and energy consumption of the system.  

5.3.2 TAN and Cl losses depend on sequential oxidation and reduction 

within the reactor chambers (IV) 

Publication III described the TAN oxidation rates experienced at the anode in 

relation to the Cl/TAN ratio. In the presence of chloride, TAN oxidation is not 

immediate, but takes place through the breakpoint chlorination -mechanism in 

which hypochlorite reacts with ammonium to form chloramines, which further react 

to form nitrogen gas (Publication III). The intermediate oxidative products, 

hypochlorite and chloramines, can however also go through various reductive 
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pathways - directly at the cathode or via reduced products such as hydrogen -  to 

reduce back to chloride and ammonium (Kobylinski and Bhandari, 2010; Randtke, 

2010). In all experiments in Publication IV, the anodic potentials in the product 

reactor were high enough (3.4 – 3.9 V vs. SHE) to produce hypochlorite and enable 

significant TAN loss through breakpoint chlorination (Brillas and Martínez-Huitle, 

2015; Martínez-Huitle et al., 2015). However, large differences in TAN and Cl losses 

were measured, which could be linked to the differences in the applied anodic 

potentials between the product and waste reactors (see Figure 11), a proximate 

measure for the difference in oxidation and reduction potential within the reactor 

loops. This result implies that there is a breakpoint chlorination balance within the 

reactor loops: chloride is oxidized at the BDD anode and reduced at the stainless 

steel cathode, both in the same mixing loop with ~1 min HRT. The specific 

parameters of each electrode potential, as well as the reactor loop composition (pH, 

buffer capacity, ionic composition) determines the extent of breakpoint chlorination 

observed. In experiments where the product reactor had high cell voltage and anodic 

potential, but waste reactor had significantly lower cell voltage and anodic potential, 

a large TAN loss was measured implying larger production of oxidated chloride at 

the anode than corresponding reduction at the cathode in the same loop. In 

experiments with a smaller difference between the cell voltages and anode potentials , 

a smaller TAN loss was detected (Fig. 11).  

 

Figure 11.  a) Chloride and b) total ammonium nitrogen (TAN) losses (mol/mol0) plotted against the 
difference of product and waste reactor anode potentials in different experiments, an 

indicator of the oxidation and reduction potential for chloride compounds in the reactor. 
CTRL=Control, TRKL=Trickle, MAX=Maximum volume, NRW=Narrow Gap, LOW=Low 
Potential, C-F=Cathodic Feed. (Publication IV, Fig 4) 
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The result shows the subtle balance of the breakpoint chlorination on BDD and 

demonstrates how it is possible to adjust and counter the TAN and Cl oxidation 

pathways and TAN oxidation can be decreased by simultaneous application of 

oxidation and reduction potentials. TAN losses have a significant effect on TAN 

capture, product sodicity and specific energy efficiency, and thus reducing TAN 

losses is an important aim in optimizing the process. The understanding of 

phenomena affecting TAN and Cl losses allows for tailoring of nutrient products, as 

by selecting operational parameters it is possible to either remove or retain TAN 

and/or Cl from the product. 

5.4 TAN recovery from source-separated urine in 
electrochemical systems 

TAN recovery is often considered as an energy balance: energy is required to capture 

TAN from a waste stream and this energy is compared to the energy required for 

equivalent nutrient production through Haber-Bosch method and/or nitrogen 

removal from the waste stream. Focusing on energy is simple and allows comparison 

between different technologies and systems but can overshadow other driving 

aspects for nutrient recovery. The energy sources can differ for produced nutrients  

and recycled nutrients from waste streams: industrial TAN fixation from the 

atmosphere is based on fossil fuel incineration, while electricity used for TAN 

recovery can be renewable. Redirection of waste stream nutrients into reuse can also 

decrease the amount of excess nutrients present in the surrounding environment, 

improving environmental conditions and decreasing eutrophication in waterways . 

Thus, it is important to note that when comparing and selecting for technologies for 

circular nutrient economy, energy is not the only parameter to consider. 

In a traditional wastewater treatment plant, nitrogen removal through nitrification 

and denitrification contributes a major fraction of the total energy consumption of 

the process, estimated at 6 – 14 kWh kgN-1 (shortened from kWh kgNH4-N-1) 

(Maurer et al., 2003; Ward et al., 2018). Similar level of energy is consumed for 

nitrogen fixation through the Haber-Bosch process – about 19 kWh kgN-1 (McCarty 

et al., 2011). In laboratory studies the measured energy use cover only 

electrochemical energy use, while auxiliary power consumption, such as pumping, is 

not measured. In a typical case, pumping is measured to contribute ≥ 5 % of a system 

energy consumption (Tarpeh et al., 2018), but consumption can vary depending on 

the operational method. Different technologies attempt and achieve different levels  
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of TAN removal and recovery. Many laboratory studies focus on other aspects than 

TAN removal or capture rate or they are not reported and thus cannot be compared. 

Table 7 compiles common key parameters used in TAN recovery studies and the 

results from these studies and compares them for results of this thesis.  

Table 7.  Compilation of current densities used in electrochemical TAN capture from source-
separated urine and percentual TAN recovery, specific energy consumption and 
current efficiency (CE) obtained in these experiments. Adapted from reviews (Kuntke 
et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2020) and other sources in the reference-column. EC=electro-

concentration, MFC = Microbial Fuel Cell, MEC = Microbial Eletrolysis Cell, TMCS = 
Transmembrane Chemisorption, C = Concentration, CE = Current Efficiency. 

Separation Capture 
Current 
A m-2 

TAN 
recovery % 

Energy 
kWh kgN-1 

TAN  
CE % 

Reference 

EC C 3-20 93 n.r. 38 (Pronk et al., 2006b) 
EC TMCS 10 64 8.5 57 (Kuntke et al., 2017) 
EC TMCS 20 73 7.3 58 (Kuntke et al., 2017) 

EC TMCS 50 60 15.6 55 (Kuntke et al., 2017) 
EC TMCS 20 89 18 33 (Rodríguez Arredondo et al., 2017) 

EC TMCS 50 63 13.6 53 (Rodríguez Arredondo et al., 2017) 
EC TMCS 50 92 46.3 13 (Rodríguez Arredondo et al., 2017) 

EC Stripping 30 53 9.5 67 (Luther et al., 2015) 
EC Stripping 50 81 12.4 61 (Luther et al., 2015) 
EC Stripping 40 75 14.7 58 (Luther et al., 2015) 

EC Stripping 30 41 16.8 38 (Gildemyn et al., 2015) 
EC Stripping 20 87 2.9* n.r. (Christiaens et al., 2017) 

EC Stripping 20 67 3.9* n.r. (Christiaens et al., 2017) 
MFC Stripping 2.6* 1.6* -2.8* 29* (Kuntke, 2013) 

MEC C 14.6 33.4 2.3 89 (Kuntke et al., 2014) 
MEC TMCS 1.6 46 2.6 69 (Kuntke et al., 2016a) 
MEC TMCS 1.6 26.5 1.1 96 (Zamora et al., 2017a) 

MEC C 29.3 49.5 2.38 95 (Ledezma et al., 2017) 
EC TMCS 100 49.6 8.5 n.r. (Tarpeh et al., 2018) 

EC TMCS 100 59* 8.9* n.r. (Liu et al., 2020) 
EC C n.r. 64-70 n.r. n.r. (De Paepe et al., 2018) 

EC C 60 40 9.7 67 Publication I 
EC C 80 60 10.8 67 Publication I 

EC C 100 72 13.0 67 Publication I 
EC C 10-150 43-57 n.r. n.r. Publication II 
EC C 100 76 21.0 34 Publication IV 

EC C 100 70 21.6 36 Publication IV 
EC C 57 62 18.0 60 Publication IV 

EC C 43 56 13.1 68 Publication IV 
EC C 49 68 11.3 61 Publication IV 

EC C 86 76 21.7 39 Publication IV 
*n.r. not reported, *calculated or modelled from data provided . Current efficiency refers to the charge passing as 
TAN through CEM relative to the current passing through the potentiostat. 
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The range of parameters utilized and the obtained results for electrochemical TAN 

recovery (Table 7) reflect the varied nature of electrochemical technologies. Some 

general trends can be noticed: usually when a high TAN recovery is aimed  for, a 

lower current efficiency is achieved due to lower buffering capacity and depletion of 

ions and conductivity (Thompson Brewster et al., 2017a). This usually also increases  

the specific energy demand. In electrodialysis, current density is usually limited below 

the limiting current, but in electro-concentration laboratory studies, currents up to 

100 A m-2 are utilized, without separately measuring the limiting current. TAN 

recovery results in the literature range from 1.6 % to 93 %, averaging at 60 %. This 

reflects the general electrochemical research aim, which is not to treat wastewater 

and remove all ammonium, but to capture a nutrient product at a reasonable energy 

expense. Modest TAN recovery also reflects the difficulty of achieving high rates of 

TAN removal from urine as TAN removal through electrochemistry requires  

removal of most buffering capacity, after which current efficiency gets lower. The 

removal of lower ion concentrations is more difficult and would require additional 

operational steps and higher energy consumption. The maximum results achieved in 

this thesis for TAN recovery, TAN capture rates of 72 % (Publication I), 57 % 

(Publication II) and 76 % (Publication IV) are within the upper half to the reported 

results in the literature, while comparison is not straightforward as operational 

methods vary. 

 The specific energy utilized for TAN recovery has varied between -2.8 and 49.3 

kWh kgN-1, averaging at 10 kWh kgN-1 (Table 7). There is a wide variety in the energy 

consumptions reported as microbial systems typically are run at low current and are 

energy sensitive, while some aspects of energy consumption, such as gas flow in 

stripping, are not necessarily accounted for. The specific energy consumption for 

TAN recovery achieved in this thesis varied between 9.7 – 13.0 kWh kgN-1 in the 

electro-concentration study (Publication I) and between 11.3 – 21.7 kWh kgN-1 in 

the combined electro-concentration and electro-oxidation study with Na/TAN 

separation (Publication IV). The energy consumption values measured in this thesis 

(Publications I and IV) are comparable in magnitude to other processes for nitrogen 

recovery and removal and can compete in scale of energy use with current nitrogen 

production and removal infrastructure. The focus of this study was not to optimize 

the energy use, and it is expected that significantly lower specific energy 

consumptions can be achieved with the processes developed in this study through 

optimization. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE OUTLOOK 

This doctoral thesis shows that electro-oxidation and electro-concentration can be 

combined to form a novel electrochemical process that allows for simultaneous  

treatment and formation of a nutrient product with decreased salinity from source-

separated urine. This conclusion meets the overall aim set for this thesis. 

Electro-concentration can be used to produce solid ammonium bicarbonate 

crystals from synthetic, ureolysed source-separated urine. 17 % of TAN was 

captured in solid crystals, with 72 % of total TAN recovered (Publication I). Larger 

TAN capture into solid crystals was shown to be inhibited by competing salt ions 

(Na, Cl). Reaching higher ion concentrations in the concentrate are inhibited by 

buffer capacity depletion in the feed and back migration of uncharged species from 

the concentrate (Publications I and II). To reach maximum TAN concentration in 

the concentrate, feed flow rate and current density can be increased as well as 

selecting feed with higher TAN and membrane materials with higher resistance to 

back diffusion of ions (Publication II). 

Urine electro-oxidation in low pH (anodic pH ≤ 3) at BDD electrodes allows for 

the selective oxidation of organic matter, while retaining TAN. Organics removal is 

required as a treatment step, while TAN preservation is required for nitrogen 

recovery. Unlike hypothesized, the decrease in TAN oxidation is due to rapid Cl 

electro-oxidation in low pH at the anode. Cl to TAN ratio defines the oxidation 

pathway of TAN in electro-chemical oxidation: when Cl/TAN ratio is above 0.2 

mol/mol, rapid breakpoint chlorination -type oxidation of TAN is observed, as is 

observed at neutral pH. Below this ratio, only slow, direct TAN oxidation is 

observed. The original hypothesis expected that TAN preservation was related to 

TAN speciation (NH4+/NH3). (Publication III)  

Electrochemical Na/TAN separation is possible by using reagent-free pH-

control in a double reactor electro-concentration setup that forms two separate 

concentrate products and is based on the NH3 inertness to electromotive force at 

high pH (cathodic pH ≥ 10). Double reactor electro-concentration resulted in 17 % 

lower nutrient product sodicity (Na/TAN -ratio) compared to single reactor control, 

while achieving 76 % TAN recovery into nutrient product. Application of double 
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reactor setup allows tailoring of the nutrient product composition through 

operational parameters. (Publication IV)  

The study described in this thesis compliments and binds together several 

separate but intertwined research fields. It gets its motivation from the urine fertilizer 

research that hopes to simultaneously improve safe and sustainable sanitation 

availability in the Global South and close the nutrient loop, and builds on the strong 

agricultural and research background using non-treated, stored, human urine for 

crops (Bonvin et al., 2015; Heinonen-Tanski et al., 2007; Jönsson and Vinnerås, 

2013; Pronk and Koné, 2009; Richert et al., 2010; Vinnerås and Jönsson, 2013) From 

electrochemistry, electro-oxidation builds from studies that aim for local treatment 

of wastewater for disposal or water reuse (Cho et al., 2014a; Cid et al., 2018; Huang 

et al., 2016; Jasper et al., 2016), while electro-concentration grows from membrane 

technologies that aim at recovery of nutrients, especially nitrogen, from urine and 

other waste streams (Kuntke et al., 2018; Luther et al., 2015). An important part of 

nutrient research has been based on bioelectrochemistry and related membrane 

technologies (Ledezma et al., 2017). The results of this thesis are relevant for all these 

fields and indicate novel ways for nutrient recycling with electrochemical 

applications. 

From this work, the most obvious questions calling for future research include 

the following. In the narrow set of parameters studied, only limited sodicity 

reduction through pH-controlled electro-concentration was achieved (Publication 

IV), while a proof-of-concept of clear Na/TAN separation was shown. It should be 

further delineated, how the technology could be improved to achieve increased, or 

even total sodicity removal. Means of pushing the technology further could involve 

separation of electro-oxidation and electro-concentration to reduce TAN loss and 

separation of nutrient product formation from waste salt separation, leaving more 

buffer capacity and time for Na-removal without simultaneous Na leaching to the 

product.  

The BDD anode produces chlorates, toxic and persistent substances , from 

source-separated urine that are a serious impediment to application of this 

technology (Publication III). It should be investigated, which electrode materials can 

surpass BDD, or which operational methods can eliminate the production of 

chlorates. This question is under active development as electro-oxidation is a highly 

promising technology for future water treatment, and new materials and methods 

are sure to emerge. However, also current technologies can offer solutions for urine 

treatment through novel applications. Pure electro-concentration or electrodialys is  

does not need any oxidation chemistry for successful urine treatment. ROS can be 
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produced in a separate, non-chloride containing water stream, for subsequent 

oxidation use and this type of unit can be combined as the electrode rinsing chamber 

of an electrodialysis cell. 

This study did not concentrate on the evaluation of effluent quality or 

optimization of parameters to meet treatment requirements (Publications I-IV), 

while previous studies imply that electro-oxidation is efficient in sterilizing urine and 

rendering it safe for disposal (Yang et al., 2019; Zöllig et al., 2017). Thus, it should 

be determined what are the effects of this technology to the bacteria, viruses, cysts, 

helminth eggs and microbiota potentially present in urine and other waste streams. 

Currently it has not yet been determined whether this technology produces 

unacceptable levels of byproducts, such as chlorates and chlorinated organic 

compounds, and what are all the compounds that require attention. It is uncertain 

whether this technology could be optimized to serve as the main treatment option 

for urine. This requires a meticulous and comprehensive analytical study, with a 

forward-looking attitude as new legislation and environmental impacts can be still 

uncovered. 

Energy consumption was not optimized in electro-concentration or electro-

oxidation (Publication I-IV), but large variability was measured based on different 

study parameters, indicating plenty of room for optimization. Parameters should be 

optimized for energy consumption to find out the minimum energy demand for a 

non-biological source-separated urine treatment and nutrient capture process. These 

optimal results should be compared to traditional wastewater treatment 

infrastructure and nutrient production costs amended with the environmental costs 

caused by environmental damage due to non-recycled nutrient loading. Already from 

the non-optimized results (Publication IV) it seems plausible, that electrochemical 

source-separated urine treatment with nutrient capture can be competitive. Finding 

optimal reactor configurations, materials and methods and adjusting for low current 

densities and accordingly lower potentials can potentially bring this technology 

significantly lower in energy consumption. 
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A B S T R A C T

Source-separated urine is a promising stream for nutrient capture using electrochemical technologies. It contains
the majority of macronutrients present in municipal wastewater in a concentrated, high ionic conductivity liquid
and in N:P:K ratios suitable for agricultural application. The purpose of this study was to recover nutrients from
urine, and particularly nitrogen as a solid without any chemical addition. Simulated source-separated urine was
concentrated using a three-compartment electrochemical system, applying a range of current densities and feed
compositions. Electro-concentration into a liquid concentrate reached maximum recovery of 72:61:79% for
N:P:K, respectively, from a synthetic feed simulating ureolysed and digested urine, with a specific electrical
energy consumption of 47MJ/kg N and current efficiency of 67% for ammonium. Cooling the concentrate to
−18 °C resulted in solid ammonium bicarbonate crystal formation in samples with high ammonium bicarbonate
ionic product and high relative ammonium bicarbonate ionic strength. Precipitation started to occur when
ammonium bicarbonate ionic product was higher than 2.25M2 and ammonium bicarbonate accounted for more
than 62% of the total ionic strength of the feed. The maximum observed nitrogen recovery into solid ammonium
bicarbonate reached 17% using a current density of 100 Am−2. Based on these results, electro-concentration is a
promising technology for urine nutrient capture. However, capture as solid ammonium bicarbonate is feasible
only if higher recovery efficiencies are achieved by removing competing ions.

1. Introduction

Source-separated, decentralized systems offer promising alter-
natives for the future of human sanitation enabling localised recovery
of nutrients and water resources [1]. While planetary boundaries of
Earth are under unprecedented stress by population growth and climate
change [2], source separation can provide means of reducing commu-
nity energy and water consumption by enabling water and nutrient
recovery and reuse, even in situations of inadequate infrastructure [1].
Of source-separated domestic wastewater streams, greywater contains
most of the recoverable water. Faecal matter (0.1% of wastewater
stream) in turn contains most of the organic loading and almost all
pathogens, while urine contains the majority of nutrients (79–47–71%
and 86–65–76% of N:P:K in total domestic wastewater and excreta,
respectively) [3]. This renders source-separated urine the most pro-
mising domestic stream for nutrient recovery [4].

Nutrients in urine are typically found in ratios suitable for direct
reuse as fertiliser [5] but, while use of human urine for agriculture is

well known, direct reuse is not always feasible due to liquid transpor-
tation costs, handling, salinity and health and safety issues [6]. How-
ever, technologies enabling recovery of nutrients from source-separated
urine as separate streams are not widely applied [7]. Phosphorus is the
most studied nutrient for recovery from source-separated urine, typi-
cally captured as solid struvite precipitate [8–11], while no references
for selective potassium recovery are found. Nitrogen capture from urine
has been studied through several methods including stripping [12,13],
electrodialysis [14–16], electro-concentration [17–19] and microbial
electrochemical technologies (METs) [20–24]. Nitrogen recovery as
solid ammonium bicarbonate without chemical addition has been
proposed by means of a combined microbial electrochemical cell and
electro-concentration [25].

Urine is an excellent feed for electrochemical treatment being (i)
highly conductive, avoiding Ohmic losses problematic in normal
sewage, (ii) well buffered, enabling operation with low pH differences
and thus lower thermodynamic voltage requirements between anode
and cathode, (iii) and highly concentrated in nutrients [4]. For instance,
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electrodialysis of human urine was studied by Pronk et al. (2006b)
reaching high degrees of desalination (e.g. N, P and K recoveries of 93,
74 and 94%, respectively). Electrodialysis was further studied with
alternative settings with a membrane contactor ammonium capture
device [26] and also in pilot scale [27]. Electrodialysis has similarly
been applied for nitrogen recovery from a similar waste stream, swine
manure [28,29]. Also, electro-concentration using a two chamber
electrochemical cell has been studied for ammonium removal and re-
covery from anaerobic digestate, enabling reasonable ammonium cap-
ture at low energy consumption measured approximately 18–150MJ/
kg N [18,19]. The same technology has been applied also for human
urine [15,17], with subsequent ammonia stripping measured at 43MJ/
kg N. A similar three-cell system, as used in this article, has been used to
model and evaluate the limiting factors of electro-concentration [30].
These studies demonstrate that electro-concentration is technically
feasible and also an economically promising solution for different feeds.

Most of the aforementioned nitrogen-specific technologies use am-
monia gas stripping followed by capture into strong acid solutions (e.g.
sulfuric acid). This is effective, but the use of strong acids is a dis-
advantage adding to the cost and risk of operation, especially in de-
centralized scenarios.

Sufficiently concentrated urine has the potential to become satu-
rated in ammonium bicarbonate when cooled, as the solubility of am-
monium bicarbonate reduces with temperature. This can induce pre-
cipitation of solid ammonium bicarbonate crystals allowing for
chemical free recovery of nitrogen as a solid [25]. Precipitation of
ammonium bicarbonate from concentrated urine is not widely dis-
cussed in the literature. It is highly soluble (17.6 g/100 g H2O at 20 °C
[31]) but its actual solubility in high strength salt solutions, such as
urine, is unknown as generalised wastewater physico-chemical specia-
tion models do not exist for solutions with many components and high
ionic strength [30]. Other species with similar range solubilities include
potassium bicarbonate and sodium bicarbonate (24.9 and 8.7 g/100 g
H2O at 20 °C, respectively [31]). As temperature is lowered, the solu-
bility of ammonium bicarbonate decreases relatively more than other
bicarbonates (10.6, 18.6 and 6.5 g/100 g H2O at 0 °C for ammonium,
potassium and sodium bicarbonate, respectively [31]). As potassium
and sodium are present in lower concentrations in urine to ammonium,
ammonium bicarbonate is expected to precipitate first when urine is
cooled. Commonly used speciation models such as PHREEQC 3 and
Visual MINTEQ 3.1 do not currently extend to highly concentrated
solutions such as concentrated urine [30], and experimental results are
required to confirm this hypothesis.

In this paper, changes in urine concentrate composition correlating
to the feed composition and the applied current density are demon-
strated by means of a three compartment abiotic electro-concentration
cell fed with synthetic urine. Inspired by a bio-electrochemical concept
demonstrated by Ledezma et al. [25], the abiotic approach allows rapid
mapping of parameters beyond the limitations of microbiological con-
straints. Synthetic urine was chosen to enable consistency when sys-
tematically varying the experimental factors of applied current density
and feed composition [32,33]. Nitrogen recovery is achieved as solid
ammonium bicarbonate via cooling, and the limits for recovery as a
solid are identified.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Medium composition

A synthetic urine solution (referred to as ACE as it contains acetate
as representative of the organic fraction) representing ureolysed urine
was selected based on work done at the Swiss Federal Institute of
Aquatic Science and Technology (EAWAG) [33,34] consisting of (g L−1)
Na2SO4 (2.3), NaH2PO4 (2.1), NaCl (3.6), KCl, (4.2), NH4CH3CO2 (9.6),
NH4OH (25% liquid, 13mL L−1), NH4HCO3 (21.4). This recipe simu-
lates urine after complete removal of Mg and Ca through precipitation

with phosphate during ureolysis, and models organic content with
acetate. A composition without ammonium acetate was tested (referred
to as NO ACE) identical to ACE, except without addition of
NH4CH3CO2. A further medium was developed in which all acetate was
assumed to be digested into carbon dioxide, modelling fully digested
ureolysed urine. This digested urine recipe (referred to as ABC for
ammonium bicarbonate) consisted of (g L−1) Na2SO4 (2.3), NaH2PO4

(2.1), NaCl (3.6), KCl, (4.2), NH4OH (25% liquid, 3.5 mL L−1),
NH4HCO3 (41.2). The feeds were prepared as used and feed composi-
tion was monitored through sampling when changing the feed. Syn-
thetic urine was chosen to enable consistency when systematically
varying the experimental factors.

2.2. Reactor and equipment

Custom reactors were used consisting of three acrylic plates forming
three parallel compartments (anodic, middle and cathodic) of
70mm×50mm×10mm each (see Fig. 1). Four identical reactors
were used as replicates. The anodic compartment was filled with a
packed bed of acid and alkaline washed graphite granules (granule size
2–10mm; EC-100, Graphite Sales Inc., USA) with a graphite rod (Ø5
mm; Element14, Australia) acting as a current collector. The anode was
separated from a middle compartment by a Cation Exchange Membrane
(CEM) (CMI-7000 Membrane International Inc., USA). The cathodic
compartment contained a 70mm×50mm stainless steel mesh as a
cathode and was separated from the middle compartment by an Anion
Exchange Membrane (AEM) (Membrane International Inc. AMI-7001).
The projected surface area of both membranes and electrodes was
35 cm2 and the volume of each chamber was 35mL, rendering the re-
actor effective volume as 105mL. The anodic and cathodic compart-
ments were hydraulically connected forming a loop including an online
pH meter (Endress+Hauser Liquisys CPM253) and a circulation pump.
The middle compartment was connected to an overflow bottle with a
gas bag and was not open to the atmosphere. A potentiostat (Bio-Logic
VMP-3) was used as a power source in two electrode mode, applying
constant current and recording the voltage applied and electrical en-
ergy used. Current densities of 40–100 Am−2 were applied. A cooling
coil system (RC1, Ratek, Australia) was used to lower the temperature
of a thermally-isolated container to +4 °C to store the collected con-
centrate. A freezer set to −18 °C was used to cool the collected con-
centrate.

2.3. Operation

Feed was pumped into each reactor at a constant rate of
20.9 ± 0.4mL h−1 to the anodic chamber of the reactor. The anodic
chamber and the cathodic chamber were connected and constantly
circulated at 2100mL h−1. Effluent was collected from the cathodic
chamber. A concentrate was formed as the middle chamber overflow
and was collected into a 250mL bottle kept at 4 °C. Flow schematics are
presented in Fig. 1a. A constant current density, J [Am−2], between the
electrodes was applied and the voltage required for this current was
logged by the potentiostat. All runs were initiated with feed in all
compartments and monitored until steady state was reached and no
change in composition in the middle chamber was detected. All ex-
perimental runs showed a clear concentration phase and subsequent
steady state phase. Samples from three runs were analysed during the
concentration phase, all other runs were sampled and analysed only
during steady state - a list of experiments can be found in the results
section (Table 1). In steady state operation, empty overflow collection
bottles were used to collect the overflow over a set time period. 1.5mL
samples were taken from the feed, the anodic chamber, the middle
chamber, and the effluent. Samples were taken at the start and end of a
steady state phase. At the end of a steady state experiment, the con-
centrate collection bottle was removed, sampled, measured for volume
and set in a freezer (−18 °C). After 18 h the supernatant was filtered
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(0.45 μm) to separate the formed crystals and measured for volume,
with precipitated solids collected for reference. The collected solids
were redissolved in 2000mL deionized water and sampled. All samples
were filtered (0.45 μm) and diluted with deionized water for analysis.
Results presented with 95% confidence intervals represent parallel re-
sults from repeated experiments. Repetitions were done 1, 2 or 4 times,
depending on the experiment (see Table 1).

2.4. Sample analysis

Samples were analysed for pH, conductivity (EC), chloride and TAN
(Total Ammonium Nitrogen) with Horiba B-712 pH meter, Horiba B-
771 EC meter, Merck Spectroquant Chloride Test (101807), and Merck
Spectroquant Ammonium Test (114752), respectively. These results
confirmed the formation of steady state conditions and ruled out leaks
or other problems. Samples from three concentration stages and 13
steady state samples were further analysed, respectively, for elemental
analysis, ammonia species, anions and carbon species using Inductively
Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-OES) (Perkin
Elmer Optima 7300DV, Waltham, MA, USA) after nitric acid digestion
(calcium, sodium, potassium, magnesium); Flow Injection Analysis
(FIA) Lachat QuickChem8500 (Lachat Instruments, Loveland, CO,
USA); Ion Chromatography Dionex ICS-2100 (Dionex, CA, USA); and
Total Organic Carbon Analyser Shimadzu TOC-L CSH with TNM-L TN
unit (Kyoto, Japan).

Raman spectroscopy was taken from sample of formed crystals
employing an Alpha 300 (WITec GmbH, Ulm, Germany) equipped with
a 40x collar corrected (Nikon) objective. A frequency doubled con-
tinuous-wave Nd:YAG laser stabilized at 532 nm was used for excita-
tion. Raman signals were collected with a 50mm optical fibre with a
resolution of 4 cm−1. For all the measurements the laser power at the
sample was less than 10mW.

2.5. Calculations

Ionic strength to compare salinities of samples was calculated using
Eq. (1).

∑= = + + + +

+ − + −
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+ + + − −

− −
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where IS is ionic strength, ci is molarity (mol L−1) and zi is charge. No
corrections for activities were applied [35].

The ionic strength of ammonium bicarbonate was calculated using
Eq. (2).

= ++ −IS NH HCO1/2([ ] [ ])ABC 4 3 (2)

where [NH4
+] and [HCO3

−] are ammonium and bicarbonate con-
centrations. This represents the share of ammonium bicarbonate of the
total ionic content of the solution. Activity coefficients were assumed to
be 1. This formula was mainly used to calculate the relative fraction of
ammonium bicarbonate in ionic strength ISABC/IS.

Ammonium bicarbonate ionic product was calculated using Eq. (3).

= + −IP NH HCO[ ][ ]ABC 4 3 (3)

where [NH4
+] and [HCO3

−] are ammonium and bicarbonate con-
centrations [36]. Activity coefficients were assumed to be 1. Ionic
product is used to determine saturation of species for precipitation.

The Coulombic efficiency for ammonium transfer was calculated
according to Eq. (4).

=
×

×
CE n z

Q F
NH NH4 4

(4)

where CE is Coulombic efficiency, nNH4 is moles of ammonium ions
transferred (mol), and zNH4 is charge of ammonium ion (1), Q is the

Fig. 1. Experiment illustrations. (a) Schematic flow chart, (b) three compartment reactor, (c) precipitated solids after cooling and decanting, and (d) air dried solid
ammonium bicarbonate crystals from the precipitated solids. CEM: cation-exchange membrane. AEM: anion-exchange membrane.
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charge passed by the potentiostat (C) and F the Faraday constant (96
485 Cmol−1) [36].

Statistical tests were conducted using MathWorks MATLAB R2017
and Microsoft Excel 2016 Data Analysis. The analysis included one-way
and multivariable analysis of variance (ANOVA), and coefficients of
correlation using MATLAB, and regression analysis using Microsoft
Excel. A significance threshold of 5% was used for all statistical tests
and error margins given for values represent 95% confidence intervals
for all values presented.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Concentrate strength remains similar with varied applied current and
feed composition

During the concentration stage the middle compartment con-
centration increases as ions migrate through the ion selective mem-
branes due to the applied potential. The consequent higher concentra-
tion gradient across the membrane increases water osmosis through the
membrane. In addition, the concentration gradient causes back migra-
tion of ionic species from the middle chamber to the catholyte and
anolyte due to non-ideal membrane permselectivity, and uncharged ion
pairs diffuse across the ion exchange membranes, resulting in a con-
centration plateau of the concentrate [37]. Electro-osmosis also con-
tributes to water flow into middle chamber [38].

Measured ionic conductivities and ionic concentrations during
concentration and steady state phases are presented in Fig. 2. The
plateau concentrations reached for each feed and current density (J)
applied are found in Table 1. No membrane fouling or scaling was
detected during the duration of experiments and no difference in results
was seen between runs with fresh and used membranes (results not
shown).

In order to study the saturation in large concentrations, a speciation
model is commonly used to find out activities of different species.
However, high concentrations and large number of components found
in our concentrate render it unsuitable for currently existing speciation
models [30]. Thus saturation was studied experimentally using con-
ductivity and measured concentrations.

As current density was increased, water flux into concentrate at
steady state was found to be proportional to the current density within
the studied current density range (a linear regression analysis using MS
Excel fitted the model Q%=0.147%/Am–2·J+ 3.66% with a p-value of
0.001, where Q% is the portion of water in the feed to flow to the

concentrate) (Table 2). This supports the notion that as more ions cross
the membrane, more ion-bound water is transported while the higher
concentration gradient also induces higher water current through os-
mosis.

As water flux increases, the measured ionic conductivity forms a
plateau averaging 131 ± 4mS cm−1 (see Fig. 2a and b). Applied cur-
rent density or feed do not affect the conductivity within the limits of
the experiments considering a 5% significance threshold (one-way
ANOVA using MATLAB gives p-values 0.96 and 0.20 for current density
and feed, respectively).

While conductivity was unaffected by the applied current density,
the ionic strength, calculated as shown in Eq. (1), was observed to in-
crease as current density J increased. Linear regression using Microsoft
Excel 2016 fitted the model IS= 0.0068M/Am−2·J+ 2.2961M with a
p-value of 1.1·10−4, less than 5%, indicating a significant relationship
(see Fig. 2d). This result suggests that current density correlates with
the ionic strength of the concentrate linearly within the limits of the
experiment. The increase in ionic strength observed was statistically
significant but small, increasing only 16%, while current density more
than doubled from 40 to 100 Am−2.

The discrepancy between plateauing of ionic conductivity and the
small increase of ionic strength with current density is an interesting
finding. A plausible explanation is that the proportion of chargeless
species can increase with increasing concentration, thus not increasing
the actual activities of charged species. As full speciation is not avail-
able, this remains a result to be verified. For single salt solutions, it has
been shown that ionic conductivity can plateau and drop in high con-
centrations due to a larger portion of the salt remaining in non-ionic
form [36]. This however typically happens only at salinities in the
range of tens of percent’s in mass, which were not reached here.

Considering energy efficiency during electro-concentration at dif-
ferent current densities, current efficiency for ammonium transport
over the CEM from anode to concentrate was 63–72% (average
67 ± 2%) in all experiments without a statistically significant depen-
dence on current density or feed type (a two-factor ANOVA using
MATLAB gives p-values of 0.453 and 0.169 for current density and feed,
respectively).

The relative ionic concentrations for different current densities are
presented in Fig. 3 for the concentrate and the diluate for ACE and ABC
feeds. Increase in current density increases the extent of salt removal
from the feed (one-way ANOVA gives p-value of 0.0004 for current
density), which is reflected in the diminishing diluate concentrations.
Different ions concentrate with different ease through the membranes

Table 1
Feed, concentrate and filtered precipitated concentrate main ionic components. NO ACE and ABC feeds do not contain acetate. N=number of parallel experiments.
If multiple experiments, values are averages with 95% confidence intervals. All values in mM expect current density J in Am−2.

Feed J N TANa Na K TICb Cl Acetate SO4 PO4

NO ACE Feed 444 111 56 271 118 NA 16 18
40 1 1842 434 270 1226 801 NA 97 42

ACE Feed 568 111 56 271 118 125 16 18
40 1 1906 353 230 1047 739 277 83 33
60 2 2049 ± 20 428 ± 21 255 ± 11 1268 ± 15 669 ± 4 332 82 ± 5 51 ± 7
80 1 2035 444 240 1266 550 Errc 62 48

ABC Feed 568 111 56 521 118 NA 16 18
60 4 2065 ± 39 399 ± 11 250 ± 3 1747 ± 8 632 ± 12 NA 66 ± 5 25 ± 1
80 2 2174 ± 25 428 ± 4 245 ± 2 1852 ± 3 568 ± 7 NA 61 ± 1 45 ± 1
100 2 2306 ± 40 480 ± 23 250 ± 3 1939 ± 45 544 ± 1 NA 68 ± 9 58 ± 1

Supernatant after solids precipitation
ABC 60 4 1606 ± 54 429 ± 10 253 ± 4 1223 ± 30 669 ± 7 NA 69 ± 5 28 ± 2

80 2 1585 ± 140 437 ± 1 239 ± 1 1315 ± 85 582 ± 12 NA 63 ± 1 44 ± 2
100 2 1817 ± 55 500 ± 20 250 ± 1 1413 ± 80 563 ± 4 NA 71 ± 10 61 ± 1

a Total ammonia nitrogen, NH4
++NH3.

b Total inorganic carbon, CO2+HCO3
−+CO3

2−.
c Error in sample preparation.
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based on their diffusion coefficients, also referred as ion mobility. The
diffusion coefficients for diffusion at infinitely small concentrations for
Cl−, K+, NH4

+, Na+, HCO3
−, CH3CO2

− and H2PO3
− are (in

10−5 cm−2 mol−1) 2.03, 1.96, 1.96, 1.33, 1.19, 1.09 and 0.96 [31],
respectively. The diffusion coefficients match the order of relative
concentration for ABC feed. For ACE feed, the order at 40 Am−2 mat-
ches for all ions except HCO3

−, while variation is found at higher
current densities. At low current densities, a high fraction of current
goes through the membranes as ions with high mobility. At higher
current densities correlating to high extent of salt removal, this effect is
countered as ions with high mobility get depleted and ions with lower
mobility take a larger fraction of the current. As extent of salt recovery
increases towards maximum, all salts should converge towards the
same concentration factor. This trend can be seen in Fig. 3 for ABC feed,
while not yet clearly for ACE feed.

The effect of changing relative concentrations with changing cur-
rent density is relatively small, but has potential for optimizing nutrient
recovery technologies for targeted ions. At lower current densities
(correlating to lower extent of salt removal) relatively stronger chloride
and potassium concentrate can be obtained - at higher current densities
relative composition converges towards feed relative composition.

3.2. Concentrate precipitation

The collected concentrate was cooled to −18 °C for 20 h, and salt
precipitation occurred as mixture of small and large crystals, forming
layer-like structures in runs using ABC feed. No freezing of water was
observed probably due to the very high salinity. Formed crystals were
identified as pure ammonium bicarbonate through Raman spectroscopy
(see Fig. 4) and mass balances support this observation as only am-
monium and bicarbonate show significant change in liquid concentra-
tion during precipitation (see Table 1). The fractions captured in the
concentrate and further in the precipitated solid are presented in
Table 2. Maximum recovery rate of 72–61–79% of N:P:K, respectively,
into liquid concentrate, and 17% recovery of N into ammonium bi-
carbonate solid were achieved from ABC feed at 100 Am−2.

Ammonium bicarbonate can precipitate if there are favourable
conditions for nucleation under supersaturation [39]. For cooled con-
centrates, supersaturation cannot currently be modelled as the solubi-
lity constant of ammonium bicarbonate has not been defined at tem-
peratures below 0 °C, and the salt effect (diminishing activities due to
competing ions) is significant.

To evaluate limits for saturation conditions, ionic strength (IS),

Fig. 2. Concentration and steady state char-
acteristics. (a) Increase of concentrate con-
ductivity during concentration phase. (b)
Concentrate conductivity in steady state for dif-
ferent feeds and different current densities. (c)
Increase of concentrate concentrations during
concentration phase. (d) Concentrate concentra-
tions in steady state for different feeds and cur-
rent densities. The ionic conductivity of con-
centrate is constant with different feeds and
current densities while ionic strength and con-
centrations are affected by feed and current
density.

Table 2
Recovery percentage of main components and total volume into concentrate, and recovered nitrogen in subsequent solid precipitate. NO ACE and ABC feeds do not
contain acetate. N= number of parallel experiments. If multiple experiments, values are averages with 95% confidence intervals. All units in percent expect current
density J in Am−2.

Feed J N TANa Na K TICb Cl Ac SO4 PO4 H2O Solid NH4HCO3
c

NO ACE 40 1 38 33 41 37 60 NA 57 21 9.3 Not detected
ACE 40 1 33 28 37 34 55 21 47 19 9.6 Not detected

60 2 49 ± 2 47 ± 2 56 ± 2 57 ± 1 69 ± 1 34 66 ± 1 39 ± 6 12.9 ± 0.6 Not detected
80 1 62 63 69 74 74 Errd 67 47 16.4 Not detected

ABC 60 4 40 ± 1 37 ± 3 47 ± 4 37 ± 2 58 ± 6 NA 47 ± 6 16 ± 1 11.4 ± 0.3 11 ± 1
80 2 60 ± 1 57 ± 1 66 ± 2 55 ± 2 75 ± 1 NA 63 ± 2 42 ± 2 15.7 ± 0.4 16 ± 4
100 2 72 ± 1 76 ± 2 79 ± 2 64 ± 1 87 ± 3 NA 84 ± 9 61 ± 2 17.8 ± 0.6 17 ± 3

a Total ammonia nitrogen, NH4
++NH3.

b Total inorganic carbon, CO2+HCO3
−+CO3

2−.
c Total ammonia nitrogen in solid ammonium bicarbonate after precipitation.
d Error in sample preparation.
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ammonium bicarbonate ionic strength (ISABC), the ratio of these two
(ISABC/IS), and ammonium bicarbonate ionic product (IPABC) are
compared (see Fig. 5 and Table 3). These variables are calculated from
measured concentrations.

As concentrate from ABC feed is cooled, precipitation occurred in all
ABC concentrate samples and a residual ABC supernatant can be ex-
pected to be close to saturation conditions of solid ammonium bi-
carbonate. We examined the statistics of different liquids, namely ACE
concentrate, ABC concentrate and ABC supernatant to find relevant
differences. Averages of both IPABC and ISABC were higher for ACE
concentrate than ABC supernatant (2.44M2 and 2.15M2, and 1.58M
and 1.47M, respectively), suggesting a more saturated solution.
However, no precipitation was detected in ACE concentrates. As com-
peting ions can lower the activities of precipitating ions, we then looked
at the relative ionic strength of ammonium bicarbonate (ISABC/IS). The
average ISABC/IS was lower for ACE concentrate compared to ABC su-
pernatant (60% and 63%, respectively). Otherwise the samples from
ABC supernatant and ACE concentrate have similar ionic properties.
One-way ANOVA for ISABC, IPABC and ISABC/IS between ABC

supernatant and ACE concentrate gives p-values of 0.05, 0.15 and 0.02,
respectively, implicating weak or no statistical difference when using a
5% confidence interval. ABC supernatant and ACE concentrate as a
combined group however differ very significantly from supersaturated
ABC concentrate (one-way ANOVA for ISABC, IPABC and ISABC/IS be-
tween combined ABC supernatant and ACE concentrate and ABC con-
centrate gives p-values of 2.9·10−8, 4.8·10−9 and 8.6·10−11, respec-
tively, indicating significant difference using a 5% confidence interval).
These results indicate that both ABC supernatant and ACE concentrate
are close to saturation, while ABC concentrate is supersaturated. The
limiting conditions for forming a solid precipitate in this experiment
occur close to the conditions measured for ABC supernatant and ACE
concentrate, towards the conditions found in ABC concentrate. In se-
parate short term experiments with concentrate feed recycled to the
feed (data not presented), trace amounts of ammonium bicarbonate
precipitate has been successfully collected also when using ACE feed in
a concentrate with similar composition to the ACE concentrate shown
here, further supporting that the notion that ACE concentrate is close to
saturation (at −18 °C).

Fig. 3. Relative concentrate and diluate concentrations. Synthetic ureolysed urine feed (ACE feed) and synthetic ureolysed digested urine feed (ABC feed) are
presented at different current densities.

Fig. 4. Solid crystals. Crystals were identified as pure ammonium bicarbonate by Raman spectroscopy.
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From these data sets, we can thus hypothesise that to reach pre-
cipitation of ammonium bicarbonate from concentrated urine at
−18 °C, minimum threshold values for both IPABC and ISABC/IS must be
satisfied. These values are estimated at around 2.25M2 for IPABC and
∼62% for ISABC/IS, these being combined averages for ABC super-
natant and ACE concentrate from our experiments.

These results suggest that the limiting factor for further precipita-
tion is the relative ammonium bicarbonate concentration to the total
ionic strength. This means that other ions in the concentrate block
further precipitation and to reach higher capture through precipitation,
alternate ways of ion separation are required.

3.3. Feasibility of nitrogen capture through electro-concentration

The energy used for electro-concentration was measured by the
potentiostat as an integrated product of applied potential and resulting
current. The system produced oxygen at the anode and hydrogen on the
cathode with applied total cell voltages of 3–5 V, depending on the
current density. Specific electrical energy consumption was measured
as 30, 35 ± 1 and 46MJ kg N−1 for ACE feed at 40, 60 and 80 Am−2,
and 35 ± 1, 39 ± 2 and 47 ± 3MJ kg N−1 for ABC feed at 60, 80
and 100 Am−2, respectively. This energy consumption is high com-
pared to bio-electroconcentration systems applying bioanodes running
on urine (8.6MJ/kg N [25], and 4.9MJ/kg N [40]). The use of bioa-
nodes and oxygen reducing cathodes holds promise to reach current
densities similar to those used in this study [4,25] with significantly
lower energy demands, potentially even reaching positive energy out-
puts [4,41].

Capture of nitrogen as solid ammonium bicarbonate without che-
mical addition by cooling the concentrate is found possible for ABC feed
(simulated ureolysed and digested feed) reaching up to 17% capture.
The ACE feed (simulated ureolysed feed) did not show capacity for
capture as solid via cooling due to low IPABC/IS ratio. Limited methods
are available to increase the portion that can be captured as solid due
to the large concentrations of competing ions, especially sodium,

potassium and chloride. Concentrate refeeding or serial reactor systems
can be applied to the concentrate to reach higher concentrations and
liquid capture rates. However, these methods will not significantly
change the total fraction of nitrogen that can be captured as solid
ammonium bicarbonate as they don’t remove competing ions which
will also concentrate, further inhibiting ammonium bicarbonate pre-
cipitation (for more detailed evaluation of competitive ion transport,
see Thompson Brewster et al. 2017). This limitation renders capture by
cooling non-feasible as a primary means of nitrogen separation from the
concentrate in the studied settings. Selective membranes or other
methods of removing competing salts could change this conclusion and
could enable precipitation by cooling as a viable option. For specific
ammonium bicarbonate removal, other methods such as thermal eva-
poration or stripping are seen more appropriate as ammonium and
bicarbonate are the only readily evaporative species.
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a b s t r a c t

Electro-concentration enables treatment and nutrient recovery from source-separated urine, and is a
potential technology for on-site treatment using a 3 compartment configuration that has anode, cathode
and middle concentrate compartments. There is a particular focus on driving concentration towards the
precipitation threshold in the concentrate compartment to generate solid ammonium salts, including
ammonium bicarbonate. To evaluate controlling mechanisms and the feasibility of achieving high con-
centrations, a dynamic mechanistic model was developed and validated using experiments with syn-
thetic urine. It was identified that high concentrations are prevented by increased back diffusion
(diffusion from the middle chamber to the anolyte and catholyte) due to large concentration gradients,
and the preferential migration of protons or hydroxide ions due to a loss of buffering capacity in the
anolyte and catholyte (due to pH extremes). Model-based sensitivity analysis also identified that elec-
trolyte ion concentrations (including buffer capacity) were the main controlling mechanisms, rather than
membrane or electrolyte current transfer capacity. To attain high concentrations, operation should be
done using a) a high current density (however there is a maximum efficient current density); b) feed at
short hydraulic retention time to ensure sufficient buffer capacity; and c) a feed high in ammonium and
carbonate, not diluted, and not contaminated with other salts, such as pure ureolysed urine. Taking into
account electron supply and bio-anodic buffer limitations, model testing shows at least double the
aqueous concentrations observed in the experiments may be achieved by optimising simple process and
operational parameters such as flow rate, current density and feed solution composition. Removal of total
ammonium nitrogen (TAN) and total carbonate carbon (TCC) was between 43e57% and 39e53%,
respectively. Balancing the sometimes conflicting process goals of high concentrations and removal
percentage will need to be considered in further application. Future experimental work should be
directed towards developing electrodes capable of higher current densities. In addition it would be
desirable to use ion exchange membranes with higher resistance to water fluxes and which limit back
diffusion. Future modelling work should describe osmotic and electro-osmotic water fluxes as a function
of the concentration gradient across the membranes and ionic fluxes, respectively. More generalised
wastewater physico-chemistry speciation models should identify best methods where relatively simple
Davies activity corrections do not apply.

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

There are benefits in source separating and separately treating
urine and faeces from domestic sources (Larsen et al., 2013). In
particular, urine treatment may be focused on nutrient removal,

while faecal and flushwater treatmentmay be focused onpathogen
and organics removal. In addition, the high quantities and con-
centrations of nutrients in undiluted urine make it an ideal feed
stream for nutrient recovery (Maurer et al., 2003).

A promising technology for decentralised nutrient recovery
from urine after urea hydrolysis (ureolysed urine) is bioelectrolysis
in a three-compartment system, see Fig. 1 (Tice and Kim, 2014;
Ledezma et al., 2017). Pre-ureolysed urine passes through a bio-* Corresponding author.
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anodic chamber, then into a cathodic chamber, with ammonium
(and other cations) passing from the bioanodic chamber into a
middle chamber, and bicarbonate (and other anions) passing from
the cathodic chamber to a middle chamber. Ammonium and bi-
carbonate ions are concentrated in the middle chamber in prepa-
ration for precipitation of solid ammonium bicarbonate (ABC), a
desirable product suitable for use in fertiliser production.

Several fundamental challenges make supersaturation of ABC
from urine difficult. Firstly, ABC is highly soluble, 24.8 g/100gH2O at
25 �C (Haynes, 2014). Low temperature or vacuum concentration
processes are required for crystallisation to occur. Secondly, the
speciation of ammonium and bicarbonate in electrochemical sys-
tems is necessary to consider relating to the respective (and for
carbonate multiple) acid-base dissociation points (associated with
pKa values). This particularly affects electro-concentration pro-
cesses as non-charged species (NH3(aq), H2CO3(aq)) will not migrate

across ion exchange membranes (IEMs) into the concentrate, but
will still diffuse across IEMs due to the concentration gradient
(Kuntke et al., 2012a; Dykstra et al., 2014; Pronk et al., 2006).
Thirdly, competitive current transport of other ions in urine, such as
sodium, chloride, potassium and acetate, will limit the current ef-
ficiency for ammonium and bicarbonate transfer (Kelly and He,
2014; Liu et al., 2016), as well as increasing the ionic strength of
solution, effectively decreasing the ionic activity of ammonium and
bicarbonate. This further limits the ability to achieve supersatura-
tion (Tait et al., 2009). Finally, maximum concentrate concentra-
tions are restricted by back diffusion, that is, the diffusion of ions
from themiddle chamber to the anolyte and/or catholyte, as well as
water flux into the concentrate due to osmosis and electro-osmosis
(Pronk et al., 2006).

Model-based analysis using the framework developed in
Thompson Brewster et al. (2016) has been adapted for the two IEM,
three-chamber system corresponding to the configuration shown
in Fig. 1. The model is validated using laboratory scale experiments
with synthetic urine. Sensitivity analysis on operational and
membrane parameters is undertaken to analyse the product con-
centrations of ammonium and bicarbonate in relation to the fluxes
of ions in and out of the middle chamber.

Bioelectrolytic ABC recovery is intended to be a microbial pro-
cess, which utilises current generated at a bio-anode. However, the
biological aspect is modelled here assuming that the microbial
biomass is not limiting, as suggested in the experiments of Ledezma
et al. (2017). In addition, only aqueous and gas phases are included
in themodel as no solid ABC formation occurs at these conditions of
ambient temperature and pressure. The focus here is an electro-
chemical approach to investigate the complex relationship between
pH, current density, mass transport and other electrochemical
operational parameters enabling high concentrate concentrations
during electro-concentration processes. As ammonium and car-
bonate species are concentrated in the middle chamber, so too are
many other ions. The already high ionic strength of urine (compared
to other wastewater streams) is further increased in the middle
chamber and product. With increasing ionic strength the ionic ac-
tivity of ammonium and bicarbonate species becomes suppressed.
This may prevent saturation of ABC, even using a completely opti-
mised system in this configuration. Hence, the objective of thiswork
was to assess the ability of microbial electrodialysis systems to
achieve maximum aqueous concentrations of ammonium and bi-
carbonate, such that precipitation potential of ABC solid is maxi-
mised in the concentrate stream.

2. Methods

2.1. Modelling methods

The modelling framework in Thompson Brewster et al. (2016)
provides a 2D simulation platform incorporating migrative-
diffusive, and convective fluxes using a series of ordinary differen-
tial equations (ODEs), coupled with fast acid-base and ion pairing
reactions assumed to always be at equilibrium. The acid-base and
ion-pairing equilibrium reactions use themodel described in Flores-
Alsina et al. (2015) (including all equilibriumconstants). This is done
bycombining theODEs inMATLAB2014bwithC codemodified from
Flores-Alsina et al. (2015) to compile to a matlab executable (MEX)
function. The method used here uses a similarly fast acid-base
dissociation equilibria approach to Dykstra et al. (2014) and Liu
et al. (2016), who studied ammonium mass transport in urine and
synthetic digestion effluent of livestock waste, respectively. How-
ever, incorporated here is a larger set of components and species,
including ion-pairing. In addition, the dynamic and experimentally
validated combined system of differential algebraic equations

Nomenclature

ABC Solid phase ammonium bicarbonate
IEM Ion exchange membrane
ODE Ordinary differential equation
DAE Differential algebraic equation
DBL Diffusion boundary layer
AEM Anion exchange membrane
CEM Cation exchange membrane
BES Bio-electrochemical systems
RSM Response surface model
TAN Total ammonium nitrogen
TCC Total carbonate carbon
p The p-value for the probability model
pKa Acid dissociation constant
Q Convective flow rate (mL min�1)
kla The overall film mass transfer coefficient (s�1)
I Current density (A m�2)
Re% Recovery percentage (%)
C Concentration (M)

Fig. 1. Configuration of the system studied. The anion exchange membrane (AEM) and
cation exchange membrane (CEM) are shown, as are modelled streams including
convective flows (Q1eQ4).
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(DAEs) and ODEs describes speciation and mechanistic mass
transport across the whole experimental domain, including flows
and reservoirs. The integration of the speciation, pH and ion-pairing
code in Flores-Alsina et al. (2015), means this model is more
generalizable and versatile than previously described models.

A difference from Thompson Brewster et al. (2016), using the
speciation code from Flores-Alsina et al. (2015), is that an ideal ac-
tivity model was used here. That is, the activity coefficient was set
equal to 1. This is because theDavies activity correction has avalidity
range of up to 0.5e0.7 M and the middle chamber approaches 2 M,
well exceeding the validity of the Davies activitymodel (and indeed,
the Davies model produces substantially more erroneous results,
including activity corrections greater than 1.0, compared with an
ideal assumption based on calculations provided in supplementary
information 1). The effect of an ideal assumption was shown to not
be a significant factor in this specific instance (see supplementary
information 1), but activity models at very high ionic strengths,
applied to generalised wastewater models remains a challenge as
discussed further in this paper. In this case assuming ideal activity
was acceptable because no precipitationwasmodelled, and because
the dominant migratory fluxes into the middle chamber are based
on the catholyte and anolyte concentrations, which are less influ-
enced by non-ideality than themiddle chamber. See supplementary
information 1 for analysis of the effect of an ideal activity assump-
tion (note ion pairing has been retained).

The system shown in Fig. 1 was implemented in the model,
corresponding to the experimental configuration described in Sec-
tion 2.2. This has 6 control volumes, including constant volume
catholyte, anolyte and middle reactor chambers; and varying vol-
ume feed inflow, feed outflow and product overflow reservoir
chambers. No diffusion boundary layers (DBLs)were included in the
model as at the reactor size and flows in Thompson Brewster et al.
(2016) they were not a controlling factor. In this case, flow rates
are slower than Thompson Brewster et al. (2016) and granular
electrodes are used, making boundary layer limitations less preva-
lent. Diffusion andmigratoryfluxes occur across the anion exchange
membrane (AEM) and cation exchange membrane (CEM) according
to the simplified Nernst-Planck equation and taking in account 71
possible ionic species based on the 10 components: sodium, po-
tassium, ammonium, chloride, acetate, calcium, magnesium, car-
bonate, sulphate and phosphate. CO2(g) stripping in the anode (low
pH), with conjugate reabsorption into the aqueous phase in the
cathode, was also included. The anode overall film mass transfer
coefficient, the kla constant (s�1), was fitted during calibration, and
cathode gas transfer assumed instantaneous. This mechanism was
shown to be necessary during calibration of pH and carbonate
concentrations against measured data.

The differential equations forming the model are provided in
supplementary information 2. Initial concentration conditions
were set to the initial concentrations of the feed for the feed and
outflow reservoirs, and the catholyte, middle and anolyte chambers
(see Table 1). The initial overflow reservoir concentrations were set
to 10�21 mM. Initial volume conditions were 10�21 m3 for the
overflow reservoir, 1 m3 for the anode feed reservoir and 10�6 m3

for the cathode outlet reservoir. Spatial boundary conditions are
zero flux and zero concentration gradient at the electrode
compartment domain limits. It is noted that there are lateral
advective flows through catholyte and anolyte chambers, but these
act on bulk compartments only. The system of ODE equations was
solved by ODE45, while the algebraic equations were solved using
an annealing Newton's method as in Flores-Alsina et al. (2015).

As discussed and evaluated in Thompson Brewster et al. (2016),
the membrane resistance to all ions is artificially accounted for in
themodel by reducing the diffusion coefficient in the membrane by
one order of magnitude for counter-ions and two orders of

magnitude for co-ions. The diffusion coefficients for protons and
hydroxide ions in the membrane are the same as in solution due to
the ions' naturally higher mobility and solvation of the membranes
(Thompson Brewster et al., 2016). The diffusion coefficients used in
this study can be found in the supplementary information of
Thompson Brewster et al. (2017).

Water fluxes from the electrolytes into the middle chamber and
overflowing into the reservoir are also taken into account by
empirically fitting the rate of water flux to be constant with time
and equal to the total amount measured during the experiments.

2.2. Experiments

Three dynamic experiments were performed in a continuous,
laboratory scale reactor built on the scheme of Fig. 1, with feed flow
path from anode to cathode to effluent, with both cathode and
anode circulated internally. The concentrate was collected by
gravity to an overflow bottle. Conditions of the three experiments
correspond to different operating parameters shown in Table 2. The
working (i.e. total liquid solution) volumes of each chamber are
shown in Table 2. Working volumes vary due to three different
reactors being used, each having slight variations in granule pore
volume and tube length. The anolyte feed consisted of synthetic
ureolysed urine based on Udert et al. (2006) (hereafter called
‘urine’), or a no acetate alternative (hereafter called 'no acetate).
The composition of each is shown in Table 1. The no acetate feed
was used to simulate the effect of an ideal bio-electrodialytic cell
which would convert acetate to carbonate in the bio-anode.

The unit was equipped with one CEM (Membrane International
Inc. CMI-7000) and one AEM (Membrane International Inc. AMI-
7001), each with an effective area of 70 � 50 mm (35 cm2), and a
10 mm spacing for the electrode and middle chambers. A stainless
steel mesh cathode and a graphite granular anode with graphite
rod current collector were utilised. A potentiostat (BioLogic VSP)
was used to supply the current density specified in Table 2. The feed
has a flow rate of 0.3 mL min�1. There was only self-sourced
convective flow in the middle chamber to an overflow reservoir
due to small water fluxes through the membranes. The run was
started with all chambers filled with feed solution and run

Table 1
Feed concentration for the feed urine recipe and the feed with no acetate.

Component (M) Urine No acetate

Sodium 0.111 0.111
Potassium 0.056 0.056
Ammonium 0.568 0.444
Chloride 0.118 0.118
Acetate 0.125 0
Calcium 0 0
Magnesium 0 0
Carbonate 0.271 0.271
Sulphate 0.016 0.016
Phosphate 0.018 0.018

Table 2
Operating parameters of the three experiments.

Run 1 Run 2 Run 3

Feed Urine Urine No acetate
Applied current (A m�2) 40 60 40
Feed flow rate (mL min�1) 0.3 0.3 0.3
Water flux to overflow (mL min�1) 0.031 0.038 0.031
Working volume cathode (mL) 41.9 44.1 45.6
Working volume anode (mL) 54.2 52.4 50.4
Working volume middle (mL) 43.5 42.7 45.5
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continuously until steady state concentrations were reached in all
chambers, around 11 d.

2.3. Analytical techniques

Sampling was done using a sampling port with a syringe from
feed and anode recirculation loops; cathode effluent; and middle
chamber. 1e1.5 mL samples were taken and diluted with deionised
water for analysis. Samples were analysed for Na, K, Ca, Mg and
SO4

2--S using Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spec-
troscopy Perkin Elmer Optima 7300DV. Flow Injection Analysis
Lachat QuickChem8500 (Lachat Instruments, Loveland, CO, USA)
was used to determine total soluble NH4

þ-N and PO4
3--P. Ion Chro-

matography Dionex ICS-2100 (Dionex, CA, USA) was used to
determine Cl, and Total Organic Carbon Analyzer Shimadzu TOC-L
CSH with TNM-L TN unit (Kyoto, Japan) to determine total organic
carbon (acetate component) and inorganic carbon (carbonate
component).

2.4. Sensitivity analysis

2.4.1. Overview of sensitivity analysis
After model validation, a series of simulations were performed

to evaluate the impact of different operating conditions on the
product reservoir concentrations as outlined below. In all cases the
different treatments are compared via the plateau (steady-state)
concentrations of aqueous ammonium and bicarbonate in the
product overflow reservoir and using the base settings of run 1
(current density, flow rate, feed composition, etc.) unless specified
otherwise.

2.4.2. Current density
A key focus of research is improving the current and power

density capabilities of bio-electrodes (Guo et al., 2015; Logan and
Rabaey, 2012). Simulations were done to identify whether there
is an optimum current density, or if a greater current density always
achieves greater product concentrations. These simulations sweep
the current density from 10 to 150 Am�2 in increments of 20 Am�2

with all other parameters remaining constant.

2.4.3. Retention time
In bio-electrochemical systems (BESs), it is important that the

anolyte solutions remain relatively neutral in pH, to avoid biological
inhibition (Torres, 2014). In this application, bicarbonate buffer is
important to keep the bio-anode at a near neutral pH. To evaluate
the minimum operating flowrate (i.e. minimum input of buffer
capacity), the impact of feed flow rate, and therefore retention time,
on the pH as well as product concentrations is evaluated between
0.1 and 1 mL min�1 in increments of 0.1 mL min�1.

2.4.4. Additional NaCl in feed
There will be natural variation in the feed during practical

process operation. In addition, competitive current transport may
limit the product concentration of ammonium and bicarbonate in
the presence of other ions. The impact of excess salt (and therefore
higher ionic strength) in the feed is evaluated by varying the feed
between 111e611 mM and 118e618 mM increasing in increments
of 50 mM of sodium and chloride, respectively.

2.4.5. Acetate
In BESs a key biological reaction is the conversion of organic

substrate, commonly modelled as acetate, to bicarbonate at the
anode, see Equation (1) (Kuntke et al., 2012b).

CH3COO
� þ 4H2O/2HCO�

3 þ 8e� þ 9Hþ (1)

The effect of the reaction conversion may be evaluated in terms
of ionic fluxes across the membrane because higher bicarbonate
concentrations in the anode increase the current efficiency of bi-
carbonate transport across themembrane (Dykstra et al., 2014). The
impact of the acetate concentration in the catholyte is evaluated by
running abiotic simulations. The simulations simply vary the
amount of acetate in the feed to reflect 0 and 100% acetate con-
version using the assumption that 1 M of acetate converts to 2 M
carbonate.

2.4.6. Membrane properties
Another avenue of research is on IEM development for emerging

wastewater treatment processes (Logan and Elimelech, 2012; Xu,
2005). The following membrane properties were tested to deter-
mine if using membranes with different characteristics has an ef-
fect on the product concentrations to advise on the direction of
membrane research: a) membrane resistance to all ions increased
by 10 and 100 times; b) membrane resistance to NH3(aq) increased
by 10 and 100 times; and c) reduced water flux into the middle
chamber by 50% and 33% the original volume in run 1. The large
values from increasing membrane resistance to ions by two orders
of magnitude are chosen to determine whether there is significant
benefit to pursuing this avenue of research.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Calibration & validation

Calibration was done on run 1 (40 A m�2, acetate present) to
determine the kla constant for CO2 stripping in the anode to be 1.8
h�1. Based on the model fit to experimentally observed nitrogen
component concentrations, no NH3 strippingwas observed to occur
(see supplementary information 3 for further information). An F-
test with 5% significance threshold found that there was no sig-
nificant difference (p ¼ 0.65) between a model not including
ammonia stripping and a model including ammonia stripping.
Fig. S4.2 shows the pH in all chambers to be above 6 during the
validation experiments, indicating that little nitrogen would be in
form of NH3. The high middle chamber concentrations may have
provided a driving force for some ammonia losses. However this
was not observed to be significant.

Separately, a normalised R2 value of 0.98 was calculated based
on 351 measurements, across the 3 experiments, measuring 9
components (NH4-N, K, PO4-P, Ac, SO4, Na, CO3, Cl and pH) and
comparing them with modelled values. See Fig. S4.1 and S4.2 for
time-series data corresponding to this analysis.

3.2. Current density and retention time

The product concentrations are asymptotic with increasing
applied current (Fig S5.1). Above 90 A m�2 with feed flow of
0.3 mL min�1, increased current no longer improves the product
concentrations. At this point extreme pH levels occur in the
cathodic and anodic chambers due to depletion of major cations
and anions in the electrolytes. Above 90 A m�2 Hþ preferentially
transports the additional current density over NH4

þ (and other
cations), and similarly OH� preferentially transports over bicar-
bonate (and other anions) (see Fig. S6.1eS6.3). The relationship
between leakage rate and pH can be seen in Fig. 2. Fig. 2 displays
the dominant species which carry charge across the CEM (left hand
side) and AEM (right hand side) at steady state when the pH of the
anolyte (left hand side) or catholyte (right hand side) varies. In
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Fig. 2, the fraction of total charge is the charge flux of the species
(mol eq s�1) divided by the equivalent total moles of charge (mol
eq s�1) calculated from the applied current. Fig. 2 illustrates the
speciation of bicarbonate to carbonate in the catholyte with
elevated pH. This could benefit the product concentrations due to
carbonate being a divalent species and dominant at high pH, and
will transport proportionally more current through themembranes
compared to other anions. The rate of transport of current by
protons or hydroxide ions (hereafter referred to as current leakage)
at values less than pH 6 is much less likely to be an issue in a
biological system as the process cannot operate below biological pH
limitations of approximately 7.1e7.45 (Ledezma et al., 2017). Fig. 2
does not add to 100% of charge, as not all ions are displayed here.
The balance (to 100% of charge) is Naþ and Kþ through the CEM, and
Cl� and Ac� through the AEM (see Figs. S6.1eS6.3 and S6.8eS6.10
for flux results of all species).

Fig. 2 also indicates there is a minimum required flow rate to
prevent current leakage and achieve optimal product concentra-
tions. For this configuration at 40 A m�2 and 0.2 mL min�1, the
retention time is so great that the buffering capacity of the car-
bonate system is exhausted, and the pH of the anolyte and cathode
deviate from neutral (Fig. S5.1).

A response surface model (RSM) was done through multi-
variate linear regressions in Microsoft Excel (2010) varying cur-
rent density and flow rate as factors and using ammonium nitrogen
(TAN) and total carbonate carbon (TCC) as the response variables.
The regression factor for current density was scaled so the
maximum value of 150 A m�2 was equal to 1. Equations (2) and (3)
display the regression output, and Fig. 3 visualises the RSM.

YTAN ¼ �200þ 2289Q þ 3841I þ�3128Q2 þ�2891I2

þ 7941QI (2)

YTCC ¼ �46þ 1030Q þ 2115I þ�1512Q2 þ�1630I2 þ 3852QI
(3)

where Q is flow (mL min�1) and I is scaled current density (A m�2).

The overall model for both regressions was significant (F-test
pTAN ¼ 2 � 10�12, pTCC ¼ 6 � 10�12) with the interaction parameter

Fig. 2. Current density parameter sweeps from 10 to 150 A m�2 with flow rate 0.3 mL min�1 (filled markers) and flow rate parameter sweeps from 0.1 to 1 mL min�1 with current
density of 40 A m�2 (outlined markers), displaying anolyte pH and cation current transport fraction (circles, on the left), and catholyte pH and anion current transport fraction
(triangles, on the right).

Fig. 3. Response surface modelling (RSM) of total ammonium nitrogen (TAN) and total
carbonate carbon (TCC) by varying current density and flow rate.
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(the final term of Equations (2) and (3)) having the most significant
effect (single parameter two-tailed t-test pX1X2TAN ¼ 3 � 10�10,
pX1X2TCC ¼ 9 � 10�10). The RSM shows that with increasing both
current density and flow rate, the model developed in this paper
does not identify any limiting mechanisms to achieving high
concentrate concentrations as long as both factors (current density
and flow rate) are increased simultaneously. This indicates the
main controlling mechanism to achieving high concentrations in
this system is the electrolyte composition, which does not appear
to be limited by membrane or electrolyte current carrying capacity.
Bioelectrodes are currently incapable of generating such high cur-
rent densities, and the maximum concentration is at or below the
solubility threshold for ABC of 24.8 g/100 g (also needing to
consider ionic activity and ion pairing, which in this applicationwill
further increase the solubility threshold of ABC) (Thompson
Brewster et al., 2017). However, the model nevertheless demon-
strates that very high concentrations can be achieved when oper-
ating at a suitable TCC loading rate.

Rodríguez Arredondo et al. (2017) defined of loading rate as the
current density divided by influent TAN, and demonstrated with
high loading rate that 100% TAN recovery can be achieved. The
model developed here extends this way of thinking to mechanis-
tically describe maximum product concentrations of TAN and TCC
and recovery percentage based on feed composition and current
density. In the system studied here it is not possible to only study
TAN loading because bicarbonate is the limiting component in this
configuration.

3.3. Acetate conversion

The simulated conversion of acetate to bicarbonate increases the
plateau concentrations of bicarbonate in the product (Fig. S5.1). This
is due to the resulting bicarbonate flux increase across the AEM into
the middle chamber due to higher overall concentrations in the
cathode and anode. Higher concentrations result in the preferential
proportioning of current transported by bicarbonate according to
the Nernst-Planck equation (Thompson Brewster et al., 2016)
(Fig. S6.4 and S6.5). The naturally occurring concentration of bi-
carbonate in ureolysed urine is less than ammonium (about half). If
the bio-anode achieves high acetate to carbonate conversion, this is
effectively increasing the current available, which will increase
product concentrations (due to acetate conversion). However,
increased current density will more quickly deplete (due to
increasedmigration) the buffering capacity of the cathode chamber.

3.4. Salinity

Additional sodium and chloride added to the feed had the effect
of proportionally decreasing the ammonium and carbonate in the
product (Fig. S5.1). This was attributed to the preferential propor-
tioning of current to sodium and chloride due to their higher
concentrations in the anolyte and catholyte (Fig. S6.6 and S6.7).

3.5. Membrane properties

3.5.1. Membrane resistance to all ions
Increasing the membrane resistance by one order of magnitude

to all ions slightly increased the plateau concentrations of all
components, but did not affect pH and further increase to two or-
ders of magnitude had minimal additional effect (Fig. S5.1). Less
back diffusion was observed with increasing membrane resistance
(Fig. S6.11eS6.13)

3.5.2. Membrane resistance to ammonia
Increasing themembrane resistance to ammonia by one order of

magnitude slightly increased the plateau concentrations of nitrogen
in the product, but it did not affect pH. A further increase to two
orders ofmagnitude higher hadminimal additional effect (Fig. S5.1).
Increasing the membrane resistance to ammonia slightly reduced
the steady-state value of the ammonia back diffusive flux
(Fig. S6.14eS6.16).

3.5.3. Water flux into middle chamber
Decreasing water flux increases the time to reach a plateau

concentration, but also proportionally increases the product con-
centrations (Fig. S5.1). For this study, simulations were run for
100 d, increased from the 11 d used for all other simulations, to
ensure the final concentrations were at steady-state. The product
concentrations increase as the water flux to the middle chamber
decreases. This is expected, as less water flux means less water to
dilute the middle chamber concentrations. The ionic fluxes into the
middle chamber do not change significantly as the rate of water
flux decreases. However, the rates of ionic flux out of the middle
chamber do increase slightly with the decrease in water flux
(Fig. S6.17eS6.19). Lowering water flux into the middle chamber
had a much greater effect on product concentrations than either
membrane resistance sensitivity analysis. Mechanistically, osmotic
and electro-osmotic water fluxes will be proportional to the con-
centration gradient and current density, and using membranes
with high steric hindrance is the onlyway to reduce thewater flows
(Rottiers et al., 2014) Therefore, furthermembrane development for
this application should involve developing membranes with high
steric hindrance.

3.6. Key factors

3.6.1. Bicarbonate
Bicarbonate is important to system efficiency and maximum

concentration for two reasons: enabling increased product con-
centrations of ammonium bicarbonate, and functioning as buffer.
For the latter reason, it is important that the system is run at an
appropriate current density and flow rate that there is sufficient
buffer capacity to ensure the pH remains close to neutral in all
streams, while still maximising product concentration of carbonate.
This is essential to prevent current leakage from protons and hy-
droxide ions, as well as ensuring the functioning of the bio-anode in
a bioelectrochemical application. At pilot or full scale, the retention
time and applied current will need to be balanced for different
reactor sizing. A feedback controller which controls the anode feed
pump rate would largely address the buffer capacity and bicar-
bonate availability issue. The model developed here could be used
to evaluate appropriate reactor sizing based on the possible current
densities andminimum available urine flow rates. It is intuitive that
the bio-anode should be operated to ensure optimum conversion of
organics in the feed to bicarbonate to increase the bicarbonate
concentration in the cathodic chamber. However, in practice,
increased conversion is proportional to increased current which
must be coupled with increased carbonate loading to ensure buffer
capacity is not exhausted. Another process option if nutrient
removal from urine is a key target as opposed to high product
concentrations, is to recirculate the cathode effluent back to the
anodic chamber.

3.6.2. Optimum configuration
The abiotic model developed here is able to operate under more

extreme conditions compared to a biotic system. In particular, the
acetate conversion to bicarbonate is linked to current production,
and the anolyte pH must remain within the biological range (pH
7.1e7.45, Ledezma et al., 2017). Two scenarios which balance these
considerations with improved operational settings are proposed.
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These scenarios take into account that 8 electrons are produced to
convert acetate to carbonate (Equation (1)). The electron con-
sumption is taken into account to provide a realistic relationship
between current density and acetate conversion to bicarbonate
based on the electron balance. This is simulated by varying the feed
composition concentrations of acetate and bicarbonate propor-
tional to the current density being used. Proposed option 1 uses a
current density of 60 A m�2, 50% acetate conversion, and the same
flow rate as run 1 (0.3 mL min�1). Proposed option 2 evaluated a
higher current density of 90 A m�2, double the feed flow of
0.6 mL min�1 and 30% acetate conversion. These operational sce-
narios use the same feed as in run 1 (apart from where specified),
no additional salt and 10% reduction of the osmotic and electro-
osmotic water flux observed in run 1.

Table 3 shows the steady-state concentrations of ammonium
and carbonate components. It shows higher product concentrations
can be achieved compared to the validation run, while maintaining
adequate buffering capacity. Recovery percentages for ammonium
and carbonate were calculated using Equation (4).

Re% ¼ 1� CoutQout

CinQin
(4)

where Re% is the recovered percentage, C is the concentration (M),
Q is the flow rate (mL min�1) and subscripts in and out refers to the
anolyte feed stream and catholyte outflow stream, respectively.
Load ratios for TAN according to the method in Rodríguez
Arredondo et al. (2017) were calculated and are shown in Table 3.
These are the ratio of applied current over the influent TAN. Load
ratios less than 1 indicate there is more TAN being fed than may be
transported to the middle chamber. The low values displayed here
may appear that the system is inefficient, but balance is needed to
maintain a neutral pH and prevent current leakage as illustrated in
Fig. 2. As bicarbonate is limiting compared to ammonium, therewill
always be a loading ratio less than 1 for TAN. However, of interest is
that the load ratios are equal to the recovery percentages. Future
work should study the greatest loading ratio possible while main-
taining adequate buffer capacity in the system.

These results indicate that realistic operating strategies can
significantly increase ammonium and bicarbonate concentrations
in the product, while maintaining effective buffer capacity through
the system. A recommended method to ensure high product con-
centrations within realistic operational conditions is by increasing
the feed flow rate; however this may be limited by urine supply in a
pilot scenario. Table 3 indicates that higher concentrations in the
product results in lower recovery for TCC. However, no similarly
obvious relationship was observable for TAN in this system, with
Option 1 having higher TAN recovery than Run 1. This relationship
warrants further investigation if both high product concentration

and recovery percentage of TAN (but not TCC) are desired.
Fig. 4 displays steady-state species fluxes for the base case of run

1 and the two optimised scenarios. The suggested options ensure
adequate buffering capacity in the chambers and result in larger
fluxes into the middle chamber, without current leakage or a pro-
portional difference in the species undergoing the largest fluxes.
Fig. 4 displays some cations and anions transporting across the
AEM and CEM, respectively. This is because the modelling includes
manufacturer's parameters for non-ideal permselectivity fractions
of 90% for the AEM and 94% for the CEM (Thompson Brewster et al.
2016).

3.7. Model limitations

3.7.1. Water flux
The model of water fluxes used here is simply determined by

estimating a constant water flux over time equal to the total change
in overflow reservoir volume measured between the start and the
end of the experiments. Pronk et al. (2006) proposes a mechanistic
relationship which accounts for the electro-osmosis due to hy-
drated radii of migrating ions and osmosis due to the concentration
gradient across the membrane. This suggests that the ionic trans-
port rates and membrane concentration gradient should be
mechanistically linked to the water flux. Future work should
experimentally record the overflow volume with time so that the
model of water flux can incorporate a mechanistic relationship of
osmotic and electroosmotic water fluxes as proposed by Pronk et al.
(2006).

3.7.2. Activity correction
As mentioned in Section 2.1, the middle chamber involves a

particularly high strength solution with an ionic strength upwards
of 1.8 M. The Davies activity correction, used in the speciation code
from Flores-Alsina et al. (2015) only has validity up to 0.5 M
(Stumm and Morgan, 1996; Tait et al., 2012). While it was shown
that a model using an ideal activity assumption (while still
including ion-pairing and acid-base dissociation) was not signifi-
cantly different from amodel using the Davies activity correction, it
is essential to accurately model activity if saturation and precipi-
tation is to be studied (Mbamba et al., 2015). For example, activity
needs to be included to effectively study ABC saturation, or prob-
lematic scales such as gypsum or calcite. It is recommended that
future model development works towards a generalised physico-
chemical model for wastewaters with ionic strengths higher than
0.5 M.

3.7.3. Membrane or electrode scaling
The assumption of only modelling gas and liquid phases meant

that supersaturation of common calcium or magnesium scaling
precipitants such as calcite and gypsum was not considered. The
experiments here did not include calcium or magnesium in the
synthetic urine solutions. However, real ureolysed urine will
contain calcium and magnesium. Future work should determine
the scaling potential of the system using real ureolysed urine, and
use a modelling approach such as described in Thompson Brewster
et al. (2017).

4. Conclusions

Current density and feed flow rate have the most impact on the
steady-state concentrations of ammonium and bicarbonate in the
concentrate. In all circumstances the maximum concentrate con-
centrations were limited by back diffusion of ions from the
concentrate to the electrolytes and current leakage due to a
depletion of buffer capacity (bicarbonate availability) of the

Table 3
Final steady-state results of testing optimised modelled scenarios.

Parameter Run 1 Option 1 Option 2

Current density (A m�2) 40 60 90
Flow rate (mL min�1) 0.3 0.3 0.6
Simulated acetate conversion in feed (%) 0 50 30
Water flux to overflow reservoir (mL min�1) 0.031 0.028 0.028
Steady state product TAN (M) 2.0 3.2 4.9
Steady state product TCC (M) 1.0 2.0 2.8
Steady state pH middle chamber 8.6 8.6 8.5
Steady state pH anode chamber 7.3 6.6 6.6
Steady state pH cathode chamber 9.1 9.0 8.9
TAN recovery % 43.0 56.8 46.3
TCC recovery % 52.9 47.9 38.5
TAN load ratio 0.43 0.57 0.46
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electrolytes. Maximum concentrate concentrations are achieved by
utilising: a) sufficient feed flow rate that the bicarbonate buffer
capacity is not depleted; b) high current density (noting there is a
maximum efficient current density depending on the configura-
tion); c) urine feed high in ammonium and carbonate, with mini-
mal concentrations of other salts or dilution; and d) ion exchange
membranes with high resistance to water fluxes and back diffusion
of ions. Optimising the operation by decreasing membrane water
flux by 10%, increasing current density to 90 A m�2, doubling the
flow rate, and including conversion of 30% feed acetate to carbonate
based on the stoichiometric relationship of the bioanode reaction
results in a 250% increase in aqueous concentrations of ammonium
and carbonate. Optimising the concentration of TCC decreased the
recovery percentage. However, the same clear trend was not
observed for TAN, and further work should be done to optimise
both TAN concentration and recovery simultaneously.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 1: Ideal model 

Manually increasing the concentration of component inputs confirms that the Davies activity 

correction is valid up to ionic strength of 0.5-0.7 M. The same trend is observed using the 

Flores-Alsina et al. (2015) framework and Visual MINTEQ (Version 3.0). After 

approximately 0.7 M, the activity coefficient begins to increase, rather than decrease, with 

increasing ionic strength. At approximately 1.8-2.0 M the activity coefficient becomes greater 

than 1. An activity coefficient greater than one, is a mathematical artifact of using an activity 

correction inappropriate for the ionic strength of solution. This type of erroneous output was 

observed to occur when studying the middle chamber concentrations. Table 1 shows the 

equilibrium concentrations of components in the middle chamber, and the corresponding 

ionic strength, monovalent activity coefficient and pH using Davies, SIT and Debye-Huckel 

methods in Visual MINTEQ. Table 1 indicates that only an SIT method would only be 

appropriate for this system as Davies and Debye-Huckel methods result in activity 

coefficients greater than 1. The speciation code was adapted to use ideal conditions, meaning 

the activity coefficient was set to 1 assuming activity is equal to concentration. This allows 

pH, ion-pairing and acid-base dissociation to still be evaluated across the dynamic ED model, 

but under the assumption of an activity coefficient equal to 1. Comparing pH, ammonium and 

carbonate components in the model and experimental chambers, a 𝜒2 test was performed 

with 95% confidence to determine whether there was a difference in model output using the 

Davies activity correction or the ideal model. The F statistic (0.99) was less than the critical F 

value (1.33), indicating that the models are not significantly different. In addition, the R2 of 

both the Davies and ideal models were both 0.98, indicating no difference in their ability to 

reflect the variance present in the experimental data.  

The lack of difference between the ideal and Davies models is because the diffusive and 

convective transport are functions of the concentrations, and not activities. In addition, the 



majority of migratory transport is due to the ratio of activities of species in the anolyte and 

catholyte. In the anolyte and catholyte the ionic strength is low, and the ratio of activities is 

unlikely to differ. While an ideal model is not perfect (no models are), it is determined to be a 

reasonable assumption in this system for studying limiting mechanisms to middle chamber 

aqueous concentrations. It would be important to include a valid activity correction should 

the model be used to study super-saturation in the middle chamber as this is dependent on 

ionic activity and not concentration. 

 

Table 1: Summary of plateau middle chamber concentrations and their calculated ionic 

strengths using Davies, SIT and Debye-Huckel methods in Visual MINTEQ (version 3.0). 

Components and parameters of interest Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 

Na (mM) 280.6 384.7 353.3 

K (mM) 192.8 237.3 235.8 

NH4 (mM) 2033.9 2444.5 1848.0 

Cl (mM) 536.9 575.52 538.2 

Ac (mM) 285.43 371.65 0 

CO3 (mM) 1002.2 1222.0 1118.6 

SO4 (mM) 59.19 70.4 62.4 

PO4 (mM) 84.21 90.7 85.3 

Davies ionic strength (MINTEQ) (M) 1.9543 2.2546 1.8191 

Davies monovalent activity coefficient (MINTEQ) 1.0039 1.0937 0.9670 

Davies pH (MINTEQ) 8.732 8.812 8.847 

SIT ionic strength (MINTEQ) (M)1 2.2443 2.6577 2.2058 

SIT monovalent activity coefficient (MINTEQ) (M)1 0.6177 0.6178 0.6297 

SIT pH (MINTEQ)1 9.102 9.064 9.188 

Debye-Huckel ionic strength (MINTEQ) (M) 2.3366 2.8125 2.2441 

Debye-Huckel monovalent activity coefficient (MINTEQ) (M) 1.1201 1.2912 1.0904 

Debye-Huckel pH (MINTEQ)  8.886 8.991 8.966 
1The SIT simulations were performed using pH calculated from a mass balance, not a mass 
and charge balance as there was difficulty converging on a solution when using a mass and 
charge balance.  



SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 2: Model state equations 

Note: Q5 and Q6 represent osmotic flows across the CEM and AEM, respectively. Ja and Jc 

refer to the ionic flux across the AEM and CEM, respectively. 

Catholyte chamber  (Cc) 

Step 1: changing volume 

𝑑𝑉𝐶𝑐

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑄2 − 𝑄3 − 𝑄6 = 0       (S2.1) 

Step 2: Mass differential 

𝑑𝑉𝐶𝑐𝐶𝐶𝑐

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑄2𝐶2 − 𝑄3𝐶𝐶𝑐 + 𝐽𝑎          (S2.2) 

Step 3: General expansion term 

𝑑𝑉𝐶

𝑑𝑡
= 𝐶

𝑑𝑉

𝑑𝑡
+ 𝑉

𝑑𝐶

𝑑𝑡
            (S2.3)  

Step 4: Sub step 1 into first RHS term and sub step 2 into LHS term 

𝑉𝐶𝑐
𝑑𝐶𝐶𝑐

𝑑𝑡
= −𝐶𝐶𝑐(𝑄2 − 𝑄3 − 𝑄6) +   𝑄2𝐶2 − 𝑄3𝐶𝐶𝑐 + 𝐽𝑎   (S2.4) 

𝑑𝐶𝐶𝑐

𝑑𝑡
=

(𝑄2−𝑄3−𝑄6)

𝑉𝐶𝑐
(−𝐶𝐶𝑐) +

𝑄2

𝑉𝐶𝑐
𝐶2 −

𝑄3

𝑉𝐶𝑐
𝐶𝐶𝑐 +

1

𝑉𝐶𝑐
(𝐽𝑎)   (S2.5) 

𝒅𝑪𝑪𝒄

𝒅𝒕
=

(𝑸𝟐−𝑸𝟔)

𝑽𝑪𝒄
(−𝑪𝑪𝒄) +

𝑸𝟐

𝑽𝑪𝒄
𝑪𝟐 +

𝟏

𝑽𝑪𝒄
(𝑱𝒂)     (S2.6) 

Product chamber (Pc) 

𝑑𝑉𝑃𝑐

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑄6 + 𝑄5 − 𝑄4 = 0       (S2.7) 

𝑑𝑉𝑃𝑐𝐶𝑃𝑐

𝑑𝑡
= 0 − 𝑄4𝐶𝑃𝑐 + 𝐽𝑎 − 𝐽𝑐 − 𝑅𝑝,𝑃𝑐𝑉𝑃𝑐     (S2.8) 

𝑉𝑃𝑐
𝑑𝐶𝑃𝑐

𝑑𝑡
= −𝐶𝑃𝑐(𝑄6 + 𝑄5 − 𝑄4) − 𝑄4𝐶𝑃𝑐 + 𝐽𝑎 − 𝐽𝑐 − 𝑅𝑝,𝑃𝑐𝑉𝑃𝑐  (S2.9) 

𝑑𝐶𝑃𝑐

𝑑𝑡
= −

(𝑄6+𝑄5−𝑄4)

𝑉𝑃𝑐
(𝐶𝑃𝑐) −

𝑄4

𝑉𝑃𝑐
(𝐶𝑃𝑐) +

1

𝑉𝑃𝑐
(𝐽𝑎 − 𝐽𝑐 )  − 𝑅𝑝,𝑃𝑐  (S2.10) 

𝒅𝑪𝑷𝒄

𝒅𝒕
=

(𝑸𝟔+𝑸𝟓)

𝑽𝑷𝒄
(−𝑪𝑷𝒄) +

𝟏

𝑽𝑷𝒄
(𝑱𝒂 − 𝑱𝒄 )  − 𝑹𝒑,𝑷𝒄    (S2.11) 

Anolyte chamber (Ac) 

𝑑𝑉𝐴𝑐

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑄1 − 𝑄5 − 𝑄2 = 0       (S2.12) 



𝑑𝑉𝐴𝑐𝐶𝐴𝑐

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑄1𝐶1 − 𝑄2𝐶𝐴𝑐 − 𝐽𝑐       (S2.13) 

𝑉𝐴𝑐
𝑑𝐶𝐴𝑐

𝑑𝑡
= −𝐶𝐴𝑐(𝑄1 − 𝑄5 − 𝑄2) +  𝑄1𝐶1 − 𝑄2𝐶𝐴𝑐 − 𝐽𝑐   (S2.14) 

𝑑𝐶𝐴𝑐

𝑑𝑡
= −

𝑄1−𝑄5−𝑄2

𝑉𝐴𝑐
𝐶𝐴𝑐 +

𝑄1

𝑉𝐴𝑐
𝐶1 −

𝑄2

𝑉𝐴𝑐
𝐶𝐴𝑐 −

𝐽𝑐

𝑉𝐴𝑐
    (S2.15) 

𝒅𝑪𝑨𝒄

𝒅𝒕
=

(𝑸𝟓+𝑸𝟐)

𝑽𝑨𝒄
𝑪𝑨𝒄 −

𝑸𝟐

𝑽𝑨𝒄
𝑪𝑨𝒄 −

𝑱𝒄

𝑽𝑨𝒄
    (S2.16) 

Product overflow reservoir (Por) 

𝒅𝑽𝑷𝒐𝒓

𝒅𝒕
= 𝑸𝟒 − 𝟎 ≠ 𝟎        (S2.17) 

𝑑𝑉𝑃𝑜𝑟𝐶𝑃𝑜𝑟

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑄4𝐶4 − 0        (S2.18) 

𝑉𝑃𝑜𝑟
𝑑𝐶𝑃𝑜𝑟

𝑑𝑡
= −𝐶𝑃𝑜𝑟(𝑄4 − 0) +   𝑄4𝐶4      (S2.19) 

𝒅𝑪𝑭𝒐𝒓

𝒅𝒕
=

𝑸𝟒

𝑽𝑷𝒐𝒓
(𝑪𝟒 − 𝑪𝑷𝒐𝒓)       (S2.20) 

Feed in reservoir (Fir) 

𝒅𝑽𝑭𝒊𝒓

𝒅𝒕
= 𝟎 − 𝑸𝟏  ≠ 𝟎        (S2.21) 

𝑑𝑉𝐹𝑖𝑟𝐶𝐹𝑖𝑟

𝑑𝑡
=  − 𝑄1𝐶𝐹𝑖𝑟        (S2.22) 

𝑉𝐹𝑖𝑟
𝑑𝐶𝐹𝑖𝑟

𝑑𝑡
= −𝐶𝐹𝑖𝑟(0 − 𝑄1) −  𝑄1𝐶𝐹𝑖𝑟     (S2.23) 

𝒅𝑪𝑭𝒊𝒓

𝒅𝒕
=

𝑸𝟏

𝑽𝑭𝒊𝒓
(𝑪𝑭𝒊𝒓 −  𝑪𝑭𝒊𝒓) = 0       (S2.24) 

Feed out reservoir (For) 

𝒅𝑽𝑭𝒐𝒓

𝒅𝒕
= 𝑸𝟑 − 𝟎 ≠ 𝟎        (S2.25) 

𝑑𝑉𝐹𝑜𝑟𝐶𝐹𝑜𝑟

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑄3𝐶3        (S2.26) 

𝑉𝐹𝑜𝑟
𝑑𝐶𝐹𝑜𝑟

𝑑𝑡
= −𝐶𝐹𝑜𝑟(𝑄3 − 0) +  𝑄3𝐶3     (S2.27) 

𝒅𝑪𝑭𝒐𝒓

𝒅𝒕
=

𝑸𝟑

𝑽𝑭𝒐𝒓
(𝑪𝟑 − 𝑪𝑭𝒐𝒓)       (S2.28) 

 

  



SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 3: Ammonia stripping test 

Visually it was difficult to determine whether including ammonia stripping in the middle 

chamber improved the model fit to experimental data. Therefore, the same statistical 𝜒2-test 

was performed as in supplementary information 2, to determine whether a model not 

including ammonia stripping in the middle chamber was different to a model including 

ammonia stripping in the middle chamber. The best fit kla value was determined to be 0.11 h-

1. The test showed the models are not significantly different with an F statistic of 1.07, which 

is less than a critical F value of 1.34. In addition, the R2 values for the no stripping model is 

0.976 and with stripping 0.982. Indicating that including an ammonia stripping model only 

accounts for 0.6% more variance than a model without ammonia stripping. To not add 

unnecessary complexity to the model, ammonia stripping was not included in the subsequent 

analysis. 

  



SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 4: Model validation  

 

Figure S4.1: Model validation of component concentrations for the three experiments. 

 

 



 

Figure S4.2: Model validation of pH for the three experiments. 

 

  



SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 5: Model sensitivity analysis  

 

Figure S5.1: Parameter sweeps of current density, acetate conversion, salt addition, flow rate 

and membrane properties showing middle chamber component concentrations (top row) and 

pH (bottom row) at equilibrium.  



SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 6: Flux results  

Current density 

 

Figure S6.1: Species fluxes at steady state using a current density of 10 A m-2. 

 



 

Figure S6.2: Species fluxes at steady state using a current density of 90 A m-2. 

 



 

Figure S6.3: Species fluxes at steady state using a current density of 150 A m-2. 

 

  



Acetate conversion 

 

Figure S6.4: Species fluxes at steady state using 0% acetate conversion. 

 



 

Figure S6.5: Species fluxes at steady state using 100% acetate conversion. 

  



Salt impurity 

 

Figure S6.6: Species fluxes at steady state using no additional NaCl. 

 



 

Figure S6.7: Species fluxes at steady state using 500 mM additional NaCl. 

. 

  



Flow rate 

 

Figure S6.8: Species fluxes at steady state using a flow rate of 0.1 mL min-1. 

 

 



 

Figure S6.9: Species fluxes at steady state using a flow rate of 0.3 mL min-1. 

 

 



 

Figure S6.10: Species fluxes at steady state using a flow rate of 1 mL min-1. 

 

  



Membrane properties  

 

Figure S6.11: Species fluxes at steady state using the original membrane resistance. 

 

 



 

Figure S6.12: Species fluxes at steady state using 10 times the original membrane resistance. 

 



 

Figure S6.13: Species fluxes at steady state using 100 times the original membrane 

resistance. 

 



 

Figure S6.14: Species fluxes at steady state using the original membrane resistance for 

ammonia. 

 



 

Figure S6.15: Species fluxes at steady state using the 10 times the original membrane 

resistance for ammonia. 

 



 

Figure S6.16: Species fluxes at steady state using the 100 times the original membrane 

resistance for ammonia. 

 



 

Figure S6.17: Species fluxes at steady state using the original water flux rate. 

 



 

Figure S6.18: Species fluxes at steady state using the 50% of the original water flux rate. 

 



 

Figure S6.19: Species fluxes at steady state using the 33% of the original water flux rate. 
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Electrochemical system for selective oxidation of
organics over ammonia in urine†
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Source-separated urine can enable efficient nutrient recycling, but the removal of the organic fraction that

is required to ensure a safe nutrient product typically also removes the nitrogen in urine (present as total

ammonium nitrogen, TAN). In this study, a reagent-free pH control method was used with a two-chamber

electrochemical cell with a boron doped diamond (BDD) anode to oxidize synthetic and real urine at

different anodic pH values. Without pH adjustment (pH 8.4), all TAN in urine was oxidized in synthetic urine,

but at pH ≤3, 79% ± 5% of TAN was retained. Simultaneously, ≥90% of organic content was removed at all

pH values with a pH-independent rate. Two different TAN oxidation regimes with corresponding zero-

order (i.e. current limited) TAN oxidation rates of −0.02 h−1 and −0.002 h−1 were identified, separated by a

chloride to TAN concentration ratio of approximately 0.2 M/M. The higher TAN oxidation rate is linked to a

breakpoint chlorination-type oxidation pathway, whereas the lower rate is linked to a direct oxidation

pathway on the BDD surface. In addition to TAN, potassium and phosphorus were conserved at 101% ± 6%

and 89% ± 4%, respectively. The proposed technology allows for the selective oxidation of the organic

fraction in urine while retaining a high proportion of all other key nutrients for potential reuse as a fertilizer.

1. Introduction

Source-separated human urine contains the majority of main
nutrients consumed by adult humans (app. 86–65–76% N–P–
K), while comprising less than 1% of produced wastewater.1–3

Nitrogen in urine comprises approximately 80% of total
nitrogen in municipal wastewater, the removal of which
forms a major portion of the total energy consumption of
wastewater treatment.2,3 Even more energy is used for fixing
the same amount of nitrogen from atmospheric N2 for
fertilizer use using the Haber–Bosch-process, which accounts

for 1.4% of global CO2 emissions.4 Technologies treating
urine as a feed for nutrient recovery could reduce energy
requirements from fixing and removal of nitrogen, redirect
forms of used energy to electricity from fossil fuels, reduce
nutrient runoff to the environment, reduce mining of
phosphorus and potassium and thus form a component of
the circular economy of nutrients.

While source-separated urine contains nutrients in ratios
suitable for fertilizer use,3,5 direct reuse is not favoured in
modern societies due to transportation costs, salinity and
health and safety issues.3,6 Accordingly, the preferred route
for urine-derived nutrient reuse is via separation and/or
extraction, primarily of nitrogen and phosphorus, through a
variety of technologies, particularly struvite precipitation7–10

and ammonia stripping.11,12 However, the sustainability of
these approaches has been questioned by their extensive
reagent requirement and the involved transport, storage,
logistical and energy burdens.3 One potential alternative for
nutrient removal/recovery from urine with little or no
additional reagents required is electrochemical technology,
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Water impact

Urine source-separation offers a technological shift from WWTPs as centralized waste disposal/treatment infrastructure with high energy demand to a
series of localized treatments with higher efficiency and concomitant nutrient capture for reuse. This article demonstrates how reagent-free anodic pH-
control allows for the advanced oxidation of organics in source-separated urine and conserves nitrogen, potassium and phosphorous, representing a
potential pathway for decentralized nutrient recovery and reuse.
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which includes electrodialysis, electro-concentration,
microbial electrochemical technologies and combined
membrane stripping technologies.13–26

A category of electrochemical technologies called
electrochemical advanced oxidation processes (EAOPs)
involves water treatment processes using electricity to
produce oxidative radicals on electrodes27,28 and can be well
suited for source-separated urine due to urine's high
conductivity.29 EAOPs can be operated without a supply of
chemicals or other feeds, allowing for a simplified
decentralized implementation, and can be viable even in
locations with intermittent power supply from e.g.
renewable sources.30 Development of small, flexible EAOPs
for source-separated urine treatment could allow for a more
widespread implementation of decentralized urine collection
and nutrient recovery, provided that the latter can be stably
preserved. EAOPs have been widely studied for organics
oxidation,27,28,31 and specifically for the treatment of source-
separated urine32–35 and latrine water.36–41 However, these
studies have primarily focused on the complete oxidation of
organic matter and TAN into CO2 and N2 as a means of
localized wastewater treatment for safe release into the
environment or for water reuse. The most widely utilized
anodic electrode materials for EAOPs are dimensionally
stable anodes (DSAs, e.g. Ti/IrO2 and Ti/RuO2 mixed metal
alloys) and boron doped diamond (BDD). DSAs are termed
active anodes and form a chemical-type sorption with the
formed OH˙-radical during water electrolysis, while BDD
electrodes are termed passive anodes and form a weaker,
physical-type sorption with the OH˙-radical.27,28

In EAOPs, the oxidation pathways for organic materials
(TOC, total organic carbon) and ammonium-nitrogen (total
ammonium nitrogen, TAN = NH3 + NH4

+) are complex and can
differ based on multiple parameters including the electrode
material, electrolyte composition, applied potential, mixing
and temperature.27,42 Three distinct main oxidation pathways
are identified: (i) direct oxidation through direct charge
transfer on the electrode, (ii) indirect oxidation through
reactive oxygen species, most prominently the electrode-bound
hydroxide radical (M(OH˙)), and (iii) indirect oxidation through
radical species such as oxocarbonates, oxosulfates,
oxophosphates and especially chloride radicals (reactive
chlorine species, RCS).27,28,31,43–45 Electrode oxidation
chemistry can be separated into current controlled and mass
transport controlled regimes, depending on the applied current
density, mixing and concentration, and the chemistry can
differ significantly between different regimes.27,46

BDD electrodes favour the formation of weakly adsorbed
hydroxyl radicals BDD(OH˙) (1) that are very strong oxidizing
agents (E0 = 2.8 V) and readily scavenged by organic molecules
and inorganic anions to form oxidized products or radicals,
respectively.27,28 In urine, chloride is present at significant
concentrations and is readily oxidized by BDD(OH˙) to form
chlorine which can subsequently dissolve to form
hypochlorite (2) and (3), or react directly and form further
oxidized species with the hydroxyl radical (see eqn (4)–(7)).28

BDD + H2O → BDD(˙OH) + OH− + e− (1)

2Cl− → Cl2(aq) + 2e− (2)

Cl2(aq) + 2H2O → HClO + H3O
+ + Cl− (3)

Cl− + ˙OH → ClO− + H+ + e− (4)

ClO− + ˙OH → ClO2
− + H+ + e− (5)

ClO2
− + ˙OH → ClO3

− + H+ + e− (6)

ClO3
− + ˙OH → ClO4

− + H+ + e− (7)

While the hydroxyl radical is known to be a primary oxidant
for most organic molecules, it is also reported to be a poor
oxidant for certain inorganic molecules e.g. ammonium and
complex organics such as fulvic and humic acids.28,34 These
separate reaction pathways and oxidation affinities for
organic materials and TAN remain a challenge for the
practical implementation of EAOPs.34 The relationship and
situations where TAN is not oxidized in urine electro-
oxidation have not been systematically studied and it
remains unclear which parameters control the TOC and TAN
oxidation capacity and rates during treatment. A better
understanding of specific electro-oxidation pathways and
rates under different parameters can allow for a better-
informed design of electro-oxidation systems that perform as
intended and could also enable selective organics electro-
oxidation without TAN oxidation, allowing for selective
nitrogen recovery from urine.

In this study, the electro-oxidation of synthetic and real
ureolysed source-separated urine was investigated using a
BDD anode under varying anodic pH conditions in a two-
chamber electrochemical cell. The specific aims were to study
the effects of pH on the (i) organics oxidation rate, (ii) TAN
oxidation rate, and (iii) chloride oxidation rate and by-
product formation. The outcomes provide a novel viewpoint
into electro-chemical treatment of source-separated urine
and expand the possibilities for selective nutrient recovery
with concomitant organics removal.

2. Materials and methods
2.1 Medium composition

A synthetic urine solution representing human source-
separated ureolysed urine was designed based on (i)
previous investigations at the Swiss Federal Institute of
Aquatic Science and Technology (EAWAG),47,48 (ii) a
literature review of source-separated urine samples,5,49–57

(iii) the human urine metabolome,58 and (iv) real source-
separated urine collected for research at the Advanced
Water Management Centre at the University of
Queensland, Australia.18 The four most prevalent organic
compounds identified in the human urine metabolome
database were included in the recipe: creatinine, hippuric
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acid, citric acid and glycine, while the rest of the organic
loading was simulated by addition of acetic acid,
comprising 15% of total theoretical chemical oxygen
demand in the sample. The recipe consisted of (in g L−1):
NH4HCO3 (22.14), NH4Cl (0.48), NaCl (2.69), KCl (4.10),
NaH2PO4 (2.40), Na2SO4 (2.41), creatinine C4H7N3O (2.3),
hippuric acid C9H9NO3 (0.88), citric acid C6H8O7 (0.88),
glycine C2H5NO2 (0.17), ammonium acetate NH4CH3CO2

(2.06) and NH4OH (25% liquid, 13.8 mL L−1). This
formulation simulates urine after ureolysis, which results
in complete removal of Mg and Ca through precipitation
with phosphate.47 This solution was employed as a feed,
used as prepared and its composition was monitored
through sampling at the start of each experiment.
Synthetic urine was chosen to enable consistency when
systematically varying the experimental factors.

Furthermore, human source-separated urine was
collected from Hiedanranta Kuivaamo-cultural venue in
Tampere (Finland), where Digi Toilet Systems Oy operates
source-separating dry toilets. Urine was sampled from the
male urinals' collection tank, filled during spring and
summer 2020. This urine was stored as collected in a closed
1 m3 tank at room temperature until sampling. After
sampling, the urine was stored in closed 20 L canisters at
+4 °C in the dark until used. The main properties of this
real source-separated urine are presented in Table 1. The
sampled urine was significantly more dilute and had
different TAN/Cl/TOC-ratios than the synthetic urine
(Table 1). This can be due to the recreational quality of the
collection venue, associated with evening and night-time
use and consumption of large amounts of beverages. While
not representative of an average 24/7 human urine sample,
using this real urine is still beneficial for comparison with
the synthetic formulation, as many real source-separation
sites comprise similar venues. Due to long term storage,
this urine was considered to be fully ureolysed.

2.2 Reactor and equipment

Custom reactors were used consisting of acrylic plates forming
two parallel compartments of 70 mm × 50 mm × 10 mm each
(see Fig. 1), sealed with triple rubber O-rings. Two identical
reactor setups were utilized. The anodic compartment was fitted
with a Condias Dischem 40 × 40 × 2 mm Nb-BDD electrode,

Table 1 Measured real and synthetic urine properties. All values in mmol
L−1, except pH (unitless) and conductivity (mS cm−1)

Component Synthetic urine Real source-separated urine

TAN 522 ± 40 197 ± 3
NO3

− n.d. n.d.
NO2

− n.d. n.d.
TOC 286 ± 46 114 ± 17
Cl− 92 ± 5 24.7 ± 0.8
ClO3

− n.d. n.d.
ClO4

− n.d. n.d.
K+ 70 ± 6 10.4 ± 0.3
Na+ 117 ± 8 27.6 ± 1.0
PO4

3− 18 ± 2 5.1 ± 0.9
SO4

2− 15 ± 2 3.7 ± 0.3
Cl/TAN 0.23 ± 0.02 0.13 ± 0.01
IS 1.23 ± 0.05 0.393 ± 0.009
pH 8.35 ± 0.09 8.5 ± 0.3
Conductivity 37.7 ± 0.8 17.0 ± 0.2

n.d. = not detected. IS = ionic strength.

Fig. 1 a) Experiment flowchart (WE = working electrode, CE =
counter electrode, RE = reference electrode, BDD = boron doped
diamond, SS = stainless steel) and b) picture of the reactor setup.
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with a plastic encased copper wire current collector. The current
collector was attached using a conductive epoxy (Epo-Tek
EJ2189-LV) and silicone sealant. An Ag/AgCl 3 M NaCl reference
electrode (BASi, USA) was placed in the anodic chamber to
monitor the anodic potential. The cathodic compartment
contained a 70 mm × 50 mm stainless steel mesh as a cathode
and was separated from the anodic compartment by a cation
exchange membrane (CEM) (Membranes International Inc.
CMI-7000). The projected surface area of the membrane was 35
cm2 and the volume of each chamber was 35 mL, rendering the
total reactor working volume as 70 mL. The anodic loop volume
containing the anodic reactor chamber and the mixing loop was
57 mL and remained constant throughout all the experiments,
whereas the cathodic loop volume was variable due to reactor
volume changes (from 150 mL to 89 mL). The anodic and
cathodic compartments were connected to online pH meters
(Endress+Hauser Liquiline CM448) and both compartments
were mixed by circulation pumps, with a chamber mix time of
app. 10 seconds (Cole Parmer Masterflex 7523-70). The cathodic
loop was circulating from a 150 mL recirculation bottle, the
content of which was considered as part of the cathodic loop
volume and was added in the beginning of each batch
experiment. The anodic loop was fed with a pH-controlled
feeding pump (Watson-Marlow 205U) from the cathodic loop
and overflowed to the cathodic chamber through gas tight
connections. The anodic feeding pump was pH-relay controlled
to keep the anodic loop pH constant. A potentiostat (Bio-Logic
VMP-3) was used as a power source, recording the voltage
applied and electrical energy used. An example of potentiostatic
data is included in the ESI† (S7). A constant current of 350 mA,
corresponding to a current density of 100 A m−2 based on the
membrane surface area, was applied in all experiments. The
anode surface area after current collector connections was
estimated at 30 cm2, corresponding to an average current
density of 117 A m−2 based on the anode surface area. Finally,
the reactors' outlet gas composition was monitored using 100
mL 1 M HCl gas wash bottles or gas bags connected to the
recirculation bottle. At the end of an experimental run, a 900
mL sample of gas bag content was transferred onto 1 L glass
bottles using a displacement method, washed overnight in 1 M
HCl, and analysed in the same way as the gas wash bottle
samples. The runs where gas analysis was used and the method
used are described in ESI† S1.

2.3 Operation

Batch experiments, referred to as runs in this study, were
started with 150 mL of feed in the reactor (anodic loop +
cathodic loop). A 1 mL starting sample was taken from the
feed outside the reactor. 1 mL samples were taken from the
anodic and cathodic compartments twice a day during the
run. Runs were continued for 4 or 5 days. After a run, all
reactor content was collected, measured by volume by
chamber, and sampled for chemical analyses. A control
experiment, named “neutral”, was performed by connecting
the anodic and cathodic loops into a single mixing loop,

forming a continuously stirred-tank reactor. Other
experiments are named based on anodic pH levels. A total of
19 runs under neutral conditions and for pH values of 5, 3, 2
and 1.5 were undertaken. A detailed list of all runs is
presented in ESI† section S1.

2.4 Chemical analyses

Samples were analysed for cations and anions using a
Thermo Scientific ICS-1600 ion chromatograph with a Dionex
IonPac AS22 column (Cl−, ClO3

−, ClO4
−, NO2

−, NO3
−, SO4

2+,
PO4

3+) and a Dionex IC-120 with an IonPac CS12A column
(Na+, NH4

+, K+, Mg2+, Ca2+) (Dionex, CA, USA), and total
carbon species using a Shimadzu TOC-5000 total organic
carbon analyser (Kyoto, Japan). Gas bags were analysed for
N2 content using a Shimadzu GC-2014 GC-TCD with a
Supelco Carboxen 1000 60/80 column. For analysis, liquid
samples were filtered using 0.45 μm syringe filters into 1.5
ml microcentrifuge tubes, stored after sampling for a
maximum of 4 days in a fridge and diluted 50× for TOC
analysis and 500× for IC analysis using a two-step dilution
method with 15 ml tubes.

2.5 Calculations

Fittings were made using the MatLab R2020a curve fitting
tool. Graphs were drawn using Veusz 3.1 distributed under
GNU public license. Data analysis was undertaken with
Microsoft Excel 2019 Analysis Toolpak. Chemical
equilibrium, speciation and precipitation were modelled
using Visual MINTEQ 3.1 modelling software (see ESI† S6 for
model parameters). Reactor concentrations were calculated
from anodic and cathodic loop concentrations by multiplying
the value measured by their respective loop volumes and
normalizing by the total reactor volume. Due to the reactor
configuration, the anodic loop volume remained constant
through each run, while the cathodic loop volume was
reduced by sampling from both sides and through
electrolysis and evaporation (and potential gas leakage).
When calculating mass balances, the proportion lost through
sampling was accounted for and subtracted from the initial
amount. Errors discussed in this article are 95% confidence
intervals calculated from standard deviation and sample
count using eqn (8), under the assumption that the data were
normally distributed.

95% confidence interval ¼ 1:96·
Standard deviationffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Sample count
p (8)

Results are presented in relation to the initial concentration C/
C0 [mmol L−1/mmol L−1] and initial amount of substance mol/
mol0 [mmol/mmol], simplifying the comparison between
different operational parameters. TOC results were fitted with
an exponential function, simulating a pseudo 1st-order decay,
supplemented with a non-degradable residual TOC fraction as
shown in eqn (9). TAN results were fitted with a linear function,
simulating a zero-order decay as shown in eqn (10).59 Chloride
and perchloride concentrations and masses were fitted with
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the experimental sigmoidal functions in eqn (11) and (12),
which can be used to model combinations of reactions,60

enabling the comparison of fits between datasets.

TOC(t) = TOC0·e
−k·x + TOCresidual (9)

TAN(t) = −kt + TAN0 (10)

Cl(t) = 1 + eAx
B+C (11)

ClO4(t) = A/(B + e−Cx) (12)

Rate constants k with 95% confidence interval for both TOC
and TAN decay were obtained through the MatLab R2020a
curve fitting tool by fitting data into eqn (9) and (10),
respectively. No similar rate constant was utilized for the
experimental sigmoidal functions (eqn (11) and (12)).

Ionic strength (IS) to compare salinities of samples was
approximated using eqn (13).

IS ¼ 1
2

Xn

i¼1

c1Z2
1 (13)

where ci is molarity (mol L−1) and Zi charge for each
measured ion (Cl−, ClO3

−, ClO4
−, NO2

−, NO3
−, SO4

2+, PO4
3+,

Na+, NH4
+, K+, Mg2+, Ca2+). Only measured ions were

considered, and no estimation on the effect of organic
fraction was made nor corrections for activities.

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Reagent-free pH control

The anodic pH was controlled using a two-chamber cell,
where the cathodic eluent is pumped to the anodic chamber
loop by a relay pump controlled by the anodic loop pH (see
Fig. 1). pH-Graphs can be found in Fig. S1 in the ESI.† For all
experiments, an anodic pH-equilibration period (approx. 1–2
h) was observed at the beginning of the relay-pump
controlled experiments, as the pH in the anodic
compartment dropped to the desired value before the relay-
controlled circulation pump actuates for the first time. This
period can influence the results in the first measuring
interval as approx. 30% of the reactor volume is in the anodic
loop during this time period and the pH is initially slightly
alkaline (pH 8.4) and heavily buffered. After this initial
equilibration period, the pH remained stable at the target
value, demonstrating the effectiveness of the reagent-free pH
control system (see Fig. S1 in the ESI†).

3.2 TAN decay rate is linked to anodic chloride concentration

3.2.1 Measured decay rates at different pH regions. Two
separate regimes were observed for TAN decay as different
regimes were observed for different anodic pH values (see
Fig. 2). The results obtained at anodic pH values of 3, 2 and
1.5 are grouped together (Fig. 2c), as no statistically-
significant differences between them were observed in

measured chloride or TAN. At neutral pH, the TAN decay
fitted a single zero order decay rate. This implies that TAN
removal under these conditions is not limited by TAN mass
transfer, but by current density.27,46 Mass balance analysis
(see later in this section) shows that TAN is oxidized to N2,
but as we did not measure any specific chemical pathways,
we refer to the disappearance of TAN as decay, encompassing
destruction through all potential pathways.

At pH 5 (Fig. 2b), TAN decay showed two different linear
decay regions, with a regime change at ≈24 h. If the initial
decay in pH 5 is assumed to continue until 24 h, a similar
initial rate of zero-order decay is observed to the neutral-pH
runs (Fig. 2a) (kneutral = −0.020 ± 0.002 h−1, k1ph=5 = −0.023 ±
0.006 h−1), conforming with the same 95% confidence
interval. Interestingly, the decay rate observed after the
transition in pH 5 is an order of magnitude lower (k2ph=5 =
−0.003 ± 0.002 h−1). This same order of magnitude lower
decay rate was also measured in pH values ≤3 from the
beginning of the experiments (kph≤3 = −0.002 ± 0.001 h−1),
the rates being similar within a 95% confidence interval.

Clear differences in removal behaviour were also observed
for chloride, with different rates of change for the three pH
regions: neutral, pH 5 and pH ≤3. In neutral runs (Fig. 2a),
the chloride concentration initially remained high (0.83 ±
0.04 Cl/Cl0 at ≈24 h), but after a marked drop between 30
and 48 h, it reached 0.02 ± 0.03 Cl/Cl0 at ≈72 h. In contrast

Fig. 2 Measured relative amount of TAN and chloride in synthetic
urine in a) neutral pH, b) pH 5 and c) pH 3 and below.
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at pH 5, the chloride concentration started dropping
immediately at the start of the experiment and reached near-
zero values (0.03 ± 0.02 Cl/Cl0) within 48 h. Finally, for the
experimental runs at anodic pH values ≤3, the chloride
concentration dropped rapidly, reaching 0.03 ± 0.02 Cl/Cl0
within the first 48 h. For pH values ≤3, the chloride decay
followed pseudo first-order kinetics, implying limitation by
mass transfer to the electrode surface and not limitation by
current, whereas in higher pH values a first order model did
not produce a good fit, and an experimental fit was used (see
section 2.5). The chloride decay was more rapid at lower pH:
at ≈24 h the Cl/Cl0 was 0.83 ± 0.04, 0.51 ± 0.09 and 0.21 ±
0.05, for neutral, pH 5 and pH ≤3, respectively.

3.2.2 Cl/TAN ratio defines two separate TAN decay
regimes. According to the published literature, TAN oxidation
on the BDD anode in urine is expected to be linked to the
availability of chloride, whereas oxidation of organics can
readily proceed through hydroxyl radical oxidation.28,34

Breakpoint chlorination is a widely studied chemical
phenomenon of organics and TAN oxidation via active
chlorine (Cl2 + HOCl + OCl−), a type of reactive chlorine
species (RCS), in bulk water near neutral pH,61,62 and is often
cited as a mechanism that also takes place during electro-
oxidation.37–39,41,63 Electro-oxidation chemistry can however
be dominated by boundary layer phenomena, and a more
complicated system of reaction pathways exists, the details of
which are yet to be fully elucidated.27,28,64 The basis of TAN
oxidation via RCS is that TAN readily reacts with hypochlorite
to form chloramines, including monochloramine,
dichloramine and trichloramine, which can further react to
form N2, oxidize to nitrate or reduce back to ammonium at
the cathode. The conventional breakpoint chlorination
mechanism's sequential reaction pathways, and equations
for overall oxidation are presented in eqn (14)–(19).

NH4
+ + HOCl → NH2Cl + H2O + H+ (14)

NH2Cl + HOCl → NHCl2 + H2O (15)

NHCl2 + HOCl → NCl3 + H2O (16)

HOCl + 2/3NH3 → 1/3N2 + H2O + H+ + Cl− (17)

HOCl + 2/3NH4
+ → 1/3N2 + H2O + 5/3H+ + Cl− (18)

HOCl + 1/4NH4
+ → 1/4NO3

− + 1/4H2O + 3/2H+ + Cl− (19)

Gendel and Lahav (2012)64 have argued for an alternative
TAN chlorination reaction pathway suggesting direct
formation of trichloramine with chlorine as per eqn (20),
followed by complex reactions pathways, two sum iterations
of which are presented in eqn (21) and (22).

3Cl2 + NH4
+ → NCl3 + 3Cl− + 4H+ (20)

2NCl3 + 60H− → N2 + 3OCl− + 3Cl− + 3H2O (21)

2NCl3 + 3NH3 + 3OH− → 3NH2Cl + N2 + 3OCl− + 3Cl− + 3H2O (22)

For breakpoint chlorination to proceed, a limiting ratio of
RCS to TAN needs to be exceeded for the oxidation to
proceed. This value is typically described as a molar ratio
near 1.5 : 1 active chlorine to nitrogen (i.e. Cl2 to NH3–N),
depending on water characteristics. Below this threshold,
active chlorine can be bound as chloramines, and no TAN
oxidation via breakpoint chlorination mechanisms is
observed.65 In the absence of chloride, TAN is reported to be
oxidized on the electrode surface via the direct pathway (see
eqn (23)), not through hydroxyl radical oxidation.66

2NH3 → N2 + 6H+ + 6e− (23)

While the exact reaction pathways and rates between RCS
and TAN on the electrode surface and bulk remain unclear,
they are tightly linked to the chloride reaction chemistry at
the electrode boundary layer. In our experiments, the rapid
TAN decay observed under neutral conditions is expected to
proceed through indirect oxidation via the hypochlorite
radical.27,28,64 The observed rapid oxidation under neutral
and initial pH 5 conditions in this study is observed to follow
zero-order kinetics and is likely limited by RCS production
on the electrode (or RCS diffusion from the surface to the
bulk). An order of magnitude lower TAN decay is present at
pH ≤3 and after transition in pH 5, most likely representing
the direct oxidation rate (eqn (23)). To understand this
difference, more parameters were examined.

To study the defining parameters for the transition,
chloride concentrations (see Fig. 2 and S3 in the ESI†) and
chloride to TAN concentration ratios (Cl/TAN) were analysed.
The Cl/TAN ratio of the synthetic urine is 0.23 ± 0.02 M/M,
and in neutral runs it rises from this initial value as TAN
decays more rapidly than Cl. In pH 5, Cl/TAN remains
constant for the first ≈24 h (averaging 0.27 ± 0.02 for the first
24 h), after which it drops sharply to zero. This drop
coincides with a clear TAN decay transition. In pH ≤3, Cl/
TAN starts dropping instantly, averaging 0.18 ± 0.02 at ≈6 h,
after which it continues to drop reaching zero by 24 h. Under
the same conditions (pH ≤3), no rapid TAN decay is
observed. While all Cl/TAN values are lower than active
chloride to TAN of 3 (or Cl2/TAN of 1.5, in M/M), commonly
described as necessary for breakpoint chlorination, the
observation that Cl/TAN is a defining parameter in changing
the TAN decay kinetics supports the hypothesis that
breakpoint chlorination-type pathways are operational for
TAN decay when a high enough Cl/TAN ratio is present.
When Cl/TAN is below a threshold, the RCS produced can be
absorbed by the chloramines formed from TAN and later
reduced back to TAN and chloride.61 From the results in this
study, an experimental threshold Cl/TAN-ratio of ≈0.2 M/M
can be approximated for this system. Above this ratio, a
higher TAN decay rate of −0.02 h−1 is measured, while below
this ratio an order-of-magnitude lower TAN decay rate of
−0.002 h−1 occurs. These observations about different
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reaction rates based on the presence of chloride are
supported by a previous investigation by Zöllig et al.34

3.2.3 TAN mass balances. Depending on the anodic pH,
0.01 ± 0.01, 0.44 ± 0.15 and 0.79 ± 0.05 of TAN mol/mol0 were
retained as TAN in the system in neutral pH, pH 5 and pH
≤3, respectively (Fig. 5). TAN oxidation pathways and
potential stripping were examined through nitrogen mass
balance. The nitrogen mass balances in this study were
established by measuring TAN from the reactor gas outlet
through gas bags or gas washing bottles, as well as measuring
TAN, nitrite and nitrate in solution in both chambers of the
reactor. N2 measurements from gas bags confirmed formation
of N2 but were qualitative in nature and were not used for
mass balance calculations. TAN oxidation via RCS produces
nitrogen gas (N2), or nitrate (NO3

−) (eqn (17)–(22)). Nitrate was
formed initially at the anode in all runs (average detected
maximum in all runs 0.03 ± 0.01 CNO3

/CNtot0
), with lower

concentrations detected uniformly at the cathodic
compartment. Nitrite was detected almost only at the cathodic
compartment (average detected maximum 0.010 ± 0.002 CNO2

/
CNtot0

). No NOx species were measurable by the end of the run,
and the nitrate and nitrite concentration patterns suggest that
they were lost through nitrate reduction at the cathode, with
nitrite as an intermediate reduction product (see ESI† section
S4 for details).

TAN was detected in the effluent gas, but regardless of
operating parameters, it amounted to ≤1% of the initial TAN
mass (mol0), being below the level of error for TAN analyses
in the reactor. Nitrogen stripping as NH3 therefore had no
significant role in the TAN balances and conservation in our
setup. While the cathodic loop pH was above 9 (reaching 9.5
in pH = 1.5 runs), the cathodic hydrogen generation and
mixing was not strong enough to induce significant NH3

stripping. This is encouraging in the context of nitrogen
removal and recovery with EAOPs, as loss of TAN through
stripping would require nitrogen re-capture with an acid (e.g.
H2SO4), creating the need for unwanted chemical dosing and
added complexity and risk of ammonia gas management.
With stripping discarded as a significant N-removal
mechanism in all experiments, the most probable reaction
pathway for the observed rapid TAN decay was a combination
of oxidation reactions with RCS to form N2 (eqn (14)–(22))
with some oxidation to NO3

− (eqn (19)) with subsequent
reduction via NO2

− at the cathode to N2 or TAN (see eqn (24)–
(26)).64,67–70 The most probable reaction pathway for the
observed slow TAN decay is through direct oxidation to form
N2 through adsorption on the BDD surface (see eqn (23)).66

The mass balance calculations show that no other statistically
significant species for TAN loss from the system were
identified than loss as N2 gas.

NO3
− + 2H+ + 2e− → NO2

− + H2O (24)

2NO3
− + 12H+ + 10e− → N2 + 6H2O (25)

2NO3
− + 9H+ + 8e− → NH3 + 3H2O (26)

3.3 TOC decay rate is pH independent

The oxidation of organic matter was monitored through TOC-
measurements (Fig. 3). TOC decay followed pseudo 1st-order
kinetics in all experiments, irrespective of the anodic pH
level. A residual TOC fraction was observed when the anodic
pH was at pH ≤5, indicating that not all TOC could be
removed during the timeframe of the experiment (results at
pH ≤5 were grouped together as they were not statistically
significantly different). The resulting TOC concentration
decay rates show no statistically-significant difference
between all pH regions (kpH=neutral = 0.052 ± 0.010 h−1, kpH≤5

= 0.054 ± 0.007 h−1), although a difference in the residual
TOC concentration was observed between neutral conditions
(0.01 ± 0.04 TOCresidual/TOC0) and pH ≤5 results (0.06 ± 0.03
TOCresidual/TOC0).

To understand the decay kinetics of TOC, known decay
mechanisms are examined: organic molecules in synthetic urine
are considered prone to electrochemical oxidation through the
complex interplay of both BDD(OH˙)-radicals and indirect
oxidation through hypochlorite radicals (or other RCS).34,42,71

Zöllig et al.34 were able to detect distinct decay rates for
chemical oxygen demand (COD) in urine before and after
complete oxidation of chloride, showing a higher decay rate in
the presence of chloride. In this study, such a distinction in the
organics decay rate was not observed. However, it's worth noting
that this study was not designed to test the effect of chloride on
the TOC decay rate, and all experiments did contain chloride in
the beginning of the experiment, a factor which can inhibit
detection of change in the decay rate. Regardless of this, the
observed pseudo 1st-order decay kinetics match previously-
reported observations and support mass-transfer-limited
reaction kinetics, considered characteristic of high applied
current densities as done in this study.27

The residual TOC at pH ≤5 is most likely linked to the
presence of RCS. At pH ≤5, chloride is depleted before TOC and
none or little RCS is expected to be formed, whereas under
neutral conditions TOC is oxidized before chloride is depleted
and RCS is expected to be the main chloride oxidation product.
RCS is described as a weaker oxidant than BDD(OH˙) with
measured E0 vs. SHE potentials of 1.36 V for Cl2(aq), 1.49 V for
HClO, and 0.89 V for ClO−,72 versus 1.65 V for BDD(OH˙).73

Fig. 3 Relative amount of total organic carbon in synthetic urine at
different pH values.
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These species have a different reach in the system as BDD(OH˙)
has a very short lifespan of ≈10−9 s (ref. 28) compared to
potentially days or weeks for RCS in clean water,61 and
BDD(OH˙) most likely acts as an oxidant only close to the
boundary layer.42 BDD(OH˙) has been reported to react poorly
with some substances, including ammonium and some organic
acids.28 Our data suggest that TOC contains recalcitrant organic
components that remain in the solution when RCS is not
available. In synthetic urine, the organic constituents are
known, and recalcitrant components are most likely
degradation products, but in real urine source components can
also form a component of the recalcitrant fraction. Another
potentially-linked source of residual TOC can be the formation
of recalcitrant chlorinated by-products, as the initial presence of
RCS can induce the formation of organochlorinated by-products
that can be recalcitrant to oxidation by hydroxyl radicals and
other subsequent reactive oxygen species (ROS).42,74

3.4 Chloride by-products

The chloride oxidation was examined through chloride (Cl−),
chlorate (ClO3

−) and perchlorate (ClO4
−) concentrations and

through a calculated mass balance. This does not account for
active chlorine, chloramines, organochlorinated by-products
or chlorine lost as Cl2. The mass balances under different pH
conditions are presented in Fig. 4. The results show that,
independent of pH values, low levels of chlorate were
measured during the runs, corresponding to a middle
product in a sequential oxidation from chloride to
perchlorate (see eqn (5)–(7)). The average relative maximum
chlorate concentration was 0.08 ± 0.03 CClO3

/CCltot0 (8% of
initial chloride was present as chlorate). For perchlorate
measurements, the pH 1.5 data is statistically different from
the combined pH 3 & pH 2 dataset and is processed
separately. There were clear differences in perchlorate
formation between different pH values and final relative
perchlorate mass balances of 0.93, 0.67, 0.61 and 0.75 ClClO4

−/
Cltot0 were obtained in neutral pH, pH 5, combined pH 3 &
pH 2, and pH 1.5, respectively, using eqn (12). These results
imply a change in the chloride oxidation pathway as the pH
is changed. Less perchlorate is detected at lower pH, which is
most likely due to increased Cl2 gas production but can also
be partly due to increased formation of organochlorinated
by-products or other chloramines.42 While retaining the same
total contact times, lower pH corresponds to a lower
exchange rate between anodic and cathodic compartments,
enabling a faster decrease in chloride, and thus a lower
chloride concentration at the anode. This is confirmed by
comparing anodic loop samples, which show lower anodic
chloride concentration in pH ≤3 compared to pH 5 and
neutral runs (see Fig. S3†). The final perchloride rises slightly
at pH 1.5 compared to pH 3 & 2, with a clearly different form
of reaction pathway, which is not visible in the Cl−

concentration decay rate. This implies a faster or more direct
oxidation pathway at pH 1.5 for chloride, with rate changes
in the steps after the initial chloride oxidation.

While the previously presented results on preservation of
TAN at acidic pH values are encouraging, it should be noted
that chlorate and perchlorate are toxic and persistent
substances that are a serious impediment to the
implementation of BDD based electro-oxidation technologies
in the field,75,76 such as the one described in this paper. More
research is underway to potentially overcome this challenge
using current BDD or DSA materials in novel ways (e.g.
combination with electroreduction) or by developing novel
electrode materials that allow for safe electro-oxidation in
chlorine-rich media.43,77–79 There are numerous
electrochemical treatment and nutrient recovery technologies
tested for source-separated urine (see section 1), each with their
own advantages and caveats. Most of these can offer ample
opportunities for the development of practical solutions that
do not produce toxicity and are able to operate intermittently
without addition of reagents. In this development, EAOPs can
have a strong role to play as they differ from pure electro-
concentration and stripping in their rapid organics oxidation
and biological inactivation capabilities.27

3.5 Nutrient balances and potential for recovery

Preservation of the main nutrients in urine during electro-
oxidation and removal of organic materials is potentially a
benefit for subsequent processing for utilization as a liquid

Fig. 4 Relative amount of chloride species in synthetic urine in a)
neutral pH, b) pH 5 and c) pH 3 and below.
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fertilizer. TAN, phosphate and potassium mass balances for
all runs are presented in Fig. 5. TAN retainment varied
significantly depending on the pH: 0.01 ± 0.01, 0.44 ± 0.15
and 0.79 ± 0.05 of TAN mol/mol0 were retained in neutral
pH, pH 5 and pH ≤3, respectively. Conservation of K+ and
PO4

3− was 1.01 ± 0.06 and 0.89 ± 0.04 mol/mol0 over all pH
values, with no statistically significant differences observed
between different pH levels. While no loss of K+ was
detected in the system, a systemic loss of PO4

3− of 11 ± 4%
was detected, most likely due to precipitation. While
precipitates were not visually detected, speciation was
simulated using Visual MINTEQ 3.1.80 According to the
model used by MINTEQ, even a small addition of calcium
(5–10 mmol L−1) would have induced precipitation of
hydroxyapatite (Ca5(PO4)3(OH)) in the cathodic chamber at
the pH values it was operated at (8.5–9.5). While calcium
was not added to the medium, it was detected in the ≈10
mmol L−1 range in the samples, making precipitation a
likely source of phosphorus loss. The final concentrations
of TAN in neutral pH, pH 5 and pH ≤3 were 0.008 ± 0.005
mmol L−1, 0.24 ± 0.09 mmol L−1, and 0.46 ± 0.04 mmol L−1,
respectively. The final concentrations of K+ and PO4

3− over
all pH values were 0.083 ± 0.008 mmol L−1 and 0.021 ±
0.002 mmol L−1, respectively.

Na+ and SO4
2 remained in the solution during treatment

(average mass balances of 1.07 ± 0.08 and 0.95 ± 0.05 were
measured, respectively). Conversely, total inorganic carbon
(TIC = CO2 + HCO3

− + CO3
2−) conservation depended on the

anodic pH: 0.00 ± 0.00 mol/mol0 in neutral pH, 0.16 ± 0.06
mol/mol0 in pH 5, 0.46 ± 0.13 mol/mol0 in combined pH 2 &
3 and 0.83 ± 0.20 mol/mol0 in pH 1.5 TIC retainment was
measured. While TIC is expected to be stripped by low pH,
the circulation speed could be a key parameter for the inverse
behaviour observed, as lower pH runs have lower volumetric
flow of CO2(g) returning to the cathodic loop for
redissolution. Chloride was removed completely, replaced by
oxidized chlorates and partly removed as chlorine gas (see
section 3.4.). These results show that while further work is
required for chloride by-product removal, the current method
has the capacity to selectively retain the valuable macro-
nutrients N, P, K and S, while removing organic carbon from
urine using a reagent-free pH-control system.

3.6 Real source-separated urine results

The real source-separated human urine collected at a social
venue in Tampere, Finland, had different properties to the
synthetic urine (see Table 1). The collected urine had only
0.32 ISreal/ISsynthetic, 0.38 TANreal/TANsynthetic and 0.22 Clreal/
Clsynthetic compared to the synthetic urine used. Using these
real urine samples, the TOC was oxidized at all pH levels
following a 1st order reaction rate (eqn (9); kurine = 0.10 ±
0.04 h−1) significantly higher than that measured for
synthetic urine (ksynthetic = 0.05 h−1) (see Fig. 6). The
remaining TOC relative to TOC0 (0.20 ± 0.04 TOCresidual,urine/
TOC0) was however higher than in the synthetic urine (0.06 ±
0.03 TOCresidual,pH=5/TOC0), but still in a similar absolute
measured TOC level (0.020 ± 0.005 mmol L−1 in real urine vs.
0.013 ± 0.009 mmol L−1 in synthetic urine on average). TAN
was oxidized following a zero-order constant decay rate of
kurine = −0.002 ± 0.001 h−1, the same as the slow decay rate
measured for synthetic urine at pH ≤3 within a 95%
confidence interval (see section 3.2). As TAN was following a
similar decay pattern to that observed for synthetic urine at
pH ≤3, so was chloride, following pseudo 1st-order kinetics
and rapidly oxidized within the first 24 h for all pH values to
form perchlorate (mass balance of 1.07 ± 0.04 ClO4

−/Cl0),

Fig. 6 Relative amount of substances in real urine at different pH
values. a) TOC and b) TAN and Cl− in real urine, and c) TAN and Cl− in
real urine with surplus chloride. Notice that the initial absolute
chloride concentration in real urine with surplus chlorine c) is much
higher than in real urine b) (540 vs. 197 mmol L−1).

Fig. 5 Nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium (NPK) mass balances for
full experiments with synthetic urine at different pH values.
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while similar nitrate and nitrite results were recorded to the
synthetic urine (see ESI† section S5).

As discussed in section 3.2, the experiments with
synthetic urine indicated that the Cl/TAN ratio has a
significant role in TAN oxidation chemistry. When real urine
was employed, no rapid TAN oxidation in any pH settings
was observed (see Fig. 6b). Real urine had a Cl/TAN-ratio of
0.13 ± 0.01, lower than experimentally required (≈0.2 Cl/
TAN) for the rapid oxidation of TAN observed for the
synthetic urine. To confirm the effect of the chloride ratio
on the complexity of real urine, 150 mL of the collected
source-separated urine was supplemented with 28 mL of 3
M KCl, resulting in a chloride concentration of 540 ± 60
mmol L−1, 20× and 5× higher than that in real and synthetic
urine samples, respectively, corresponding to seawater
salinity and a measured Cl/TAN ratio of 4.1 ± 0.4. In the
presence of this surplus chloride, TAN was rapidly oxidized
under all pH conditions following zero-order kinetics with
an observed decay rate of ksurplusCl = −0.11 ± 0.01 h−1 (see
Fig. 6c), significantly higher than that observed in neutral
pH experiments for synthetic urine (kneutral = −0.020 ± 0.002
h−1). TAN retainment in real urine for all pH values was
0.82 ± 0.07 TAN mol/mol0 (Fig. 6b); when surplus chloride
was added, no TAN was retained (Fig. 6c). The P mass
balance in real urine was 1.05 ± 0.2 mol/mol0 over all runs
and the K mass balance in runs without KCl addition was
1.9 ± 0.4 mol/mol0. The reason for the measured K increase
is unknown and was not investigated but could be related
to nutrient release from organic content. Chloride mass
balance did not close in the surplus run, and the ClOx

measured could not account for the chloride lost (see ESI†
Fig. S5). The discrepancy could be due to oxidation to
chlorine gas, but more likely due to precipitation of a
perchlorate salt.59

While the pH had no impact on TOC or TAN decay in
real urine with surplus chloride, the pH did have a
significant effect on the chloride decay rate, with a similar
relation to pH as observed for synthetic urine (see section
3.2.1 and eqn (11)). These results suggest that, in our setup,
the determining characteristic for TAN preservation was the
Cl/TAN ratio, with the anodic pH playing a role in
mitigating the removal of chloride to Cl2 gas and
perchlorate, lowering hypochlorite diffusion to the bulk and
therefore limiting breakpoint chlorination chemistry for
TAN oxidation. In our experiments, the effect of pH was
visible only in a specific range of chloride concentrations,
where the Cl/TAN-ratio passes through ≈0.2, when a
transition from a fast to slow TAN oxidation rate was
observed. For synthetic urine, Cl/TAN was at 0.23 ± 0.02 and
the anodic pH defines the chloride oxidation pathway and
rate, subsequently defining the rate for TAN oxidation. In
the real urine, Cl/TAN was naturally lower (0.13 ± 0.01), and
no rapid TAN oxidation rate was observed. However, with
surplus chloride, Cl/TAN remains above 0.2 (starting at 4.1
± 0.3) until all TAN is oxidized and no transition was
observed regardless of the anodic pH. Based on literature

sources (see section 2.1), source-separated urine Cl/TAN is
expected to be in the proximity of ≈0.2, and improper
storage can further increase the ratio if TAN is lost.
Accordingly, pH control could be essential for selective TAN
oxidation in most real urine situations.

3.7 TAN decay and boundary layer chloride chemistry

Based on the measurements done in this study, as well as the
published literature, the mechanisms for selective TAN
preservation are most probably related to the chloride
oxidation pathways at the boundary layer on the electrode
surface. In our experiments, the chloride to TAN molar ratio,
at a level of ≈0.2, was identified as the defining characteristic
for the TAN oxidation rate change. While a more systematic
study and detailed measurements are required to confirm a
precise limit, a hypothesis for the basis of this limit can be
formulated based on the literature.

The electrode surface BDD(OH˙)-radical readily reacts with
chloride to form RCS (eqn (2) and (3)). It can be hypothesised
that in neutral pH, there are enough reaction pathways
available to scavenge surface BDD(OH˙)-radicals to a low
level, allowing the formed RCS to diffuse off the boundary
layer, and further oxidize TAN (and TOC) in the bulk through
breakpoint chemistry in regions where the active chloride/
TAN ratio is high enough. The dominating RCS in the bulk,
hypochlorite, forms chloride after reacting with TAN (it can
react also with TOC). This circulation allows for the
retainment of chloride in the system and continuation of this
process until TAN depletion. In low pH however, the rate for
further oxidation reactions from RCS to chlorite dominates
over RCS diffusion to the bulk electrolyte, causing a rapid
drop in chloride concentration, subsequentially preventing
further TAN oxidation through the breakpoint chlorination
mechanism as the hypochlorite concentration does not reach
high enough concentrations.27,33,81,82 In the absence of
chloride, the mechanism for slow TAN decay is most likely
ammonia oxidation to N2 via direct oxidation on the BDD
surface, while TOC oxidation proceeds through BDD(OH˙)-
radicals.66 These hypotheses are summarized in Fig. 7.

While this study did not focus specifically on chloride
chemistry or speciation, it demonstrates that for future
research, such emphasis is required if a method for
separating TOC and TAN oxidation without perchlorate
accumulation is to be realised for the decentralized EAOP
treatment of source-separated urine with concomitant
nutrient recovery. Based on these results, the key to TAN
recovery with selective TOC oxidation relies on controlling
the chloride chemistry defining the TAN oxidation regime. It
can also require monitoring the composition of the source-
separated urine feed, which can be highly variable depending
on the source. Also, to make this technology meet regulatory
limits, an alternate RCS quenching mechanism or end-
pathway will be required to prevent chloride oxidation to
perchlorate.
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4. Conclusions

• Electrochemical oxidation of urine in low pH allows for the
selective oxidation of organics with retainment of all main
nutrients N, P and K, enabling subsequent product utilization
as a liquid fertilizer through e.g. electro-concentration.

• Lowering pH to 3 or below at the anodic chamber using
a reagent-free control system stops electrochemical oxidation
of TAN in synthetic urine. A retainment of 79 ± 5% of TAN
was measured compared to 1 ± 1% in neutral pH.

• Over 90% oxidation of organic material TOC was
measured in all pH levels. This can enable selective
electrochemical oxidation of the urine organics fraction
without oxidation of TAN.

• In real urine samples, TAN was retained under all pH
levels. When surplus chloride was added, TAN was lost under
all conditions. These results confirm the central role of the
chloride to ammonium nitrogen ratio as the main parameter
defining TAN retainment in the reactor, with a molar ratio of
approximately 0.2 Cl/TAN found defining in this system.

• In all experiments, chloride was mainly oxidized to
perchlorate, a persistent toxic by-product. To make the
proposed technology feasible in the field, an alternate active
chloride quenching mechanism or end-pathway for chlorine
still needs to be developed.
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11 Supplementary information

12 S1. List of runs 

13 Runs were named in order of execution and are listed in Table 1. Runs irrelevant to the research 

14 question of this article, as well as runs that failed due to leakages or other technical problems are not 

15 included in this list. 30 runs were included in this study.

16 Table S1 Runs

Run Feed pH Duration, h Gas TAN Analysis
B15 Simulated Neutral 72 No gas capture
B17 Simulated 5 95 Gas Wash Bottle
B20 Simulated Neutral 72 Gas Wash Bottle
B22 Simulated Neutral 95 Gas Wash Bottle
B23 Simulated 5 74 Gas Wash Bottle
B25 Simulated 3 96 Gas Wash Bottle
B27 Simulated 3 95 Gas Bag
B28 Simulated 2 95 Gas Bag
B29 Simulated 3 72 Gas Bag
B30 Simulated 2 72 Gas Bag
B31 Simulated 1.5 94 Gas Bag
B32 Simulated Neutral 94 Gas Bag
B33 Simulated 1.5 71 No gas capture
B34 Simulated 2 71 No gas capture
B41 Simulated 3 71 No gas capture
B42 Simulated 2 71 No gas capture
B43 Simulated 3 95 Gas Bag
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B44 Simulated 2 95 Gas Bag
B47 Simulated 1.5 43 Gas Bag
B36 Real Urine Neutral 94 Gas Bag
B38 Real Urine Neutral 72 No gas capture
B40 Real Urine 2 93 Gas Bag
B45 Real Urine 5 76 No gas capture
B46 Real Urine 2 76 No gas capture
B48 Real Urine 2 43 Gas Bag
B49 Real Urine 2 71 No gas capture
B55 Real Urine + KCl 3 113 No gas capture
B56 Real Urine + KCl Neutral 113 No gas capture
B57 Real Urine + KCl 5 76 No gas capture
B58 Real Urine + KCl Neutral 52 No gas capture

17

18 S2. Measured pH in anodic and cathodic compartments

19 pH in anodic and cathodic compartments in all runs are presented overlaid in Figure S1. The pH in the 

20 neutral runs (Figure S1a) remained similar in anodic and cathodic compartments until 48h, after which 

21 a separation in anodic and cathodic pH’s was detected, indicating a loss of buffering capacity. The 

22 explanations for the observed overall drop in reactor pH were not identified. Anodic pH 

23 measurements in runs at pH 5 and pH 3 are noisy as these pH’s are in a rapidly changing region. The 

24 anodic pH rise in b) at ~60h is due to a temporary pump failure. Anodic pH rise in c) at 0-12h is due to 

25 pH probe bypass error.



26

27 Figure S1 pH in the anodic and cathodic compartment during experiments with simulated urine in a) neutral runs, b) in pH 5 
28 and c) in pH’s 3, 2 and 1.5.

29 The initial pH drop is presented in more detail in Figure S2. A buffering effect in the anodic loop is 

30 clearly visible at pH 6.5-7 for the first 75min after which a rapid drop to pH 2 is observed. In pH 3 runs, 

31 this drop is cut by pH relay regulated pump.



32

33 Figure S2 pH in the anodic and cathodic compartment during experiments with simulated urine in pH 

34 3 and below during the first 2h. 

35 S3. Anodic compartment TAN and chloride concentrations

36 Anodic compartment TAN and chloride concentration are presented in Figure S3. In neutral pH (Figure 

37 S3a), the concentrations are identical to full reactor concentrations, as the system is fully mixed. In pH 

38 5 and pH ≤3, TAN concentration rapidly drops to a relative concentration level between 0.2-0.25 C/C0 

39 and remains stable. Chloride concentration is presented in parallel with the average full reactor 

40 concentration and a more rapid drop in chloride concentration is visible in pH ≤3 compared at the 

41 anode compared to full reactor results (see Figure S3c).



42

43 Figure S3 TAN and chloride concentrations in the anodic compartment and the chloride trend in the whole reactor in a) 
44 neutral pH, b) pH 5 and c) pH 3 and below.

45 S4. NOx by-products

46 Measured nitrate and nitrite concentrations are presented in Figure S4, presented as fractions to 

47 initial TAN (C/C0). In neutral pH (Figure S4a), both nitrate and nitrite are detected in the system and 



48 both species are removed within the timeframe of the experiment. In experiments with pH ≤5, 

49 formation of nitrate is visible in the anodic chamber (Figure S4b) during the first 24h, after which 

50 nitrate is removed. Nitrite is detected almost entirely in the cathodic compartment, during first 36h 

51 when nitrate concentration is the highest.

52

53 Figure S4 Relative nitrate and nitrate concentrations in simulated urine relative to initial TAN (C/C0) in a) neutral pH in the 
54 whole reactor, and in the b) anodic compartment of runs with pH ≤5 and c) cathodic compartment of runs with pH ≤5.



55 S5. Real urine measurements

56 Chlorine mass balance in real urine is presented in Figure S5. In real urine (Figure S5a), chloride is 

57 converted to perchlorate within the first 24h. Chlorate is detected as an intermediate product. When 

58 surplus chloride is added as potassium chloride (Figure S5b), only a small fraction of lost chloride is 

59 detected as perchlorate. This is at least partly due to precipitation as potassium perchlorate which 

60 was collected and analysed on the membrane at the cathodic chamber in these runs. Rate of chloride 

61 removal at neutral pH, pH 5 and pH 3 was clearly different in these three regions, indicating a change 

62 in chloride oxidation pathway on the anode.

63  

64 Figure S5 Relative amounts of chloride, chlorate and perchlorate compared to initial reactor amount of chloride in a) real 
65 urine and b) chloride supplemented urine.

66 Nitrate and nitrite concentrations are presented in Figure S6. Only small amounts of nitrate and 

67 negligible amounts of nitrite were detected in real urine, corresponding to the observation that very 



68 little nitrogen was oxidized. In surplus chloride, higher nitrate and nitrite were detected, similar to 

69 levels observed in synthetic urine.

70

71 Figure S6 Relative nitrate and nitrate concentrations relative to initial TAN (C/C0) in a) real urine and b) chloride 
72 supplemented urine.

73



74 S6. Minteq parameters
75 Table S2 Utilized Minteq parameters.

Parameter Value
Alkalinity is specified in this problem Yes

Option of alkalinity claclulation Normal
Terminate if charge imbalance exceeds 30 %? No

Choose the number of iterations: 2000
Method for activity correction Davies, b=0.3

Oversaturated solids Are not allowed to precipitate
Minimum concentration of species 1E-300

Minimum value of saturation index for solids -500
Maximum value of saturation index for solids 500

Model parameter set HFO (Dzombak & Morel)
Interface model 2-pK DLM

Specific surface area m2/g 600
Site density, no1 2.25581
Site density no2 0.05639

76

77 S7. Examples of measured potentiostatic data

78

79 Figure S7 Example of recorded cell voltage and anodic potentials in different pH values.
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A R T I C L E  I N F O   
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Salinity control 

A B S T R A C T   

Source-separated urine is a natural liquid fertilizer used by humanity for millennia. Urine use in modern nutrient 
recycling can be hindered by high relative salinity, non-optimal macro-nutrient ratio, presence of pathogens, and 
organic micropollutants. In this study, an electrochemical system was used to oxidize and concentrate synthetic 
urine into a product concentrate and a waste concentrate, also releasing a treated low nutrient load effluent. The 
system comprised two electrochemical reactors with separate concentration chambers and two circulation loops. 
Each circulation loop was comprised of two electrodes of opposite polarity, one from each of the two reactors. 
The pH levels in each loop were controlled electrochemically without chemical addition, allowing for selective 
ammonium (total ammonium nitrogen, TAN) and sodium (Na) separation into the product concentrate and the 
waste concentrate, respectively. In addition to pH, which was controlled by the relative current of the two re-
actors, the concentrate characteristics were controlled by the absolute potentials applied, affecting the oxidation 
reactions present. The double reactor system was able to divert a waste concentrate with a relative volume of 4% 
vs. the feed. The waste concentrate contained 14% of the influent Na but only 1% of the influent TAN, effectively 
removing sodium while removing very little TAN. This demonstrates a proof of concept for Na/TAN ion sepa-
ration using electrochemical pH control. Compared to a single reactor control, between 12 and 17% reduction in 
Na/TAN ratio was achieved in the product concentrate with a specific energy consumption of 11–22 kWh kgN−1. 
A total TAN recovery of 56–76% into the product concentrate was demonstrated. A wide range of tailoring 
parameters could be used for optimizing the redox chemistry and product characteristics. This novel technology 
shows promise for optimization for fertilizer production from source-separated urine.   

1. Introduction 

Overproduction and overuse of fertilisers are recognised to be 
exceeding sustainable planetary boundaries, and recovery and reuse of 
nutrients from waste streams is becoming increasingly investigated as a 
possible solution [1,2]. Promoting a circular economy through the re-
covery and reuse of nutrients in fertiliser products is a key goal of sus-
tainable city design [3,4]. The paradigm of source separated urine is a 
possible path forward [5]. The urine fraction of municipal wastewater 
volume is approximately 1%, but it contains 80% of N and 50% of P 
discharged by humans [6,7]. Separation of urine from the rest of the 

municipal wastewaters could allow for more efficient nutrient recovery 
as well as minimised transport and downstream separation costs. 
Decentralised systems are particularly suited to source separation, as 
they ease treatment efficiency and save energy [2,8]. Many studies 
already illustrate strong potential for nutrient recovery from source- 
separated urine [9–13]. 

Urine contains both macro- and micro-nutrients which can benefit 
soil health and plant growth. Nitrogen (largely present as urea, then 
ammonium), phosphorus (largely present as phosphate) and potassium 
are the key macronutrients, while calcium, magnesium, sulfur, and trace 
metals are important micronutrients [9]. Salinization is the 
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accumulation of water-soluble salts in the soil [14]. Urine contains so-
dium and other salts, which contribute to salinization. Anthropogenic 
soil salinization is a global issue across the agricultural sector and is an 
important consideration when researching next-generation fertilizers 
[15–17]. After repeated application of urine or urine concentrates, the 
soil’s electrical conductivity, sodicity and salinity are commonly shown 
to increase, which reduces soil health [10,18]. The concentration of 
soluble salts in urine varies by diet, water consumption and climate, and 
there is also considerable variability in tolerance between different crop 
types [14]. This makes it difficult to define a general criterion for salt 
application. However, conventional fertilisers are also a leading 
contributor to anthropogenic soil salinization [14]. 

When scaling up the use of urine as a fertiliser, several logistical and 
technological issues emerge. Liquid transport and handling costs require 
processing to minimise the volume by concentrating and/or separating 
the nutrients from the liquid and non-nutrient components. Freguia 
et al. [9] and Alemayehu et al. [10] outline that existing technology 
options fall into the categories of struvite precipitation, ammonia 
stripping, evaporation/distillation, absorption/adsorption, fertigation, 
as well as membrane distillation and membrane filtration. However, 
each of these options is associated with at least one of the following 
challenges: high energy consumption, chemical additions required, and/ 
or decrease in soil health after repeated application due to increased 
salinity. 

Yet another option is electro-concentration where a current is 
applied between two electrodes accompanied with charged ions 
migrating across ion exchange membranes located in parallel to the 
electrodes. Ledezma et al. [19] and Jermakka et al. [20] demonstrated a 
chemical free approach to nutrient recovery from source-separated 
urine using a two-membrane electro-concentration system. In these 
previous studies, ammonium migrated across the cation exchange 
membrane (CEM) from the anolyte to a middle chamber, forming a 
product concentrate. Other cations such as sodium and potassium also 
enter the product through the CEM. The final composition of the product 
reflects the feed composition entering the reactor, with a similar pro-
portion of e.g. ammonium and sodium (albeit more concentrated) in the 
final product [20,21]. Relative ion transfer can be affected by differ-
ences in ionic mobility or membrane permselectivity (e.g. PO4

3- vs. SO4
2-) 

[22]. Ion movement is affected by solution pH due to competition by H+

and OH− at non-neutral conditions, and speciation differences. For 
example, ammonium-ammonia equilibrium has a pKa of 9.25 at 25 ◦C 
[23]. Ammonia is uncharged at high pH values and therefore should not 
migrate across the CEM due to electromotive force, while sodium and 
other cations will remain charged and available for migration. This 
behaviour is exploited for the first time in this study towards the elec-
trochemical separation of sodium from ammonium in source-separated 
urine. 

In this study, selective product formation was evaluated using a two 
reactor electro-concentration process, that allows reagent-free pH 
adjustment and ion separation into a product concentrate and a waste 
concentrate. The effects of pH values and ammonia-ammonium specia-
tion on product characteristics were determined with the aim to 
demonstrate the production of a lower-sodium nutrient product from 
synthetic source-separated urine. In addition, the influence of process 
parameters, such as whole cell voltages and anode potentials, on product 
characteristics and energy requirements were studied. This work dem-
onstrates the effects of different applied currents to the two reactors on 
sodium separation, nutrient retainment, energy consumption and by- 
product formation. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Medium composition 

A synthetic urine solution representing ureolysed urine was utilized 
as described in previously published work [24] (for details, see 

Supplementary information S7). The recipe simulates urine after com-
plete removal of Mg2+ and Ca2+ through precipitation with phosphate 
during ureolysis (Table 1). The feed was prepared as required and feed 
composition was monitored through sampling at the start of each batch 
experiment. Synthetic urine was chosen to enable consistency when 
systematically varying the experimental factors. 

2.2. Reactor set-up and equipment 

Custom reactors were used consisting of acrylic plates forming three 
parallel compartments of 70 mm × 50 mm × 10 mm each (Fig. 1). The 
anodic compartment of each reactor was fitted with Condias Diachem 
40 × 40 × 2 mm Nb-BDD electrode, with a steel nut and rod current 
collector attached using a conductive epoxy (Epo-Tek EJ2189-LV) and 
protected from liquid contact with silicon cover. An Ag/AgCl 3 M NaCl 
reference electrode (BASi, USA) was placed in the anodic chamber to 
monitor the anodic potential. The cathodic compartment contained a 70 
mm × 50 mm stainless-steel mesh as a cathode with a stainless-steel wire 
current collector. The concentrate compartment was located between 
the anodic and cathodic compartments, separated from the anodic 
compartment by a CEM (Membrane International Inc. CMI-7000), and 
from the cathodic compartment by an Anion Exchange Membrane 
(AEM) (Membrane International Inc. AMI-7001). The concentration 
chamber was filled with 6 mm diameter glass beads for volume reduc-
tion. The projected surface area of each membrane was 35 cm2, the 
volume of the anodic and cathodic chambers was 35 mL each, and the 
volume of the concentration chambers was measured as 20 ± 0.6 mL 
each. 

The reactor set-up (Fig. 1), was operated in a continuous feed mode. 
It consisted of two identical reactors as described above, fluidically 
connected in series forming two rapid mixing loops, mixed with circu-
lation pumps (Cole Parmer Masterflex 7523–70) and monitored for pH 
using online pH meters (Endress + Hauser Liquiline CM448, Orbisint 
CPS11D sensor). The left mixing loop (anodic loop) links the anodic 
chamber of the main reactor (product reactor) and the cathodic chamber 
of the supplementary reactor (waste reactor). The right mixing loop 
(cathodic loop) links inversely. Anodic and cathodic loops were fed with 
peristaltic pumps (Ismatec ISM834C Reglo Digital) each at a constant 
flowrate of 39 ± 2 mL h−1, resulting in loop HRTs of 2.5 h. The effluents 
of these loops were combined to one mixed reactor loop stream, from 
where excess liquid overflowed into an effluent bottle. Formed gases in 
the reactor (O2, H2, Cl2, CO2) exited the reactor freely from then mixed 
reactor loop stream. Fresh urine was mixed with the rest of the mixed 
reactor loop stream, after which it was recycled back to the reactor. 
Fresh synthetic urine was fed with a peristaltic pump (Watson-Marlow 
205U) at a constant flowrate (13.8 ± 0.5 mL h−1) resulting in a hydraulic 
retention time (HRT) of 12.8 – 15.9 h for the synthetic urine in the 
reactor system (Table 2). In an alternate flow-pattern experiment 
(cathodic feed, C-F), feed was directed only to the cathodic loop, which 
overflowed to the anodic loop and then to the effluent (loop HRT was set 
to 3.8 h). The flowgraph of the reactor setups is shown in supplementary 
information S6. Two identical parallel reactor setups were utilized in the 
study. A potentiostat (Bio-Logic VMP-3) was used as a power source in 

Table 1 
Measured synthetic urine properties. All values in 
mmol L-1.  

Component Synthetic Urine 

TAN 470 ± 35 
TIC 248 ± 1 
TOC 187 ± 11 
Cl- 164 ± 7 
Kþ 70 ± 3 
Naþ 113 ± 4 
PO4

3- 29 ± 1 
SO4

2- 19 ± 1  
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galvanostatic mode, recording the current applied to the cell, the elec-
trical energy used, the cell voltage and the working potential of the 
anodes in each reactor. 

2.3. Operation 

Reactors were started with synthetic urine in all compartments, 
including in the middle chamber. A constant current was set for product 
and waste reactors and flow rates in all pumps were kept constant 
(Table 2). Samples of 1 mL were taken daily from anodic and cathodic 
loops (from the product reactor) and product and waste concentration 
chambers. When the anodic and cathodic loop pH and reactor potentials 
had stabilized (95% of measurement results showed below 5% variation 
to the average), a 24–72 h mass balance measurement was initiated with 
empty effluent, product, and waste bottles. Product and waste bottle 
contents are concentrates but are referred to as simply product and 
waste for brevity in this article. At the end of a mass balance measure-
ment, the volume of urine, product, waste, and effluent bottles were 
measured, and their contents were sampled for analysis. Four or five 

consecutive mass balance measurements were performed for each run, 
with means with 95% confidence intervals were calculated for concen-
trations. Loop feed pump speed was measured periodically between 
runs, and urine feed pump speed was monitored at each time point 
through urine volume measurements. 

All experiments used a fixed synthetic urine feed rate of 13.8 ± 0.5 
mL h−1. The maximum current densities in the product and waste re-
actors were limited by a maximum cell voltage of 10 V (limited by the 
potentiostat). Increasing current densities resulted in increasing resis-
tance caused by ion depletion during the runs, limiting the magnitude of 
current densities that could be applied. In the first experiment, there was 
no current applied to the waste reactor and a high current density of 100 
A m−2 was applied to the product reactor, creating a strong pH-split 
between the anodic and cathodic loops (Table 2). The control current 
density was selected experimentally to achieve a minimum of 75% 
reduction in ionic content for a fixed system retention time. This 
experiment acted as a control representing a three-chamber electro- 
concentration reactor for source-separated urine (Control; CTRL). Sec-
ond, to study the initial effect of including the waste reactor, the waste 
reactor was turned on with an arbitrary very low current density (2.9 A 
m−2) to have a minimal impact on the loop pH’s, but to illustrate the 
ionic composition harvested into the waste (Trickle; TRKL). The third 
experiment aimed at maximizing the volume of waste, while main-
taining the cathodic loop pH above 10 as at pH 10 TAN is still mostly in 
NH3–form and non-responsive to the electro-motive force responsible 
for the electro-concentration to the waste (Maximum Volume; MAX). 
Suitable current densities in this and the following experiments were 
determined by manually adjusting both product and waste current 
densities, while simultaneously monitoring cathodic loop pH and 
product reactor cell voltage (limited to ≤ 10 V). 

The fourth experiment aimed to study the effect of lower cathodic pH 
for TAN separation (close to pKa of TAN, 9.25). For this experiment the 
waste reactor current was increased, and product reactor current was 
decreased (Narrow Gap; NRW). The fifth experiment was to study the 
effect of lower anodic potential in the product reactor, so the currents of 
the product and waste reactors were lowered, while keeping the 
cathodic pH above 10 (Low Potential; LOW). Finally, the effect of an 
alternate feeding strategy was studied in the sixth experiment, where 
feed was directed only to the cathode instead of both anode and cathode 
(see supplementary information S6 for detailed description). Again, 
cathodic pH was kept close to 10 (Cathodic Feed; C-F). 
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Fig. 1. Experiment flowchart with product (bottom) and waste (top) reactors. 
— = Cation Exchange Membrane, +++ = Anion Exchange Membrane. Arrows 
with ions represent the relative ionic efficiencies of sodium and TAN in the 
Trickle-experiment. 

Table 2 
Eletrochemical data, pH’s and retention times measured in this study. Errors represent 95% confidence intervals. Potentials are given against standard hydrogen 
electrode (SHE). P = product reactor, W = waste reactor. Detailed pH and potentiostatic data for all experiments are presented in the supplementary information 
chapter S1 and S2.  

Run 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Name Control Trickle Maximum Volume Narrow Gap Low Potential Cathodic Feed 
Abbr. CTRL TRKL MAX NRW LOW C-F 
Product Current [A m−2] 100 100 57.1 42.9 48.6 85.7 
Waste Current [A m−2] 0 2.9 11.4 22.9 7.1 11.4 
Product Anode potential, 

[V vs SHE]1 
3.9 4.2 5.3 3.4 3.4 4.2 
(3.5 – 4.0) (3.8–4.4) (4.8–5.4) (3.1–3.4) (3.2–3.4) (3.9–4.2) 

Product Cell voltage,  7.4 8.3 9.1 5.7 5.9 8.0 
(7.0–7.6) (7.8–8.5) (8.2–9.4) (5.3–5.7) (5.6–5.9) (7.6–8.0) 

Waste Anode potential, 
[V vs SHE]1  

1.8 2.2 2.9 2.4 3.3  
(1.5–1.9) (2.0–2.2) (2.5–3.0) (2.1–2.5) (2.3–3.5) 

Waste Cell voltage, 
[V]1  

2.3 3.8 5.1 4.0 5.1  
(1.8–2.4) (3.6–3.8) (4.6–5.3) (3.5–4.1) (4.2–5.3) 

Anodic loop pH 1.8 ± 0.02 2.0 ± 0.05 3.5 ± 0.05 6.7 ± 0.20 6.3 ± 0.3 7.9 ± 0.3 
Cathodic loop pH 12.0 ± 0.03 11.8 ± 0.10 10.1 ± 0.05 9.2 ± 0.03 10.2 ± 0.06 9.8 ± 0.15 
Reactor HRT [h] 15.1 ± 0.2 15.9 ± 0.3 14.5 ± 0.3 12.8 ± 0.9 15.6 ± 1.0 15.2 ± 0.2 
Loop HRT’s [h] 2.5 ± 0.2 2.5 ± 0.2 2.5 ± 0.2 2.5 ± 0.2 2.5 ± 0.2 3.8 
Specific Energy Consumption [kWh kgN−1] 21.0 ± 1.8 21.6 ± 1.1 18.0 ± 0.4 13.1 ± 0.4 11.3 ± 1.3 21.7 ± 1.0 
TAN to product [%] 76 ± 4 70 ± 2 62 ± 1 56 ± 4 68 ± 3 76 ± 4 
TAN recovery [kgN m−3 d-1] 7.4 ± 0.3 7.8 ± 0.1 7.4 ± 0.2 6.3 ± 0.4 6.4 ± 0.6 7.2 ± 0.5  

1 Measurement variation given as average (min95%-max95%) from the measurement series. This is done to give a range of noise, but to omit peak disturbance 
measurements that have a negligible effect on mass balances. 
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2.4. Sample analysis 

Samples were tested for conductivity and pH using a Mettler Toledo 
SevenMulti Conductivity meter with an Inlab 752 probe, and a WTW 
330i pH meter with a Hamilton SlimTrode probe, respectively. Samples 
were analysed for cations, anions and total carbon species using Ion 
Chromatography Thermo Scientific ICS-1600 with a Dionex IonPac 
AS22 Column (Cl, ClO3

- , ClO4
- , NO2

–, NO3
–, SO4

2+, PO4
3+), Dionex IC-120 

with a IonPac CS12A column (Na+, NH4
+, K+, Mg2+, Ca2+) (Dionex, 

CA, USA), and Total Organic Carbon Analyser TOC-VCPH (Shimadzu, 
Japan), respectively. For analysis, samples were filtered using a 0.45 μm 
syringe filters into 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tubes, stored after sampling 
for a maximum of 4 days in a fridge and diluted 100x for TOC analysis 
and 2000x for IC analysis using a two-step dilution using glass tubes. 

2.5. Calculations 

Graphs were drawn using Veusz 3.1 and Origin 2019b. Data analysis 
was done using Microsoft Excel. Errors discussed in this article represent 
95% confidence intervals calculated from standard deviation and sam-
ple count using Eq. (1). They assume data is normally distributed. Four 
or five mass balances were measured for each setting, but depending on 
the parameter, some measurements did not succeed, and actual count of 
measurements varied between 2 and 5 for each parameter. 

95%confidenceinterval = 1.96∙
Standarddeviation

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
Samplecount

√ (1) 

The ion efficiency for ammonium transfer was calculated using Eq. 
(2). 

Ionefficiency =
nNH4 × zNH4

Q/F
(2) 

where nNH4 is the amount of ammonium transferred (mol), ZNH4 is 
charge of ammonium (+1), Q is the charge passed through the poten-
tiostat (Coulomb, C) and F the Faraday constant (96485.33C mol−1). For 
the ion efficiency calculations for sodium and potassium, nNH4 and ZNH4 
are replaced accordingly. For specific energy consumption, kWh/kgN is 
used as a unit, referring to kWh per kg of NH4-N. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. TAN and Na can be separated using a double reactor configuration 

The product sodicity (Fig. 2a) and the contribution of ammonium, 

sodium and potassium to the charge transport over CEM in the product 
reactor and the waste reactor (Fig. 2c) were determined. The missing ion 
efficiency (current leakage) visible in Fig. 2c consists mainly of H3O+- 
ions and, to a smaller degree, of cation leakage from the concentrate 
through AEM. In the TRKL (TRICKLE) experiment, a small auxiliary 
current was passed through the waste reactor, and while only 4% of total 
feed volume was diverted to the waste, the product sodicity (Na/TAN) 
decreased by 11% (see Fig. 2a). The relatively large sodicity decrease 
was due to the good waste reactor performance as the cathodic loop pH 
was highly alkaline (pH 11.8), preventing H3O+-ion and TAN movement 
to the waste. Consequently, the waste reactor ion efficiency was 
measured at 100% for TAN, Na and K (see Fig. 2c) and collected waste 
contained 14 ± 1% of Na mass while only 1 ± 1% of TAN mass. 

In the NRW (Narrow Gap) experiment, the applied current densities 
resulted in a cathodic loop pH close to 9 (pH 9.2) which was not suffi-
cient for efficient TAN/Na separation (see Fig. 2a), and similar waste 
and product sodium compositions were observed in this experiment (see 
Supplementary FigS4). In the MAX (Maximum Volume) and the LOW 
(Low Current) experiments, the applied product and waste reactor 
currents resulted in a cathodic loop pH close to 10 (10.1 ± 0.1 and 10.2 
± 0.1 measured, respectively). The product sodicity (Na/TAN) was 
reduced by 14 and 12% for MAX and LOW, respectively, compared to 
CTRL. Product reactor ion efficiency improved significantly as the 
anodic loop pH increased from being highly acidic (≤2) in CTRL and 
TRKL to more neutral in MAX, NRW and LOW (>3.5). The TAN ion 
efficiency over product reactor CEM was only 34–36% for CTRL and 
TRKL, but 60–68% for MAX, NRW and LOW. The change is presumably 
due to reduced current leakage by H3O+ [21]. 

In the C-F (Cathodic Feed) experiment, the reactor loop circulated 
sequentially through the cathodic loop and the anodic loop, unlike in the 
five previous experiments. The pH thus first rose in the cathodic loop 
close to pH 10 (9.8 ± 0.15) and then dropped back to neutral (pH 7.9 ±
0.3) in the anodic loop, but with diminished buffer capacity. The 
product sodicity (Na/TAN) was reduced by 17% compared to CTRL. 
Product ion efficiency over CEM was similar to CTRL (TAN ion efficiency 
at 39 ± 3%), implying a large current leak. This could be due to a local 
pH drop on the anodic chamber caused by low buffer capacity, and 
undetected by the online loop pH meter (measured anodic loop pH of 
7.9), but this hypothesis was unconfirmed. 

Soil salinity and soil sodicity can limit urine use a fertilizer due to 
high salt content [10,14]. This study shows that it is possible to separate 
ammonium and other cations using membrane electro-concentration 
with reagent-free pH control via the use of double electro-chemical re-
actors. These proof-of-concept results demonstrate a 4 – 17% salinity 

Fig. 2. a) Product sodicity indicated by Na/TAN concentration ratio, b) specific energy consumption in product reactor (P) and waste reactor (W) against TAN 
captured in the product, and c) contribution of ammonium cation NH4

+ (TAN), sodium cation Na+ (Na) and potassium cation K+ (K) to the charge transport over CEM 
in product reactor and waste reactor, in respect to the currents passing over their respective reactors. 
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reduction due to high pH at the cathodic loop rendering TAN non- 
mobile for electro-concentration into a waste concentrate. This selec-
tive removal of non-TAN cations into the waste leaves a higher relative 
TAN concentration in the reactor to be recovered as a concentrated 
product. In this study, the largest impact for the sodicity removal was 
due to the cathodic pH, which is the key parameter allowing for Na/TAN 
separation. To the authors’ knowledge, this is the first investigation that 
addresses urine-derived fertiliser sodicity reduction through electro-
chemical methods. 

3.2. Energy consumption depends on the extent of ion removal 

The TAN mass balance is presented in Fig. 3a and specific energy 
consumption in Fig. 2b and Table 2. Using two reactors can lower the 
specific energy consumption for nitrogen capture (11 kWh kgN−1 in 
LOW) compared to one reactor set-up (CTRL; 21 kWh kgN−1) as the 
fraction of energy utilized by the waste reactor is small (<10% of total 
energy in all experiments, except 31% in NRW), while TAN capture into 
product remains consistently high, > 56% in all the experiments. The 
aim of this study was not to minimize energy consumption, but for the 
first time to demonstrate and to maximize TAN recovery while removing 
unwanted Na+. Thus, current densities and cell potentials utilized are 
high, which increases energy consumption significantly. However, the 
experiments already show that decreasing energy consumption is 
possible. In MAX and LOW, the cathodic loop pH was set to 10 with 
product reactor current densities of 57.1 and 42.9 A m−2, respectively. 
While MAX and LOW resulted in similar levels of TAN recovery into the 
product from the feed (62 ± 1 and 68 ± 3% mass, respectively), LOW 
uses only 60% of the specific energy compared to MAX (18.0 ± 0.4 and 
11.3 ± 1.3 kWh kgN−1, respectively). Growing energy consumption 
corresponds to the extent of ion removal from the effluent. Comparison 
of specific energy consumption for TAN capture and remaining fraction 
of TAN in the effluent gives 11.3 kWh kgN−1 and 20% for LOW, 18.0 
kWh kgN−1 and 12% for MAX, and 21.7 kWh kgN−1 and 9% for C-F, 
respectively (see Fig. 2b and Fig. 3a). 

3.3. TAN losses are linked to chloride oxidation chemistry 

TAN and chloride mass balances (Fig. 3) show a fraction of feed TAN 
and chloride undetected in product, waste or effluent marked as loss. 
TAN and chloride losses show synchronized behaviour between exper-
iments (Fig. 3), which can be linked to changes in chloride oxidation 
pathways. TAN oxidation chemistry on BDD in chloride containing 
media is complex and is affected by electrode potential and electrolyte 
pH, and the exact reaction mechanisms for urine remain unclear 
[24–27]. As a simplification, previous literature and results indicate that 

at sufficiently high chloride to TAN concentration ratio, an intermediate 
oxidation product, hypochlorite (HOCl/OCl-), can accumulate in the 
bulk and react with TAN to form chloramines and produce the oxidation 
reaction known as “breakpoint chlorination”, which can rapidly oxidize 
TAN into N2 and reduce hypochlorite back into chloride. A limiting Cl/ 
TAN ratio has traditionally been cited around 1.25 – 1.75Cl/TAN mol/ 
mol [28], but our results illustrate a possibly lower limiting ratio for 
urine using BDD at ~ 0.2Cl/TAN mol/mol [24]. If Cl/TAN ratio is not 
high enough, breakpoint chlorination-type rapid oxidation is not 
observed. In low anodic pH (<pH 3), chloride oxidization can favour 
pathways that produces high amounts of chlorate and perchlorate, 
reducing the Cl/TAN ratio and thus, TAN oxidation [24]. 

The reactor system in the current study has two BDD anodes at 
different pH values both connected to circulation loops with stainless- 
steel cathodes that can potentially immediately reduce the produced 
hypochlorite and chloramine species [29–31], affecting the extent of 
breakpoint chlorination in each loop. The observed TAN loss is assumed 
to be mostly N2 gas, as nitrate and nitrite both had negligible concen-
trations. Additionally, nitrate and nitrite concentrations in all measured 
samples were below the EU drinking water standard 50 mg NO3 L-1 and 
0.5 mg NO2 L-1, see supplementary information S3. TAN losses through 
ammonia stripping was also previously shown to be negligible in this 
reactor type and setting. While high pH cathodic conditions are suitable 
for ammonium volatilization, the closed reactor configuration without 
external gas flow hinders volatilization. [24] 

Cl losses involve reactions forming product species such as chlora-
mines, chlorinated organics, and hypochlorite, but these species are not 
expected to concentrate to a significant degree and concentrations of 
these species are expected to remain low relative to initial urine chloride 
concentration [28], and it is thus assumed that chloride loss in the 
system comprises mostly chlorate, perchlorate and chlorine gas forma-
tion [25,26]. Hypochlorite speciation (HOCl/OCl-, pKa 7.5) can also 
affect the oxidation chemistry. 

The largest chloride and TAN losses were observed in TRKL and MAX 
(15–17% TAN, 68 – 74% Cl), which were approximately double the 
losses of the control reactor CTRL (6% TAN, 36% Cl) (see Fig. 3). The 
increase in chloride and TAN losses is assumed to be due to indirect 
oxidation of TAN in the cathodic loop. This can be due to oxidation 
pathway differences in the anodic and cathodic loops. The TAN break-
point oxidation pathway at the anodic loop is expected to be suppressed 
by the low pH at the product reactor anode, directing chloride oxidation 
towards chlorate and perchlorate formation and not to hypochlorite 
release from the anode, required for breakpoint chlorination [24]. On 
the cathodic loop, the pH is alkaline, and no such suppression of hy-
pochlorite concentration is expected. This is supported by the lower 
chlorate and perchlorate formation (10% and 5% of initial chloride) in 

Fig. 3. a) Total ammonium nitrogen (TAN), b) Na and c) Cl mass balances, respectively. Units are mol of species in relation to moles in the feed. Loss indicates a 
fraction of feed mass not measured in product, waste or effluent. ClOx = chlorate (ClO3) + perchlorate (ClO4). 
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TRKL and MAX compared to CTRL (21%). 
In the last three experiments, NRW, LOW and C-F, TAN losses 

(≤11%) and chloride losses (≤10%) were smaller. In NRW, no 
measurable TAN or chloride loss was detected. One hypothesis for no 
measured loss would be the absence of TAN or Cl oxidation pathways, 
but this is highly unlikely as both anodic potentials (3.4 and 2.9 V vs. 
SHE for product and waste reactor, respectively) are above the anode 
potential suitable for hypochlorite formation, expected to proceed at 1.4 
– 1.6 V vs. SHE on BDD [32]. A more likely hypothesis is that chloride 
oxidation to hypochlorite and subsequently to chloramines are likely 
occurring in all experiments, but these species can be immediately 
reduced back to chloride and TAN at the stainless-steel cathodes in the 
same loop. If a similar hypochlorite/chloramine reduction rate is 
induced at the cathode, this can counter the hypochlorite/chloramine 
production at the cathode before reaching concentrations required for 
breakpoint chlorination to proceed in either loop [24,33–39]. Under-
standing the TAN loss mechanisms can further improve salinity removal 
without TAN removal in the future. 

Fig. 4 illustrates the measured chloride and TAN losses plotted 
against the difference in measured product and waste reactor anode 
potentials (Panode P – Panode W), used as a compound measure for 
oxidation – reduction potential for the reactor system, in each experi-
ment. A more precise method would be to compare the anodic and 
cathodic potentials present in each loop separately, but as cathodic 
potentials were not measured, comparison of reactor anodic potentials 
directly can be justified, as they are proportional to the cathodic po-
tentials on the opposite side of the cell [33,34]. Fig. 4 shows a correla-
tion (with R2 of 0.92 and 0.93 for chloride and TAN, respectively) 
between measured product and waste reactor potentials (Panode P – 
Panode W), and measured TAN and chloride losses, supporting the hy-
pothesis of simultaneous anodic oxidation and cathodic reduction pre-
sent in both loops. 

The result showing low or no production of chlorates or perchlorates 
with high potential on a BDD in the presence of chloride containing 
media is a significant finding as chlorinated by-products can be inhibi-
tory for the application of advanced oxidation processes [40]. By uti-
lizing a separate cathode next to the active anode, it can be possible to 
independently control the reduction rate and potential from the oxida-
tion rate and potential, allowing the inhibition of formation of chlorates 
and perchlorates. Relatively-high concentrations of chlorate or 
perchlorate were formed in multiple experiments (see Supplementary 
information S5), which are toxic and persistent substances and related to 
anodic oxidation on selected electrode materials (including BDD) in the 
presence of chloride [40]. The technology described in this article is not 
electrode-specific and Na/TAN separation using the same method can be 

envisioned without the production of chlorate or perchlorate by using 
other dimensionally-stable electrodes with lower overpotentials. 

3.4. Organic and inorganic carbon exit the system through different 
mechanisms 

A reduction of 33–45% TOC was observed in all the experiments (see 
Fig. 5) as the TOC was oxidized into carbon dioxide and removed as gas. 
67–83% of the remaining TOC concentrated in the product, except in 
NRW, where only 46% of remaining carbon was recovered in the 
product. The steady oxidation rate of TOC, which is not significantly 
changed with function to anodic potential, chloride concentration, or 
pH, implies a separate set of oxidation pathways compared to chloride 
and TAN oxidation. Further analysis on these pathways can be found in 
previous work [24]. TOC is also transferred into the waste proportional 
to the current density ratio of the waste and product reactors. However, 
due to preferential movement of other charge carriers, TOC starts 
concentrating only when some initial buffer capacity is depleted, indi-
cating that the existing TOC has low relative ionic conductivity 
[20,21,41–43]. The presence of chlorate and perchlorate infers a pos-
sibility for the presence of chlorinated organic by-products that can be 
persistent and harmful [40], and different electrode materials and lower 
anodic potentials should be considered to avoid formation of these by- 
products. 

The fate of inorganic carbon (IC) is controlled by pH: Whenever the 
anodic loop pH is below the pKa of CO2/HCO3

− (pH 6.4 at 25 ◦C), then IC 
is volatilized as CO2 (27–35% reduction measured for CTRL, TRKL, MAX 
and LOW) and can leave the system as a gas through the reactor loop. 
For NRW and C-F, IC loss is only 12 ± 5% and 5 ± 5% with anodic pH of 
6.8 and 7.8, respectively. The pH also controls the electrochemical 
movement of IC and when the anodic pH was low (pH < 4) and IC was 
predominantly uncharged (H2CO3), it did not concentrate into the waste 
(0–2% mass in waste product). In NRW and C–F, the anodic pH was >
6.8, and a significant part of IC mass concentrated into the waste from 
the anodic loop side as it existed as predominantly charged species, 
(HCO3− and CO3

2−). This resulted in IC comprising21 ± 2% and 15 ± 1% 
of the mass in the waste for NRW and C-F, respectively. 

3.5. Product characteristics 

The product in this study had an average NPK concentration of 
2.4–1.8–2.0 (see Table 3). Consumer chemical liquid fertilizers, such as 
lawn fertilizers or houseplant fertilizers have varied NPK concentrations 
ranging from products with high equal NPK concentrations (20–20–20) 
to a wide array of products with a variety of lower NPK concentrations. 

Fig. 4. a) Cl and b) TAN losses plotted against the difference of product and waste reactor anode potentials, an indicator of the oxidation potential for chloride 
compounds in the reactor. CTRL is not part of the fitting data, but it is included in the graph for comparison. 
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Organic liquid fertilizers refer to soil amendment products derived from 
natural sources (animal by-products, rock powder, seaweed), typical 
examples including e.g. 5–2-2 NPK fish emulsion or 2–3-1 NPK seaweed 
emulsion [44]. The world’s first commercial urine fertilizer Aurin, based 
on nitrification and concentration through distillation, has 4.2–0.4–1.8 
NPK [45]. The product concentrate obtained in this study is close in NPK 
concentration to a typical organic liquid fertilizer composition currently 
on sale for household consumption. The product concentrate also has 
high concentration of sulfate, another main nutrient, and concentrate 
product from real urine is expected to contain also other nutrients such 
as iron, boron, copper, and zinc as well as residual amounts of magne-
sium and calcium. Salinity can be an issue in long term use for a urine 
nutrient [14], and even partial reduction of sodicity as achieved in this 
proof-of-concept study, can allow increased use. Furthermore, the effect 
and mitigation of ClOx needs to be considered separately to account for 
potential toxicity concerns (see supplementary information S5 for ClOx 
concentrations) or novel removal technologies [46]. 

The technology meets EU wastewater treatment criteria for organic 
reduction and nitrogen reduction and can be considered a partial 
treatment technology (depending on local legislation and implementa-
tion), as well as a nutrient recovery technology. Even partial separate 
treatment of urine can bring significant environmental benefits for waste 
water treatment reduced sewer corrosion [47], and reduced wastewater 
treatment energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions [48]. 

3.6. Parameter optimization 

This study was purposely limited in framing: the hydraulic retention 
times and reactor configuration were kept constant to allow comparison 
between experiments. Fixed hydraulic retention times limited the 
selected electric currents: the aim was to reduce at least 75% of feed 
ionic content either through electro-oxidation or electro-concentration. 
The ionic conductivity was lowered by 74 – 88 % during the experiments 
(CTRL and LOW had the lowest ion removal of 74 and 75%, respectively, 
and MAX and C-F the highest ion removal of 85 and 88%, respectively). 
Similar ion removal with lower currents can be achieved by extending 
reactor hydraulic retention times. Longer loop retention times allow 
further pH separation, while longer reactor retention times allow addi-
tional ion removal. This concept can be simplistically illustrated by 
comparing the results between MAX and LOW experiments. In MAX and 
LOW the waste and product reactor current density ratio is of similar 
magnitude (W/P 0.2 and 0.15 for MAX and LOW, respectively), while 
the product reactor anodic potentials are at a different level (5.3 and 3.4 
V vs. SHE for MAX and LOW, respectively). When comparing results 
between the two runs, the product Na/TAN aligns (Na/TAN 21.0 ± 0.5% 
for MAX and 21.4 ± 0.6% for LOW), total power use for LOW is 46% 
lower (1.12 W in MAX and 0.61 W in LOW) and specific power use for 
TAN capture in LOW is 37% lower (18.0 kWh/kgN in MAX and 11.3 
kWh/kgN in LOW). In addition, TAN and Cl losses were significantly 
lower in LOW compared to MAX (7 vs. 17% for TAN and 10 vs. 68% for 
Cl in LOW and MAX, respectively). 

These experiments provide a proof-of-concept to show that Na/TAN 
separation can be achieved using reagent-free pH-controlled electro- 
concentration. It identified the cathodic loop pH as the most impor-
tant parameter for Na/TAN separation to succeed, and points out the 
loop and reactor retention times and anodic potentials as key parameters 
for energy use optimization, TAN loss minimization, harmful by- 
production mitigation and TAN capture maximization. The idea of pH 
selective electro-concentration has potential applications outside the 
field of urine and wastewater treatment. 

4. Conclusions  

• Electro-concentration of synthetic source-separated urine in a novel 
reagent-free double reactor set-up enables reduction of sodicity of up 
to 17% with up to 76% TAN recovery. 

• Electrochemical pH control allows for ion-specific Na and TAN sep-
aration due to NH3 inertness to electromotive force. 17% lower 
sodicity (Na/TAN) in the product was achieved at specific energy 
consumption of 22 kWh kgN−1 and 12% lower sodicity at 11 kWh 

Fig. 5. Total organic carbon (TOC) and inorganic carbon (IC) mass balances in the different runs.  

Table 3 
Averages of measured concentrations in the feed, product and waste concen-
trates, and effluent. Values in mmol L-1, if not stated otherwise.  

Parameter Urine Product Waste1 Effluent 

TAN 470 ± 40 1700 ± 200 420 ± 370 97 ± 18 
PO4 29 ± 1 72 ± 7 41 ± 22 14 ± 2 
K 70 ± 3 210 ± 30 300 ± 40 15 ± 5 
SO4 19 ± 1 55 ± 5 76 ± 40 5 ± 1.3 
Na 110 ± 10 370 ± 40 430 ± 60 31 ± 9 
Cl 250 ± 10 290 ± 50 210 ± 170 12 ± 3 
TOC 190 ± 20 450 ± 70 150 ± 110 28 ± 5 
IC 250 ± 10 760 ± 120 240 ± 300 43 ± 9 
NPK2 0.7–0.7–0.7 2.4–1.8–2 0.6–1–2.8 0.1–0.4–0.1  

1 The waste values are an average from TRKL, LOW and C-F experiments as 
they produced a waste product with similar NPK composition – for results for 
MAX and NRW, see supplementary information S2. 

2 NPK are N, P and K values used in fertilizer labelling (in most countries). 
They refer to percentage by weight of elemental N, P2O5 and K2O in the product. 
If the product contains some other form of P or K than P2O5 or K2O, the value is 
given as the amount of P2O5 or K2O needed for the equivalent amount. This unit 
is used for reader for easy comparison with consumer products and industrial 
data. 
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kgN−1, compared to a single reactor control with 21 kWh kgN−1 

without sodicity reduction.  
• The redox chemistry on BDD anode and stainless-steel cathode 

electrodes resulted in a wide distribution of nitrogen and chloride 
reaction chemistry and product species, enabling diverse opportu-
nity for product tailoring and optimization.  

• To further improve the process performance and lower the specific 
energy consumption, lower anodic potentials should be favoured. 
Further, to reduce by-product formation, alternative electrode ma-
terials should be tested. 
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Supplementary information 

S1. Stability of runs 

 
Figure S1 Reactor loop pH for different experiments as measured by the Endress+Hauser online meter. These measurements 
were used for stability tracking, sample was measured separately. For some runs, the cathodic pH measurements for the 
online pH probe and the sample pH probe do not match due to calibration problems in the online-probe, and sample pH 
measurements are used in results analysis. 



  
Figure S2 Product reactor and waste reactor cell voltages and anodic potentials (vs. SHE). 

Table S1 Sample pH’s from different chambers in the reactor system. Errors represent 95% confidence 

intervals. 

Run 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Name Control Trickle 
Maximum 

Volume 

Narrow 

Gap 

Low 

Potential 

Cathodic 

Feed 

Abbr. CTRL TRKL MAX NRW LOW C-F 

Urine Feed 8.5 ± 0.1 8.5 ± 0.1 8.5 ± 0.1 8.5 ± 0.1 8.5 ± 0.1 8.5 ± 0.1 

Anodic pH 1.76 ± 0.02 1.94 ± 0.05 3.51 ± 0.05 6.74 ± 0.2 6.25 ± 0.25 7.88 ± 0.3 

Cathodic pH 12.04 ± 0.03 11.79 ± 0.14 10.09 ± 0.04 9.21 ± 0.03 10.18 ± 0.06 9.79 ± 0.15 

Product pH 8.96 ± 0.01 8.96 ± 0.01 9.19 ± 0.01 8.81 ± 0.07 8.93 ± 0.06 8.07 ± 0.04 

Waste pH 9.15 ± 0.28 9.14 ± 0.08 7.32 ± 0.36 8.23 ± 0.06 8.55 ± 0.05 8.63 ± 0.02 

Effluent pH 8.88 ± 0.05 8.92 ± 0.01 8.11 ± 0.01 7.92 ± 0.09 8.09 ± 0.36 7.86 ± 0.07 

 



S2. Mass balances and concentrations for measured species 

 

Figure S3 Mass balances for measured species. Units are mol/mol0, representing fractions of moles from the feed measured 
in the product, waste and effluent. Fraction that was not measured was measured as lost – the amounts within the reactor 
staid stable during the experiments. 



 

Figure S4 Concentrations for measured species, in mol L-1. 

  



Table S2 Averages of measured concentrations for all experiments in the feed, product and waste 

concentrates, effluent as well as anodic and cathodic loops in the reactor system. Values in mmol L-1, 

except conductivity in mS cm-1. Measurements with errors or that were not measured marked with 

‘na’. 

Parameter Product Waste Effluent Anodic loop Cathodic loop 

Control experiment, CTRL 

TAN 2180 ± 30 70 ± 20 150 ± 10 60 ± 10 290 ± 10 

PO4 1900 ± 20 380 ± 120 370 ± 30 na na 

K 2040 ± 20 1540 ± 230 240 ± 20 120 ± 10 570 ± 30 

SO4 70 ± 10 20 ± 10 10 ± 10 na na 

Na 880 ± 20 560 ± 110 110 ± 20 60 ± 30 200 ± 40 

Cl 110 ± 10 110 ± 20 110 ± 10 170 ± 10 70 ± 40 

TOC 1550 ± 20 50 ± 10 110 ± 10 na na 

IC 30 ± 10 20 ± 10 na na na 

Cond, mS cm-1 98.7 ± 0.3 29.0 ± 5.6 10.75 ± 0.2 11.5 ± 0.1 8.3 ± 0.2 

Trickle experiment, TRKL 

TAN 2240 ± 10 100 ± 20 150 ± 10 60 ± 10 290 ± 20 

PO4 1890 ± 70 540 ± 40 330 ± 10 410 ± 50 Na 

K 1740 ± 50 2510 ± 70 150 ± 20 110 ± 10 370 ± 60 

SO4 70 ± 10 20 ± 10 10 ± 10 20 ± 10 Na 

Na 790 ± 10 880 ± 70 110 ± 60 na Na 

Cl 100 ± 20 110 ± 10 120 ± 10 200 ± 0 50 ± 30 

TOC 1600 ± 10 70 ± 20 110 ± 10 10 ± 10 0 ± 10 

IC 30 ± 10 60 ± 20 na 10 ± 10 na 

Cond, mS cm-1 128.8 ± 30 64.3 ± 13 12.0 ± 2.9 12.5 ± 3.1 7.7 ± 1.8 

Maximum volume experiment, MAX 

TAN 2610 ± 80 990 ± 90 120 ± 30 50 ± 20 210 ± 80 

PO4 1570 ± 90 2640 ± 70 na 240 ± 40 na 

K 2060 ± 60 2710 ± 40 80 ± 10 80 ± 30 110 ± 60 

SO4 60 ± 10 100 ± 10 na na na 

Na 900 ± 10 1000 ± 10 50 ± 10 40 ± 10 70 ± 30 

Cl 100 ± 50 80 ± 30 100 ± 20 200 ± 0 220 ± 10 

TOC 1860 ± 60 710 ± 70 90 ± 20 0 ± 10 na 

IC na 10 ± 10 na na na 

Cond, mS cm-1 124.5 ± 44 119 ± 44 7.4 ± 3 2.8 ± 1.4 4.7 ± 2.0 

Narrow Gap experiment, NRW 

TAN 2630 ± 60 1880 ± 60 140 ± 40 90 ± 30 130 ± 30 

PO4 1650 ± 120 2370 ± 90 330 ± 30 na na 

K 2340 ± 80 2530 ± 50 130 ± 50 90 ± 30 90 ± 20 

SO4 70 ± 10 90 ± 10 10 ± 10 na na 

Na 1000 ± 20 960 ± 50 90 ± 40 70 ± 20 70 ± 30 

Cl 80 ± 10 90 ± 30 100 ± 30 170 ± 10 300 ± 20 

TOC 1880 ± 40 1340 ± 40 100 ± 30 na na 

IC na na na na na 

Cond, mS cm-1 113.6 ± 2.7 112.9 ± 0.5 7.4 ± 0.5 5.3 ± 1.0 6.5 ± 0.6 

Low Potential experiment, LOW 

TAN 2580 ± 90 660 ± 90 170 ± 20 100 ± 20 260 ± 50 



PO4 2140 ± 130 1030 ± 130 320 ± 20 400 ± 40 na 

K 2320 ± 100 2920 ± 90 140 ± 10 150 ± 40 210 ± 50 

SO4 80 ± 10 40 ± 10 10 ± 10 0 ± 10 0 ± 10 

Na 910 ± 50 1060 ± 50 60 ± 10 60 ± 20 90 ± 20 

Cl 70 ± 10 60 ± 50 90 ± 10 190 ± 10 240 ± 30 

TOC 1840 ± 70 470 ± 70 120 ± 10 10 ± 10 0 ± 10 

IC na 10 ± 10 na na na 

Cond, mS cm-1 110.4 ± 4.4 80.5 ± 3.0 10.0 ± 0.6 7.5 ± 0.9 5.7 ± 0.4 

Cathodic Feed experiment, C-F 

TAN 2100 ± 150 1000 ± 30 80 ± 10 80 ± 10 220 ± 40 

PO4 1800 ± 80 1510 ± 20 na 270 ± 20 290 ± 70 

K 1640 ± 130 3110 ± 60 110 ± 20 110 ± 30 210 ± 80 

SO4 70 ± 10 60 ± 10 20 ± 10 10 ± 10 0 ± 10 

Na 690 ± 50 1050 ± 30 40 ± 10 40 ± 10 90 ± 30 

Cl 80 ± 10 80 ± 10 110 ± 10 180 ± 10 160 ± 20 

TOC 1500 ± 110 710 ± 20 60 ± 10 0 ± 10 10 ± 10 

IC 10 ± 10 30 ± 10 na na na 

Cond, mS cm-1 110.6 ± 1.9 80.5 ± 0.9 5.0 ± 0.2 6.2 ± 1.7 8.5 ± 2.7 

 

  



S3. Na and K mass balance comparison 

 

Figure S5 Sodium and potassium mass balances in the different runs.  

  



S4. Nitrate and nitrite measurements 

 

Figure S6 Nitrate and nitrite mass balances in the different runs, mol relative to mol TAN in feed. 

 

Figure S7 Nitrate and nitrite concentrations in the different runs.  



S5. Chlorate and perchlorate measurements 

 

Figure S8 Chlorate and perchlorate concentrations in the different runs. 

  



S6. Feeding flowgraphs 

 

Figure S9 Feeding flowgraph for the double reactor. 



 

Figure S10 Feeding flowgraph for Cathodic Feed (C-F) experiment. 

  



S7. Synthetic urine recipe 
A synthetic urine solution representing human source-separated ureolysed urine was designed based 

on (i) previous investigations at the Swiss Federal Institute of Aquatic Science and Technology 

(EAWAG) (ii) literature review of source-separated urine samples (iii) The Human Urine Metabolome 

and (iv) real source-separated urine collected for research at the Advanced Water Management 

Centre at The University of Queensland, Australia. The four most prevalent organic compounds 

identified in the human urine metabolome database were included in the recipe: Creatinine, Hippuric 

Acid, Citric Acid and Glycine, while the rest of organic loading was simulated by addition of Acetic Acid, 

comprising 15% of total Theoretical Chemical Oxygen Demand in the sample. The recipe consisted of 

(in g L-1): NH4HCO3 (22.14), NH4Cl (0.48), NaCl (2.69), KCl (4.10), NaH2PO4 (2.40), Na2SO4 (2.41), 

Creatinine C4H7N3O (2.3), Hippuric Acid C9H9NO3 (0.88), Citric Acid C6H8O7 (0.88), Glycine C2H5NO2 

(0.17), Ammonium Acetate NH4CH3CO2 (2.06) and Ammonium Hydroxide NH4OH (25 % liquid, 

13.8mL L 1). This formulation simulates urine after ureolysis, which results in complete removal of Mg 

and Ca through precipitation with phosphate. This solution was employed as feed, used as prepared 

and its composition was monitored through sampling at the start of each experiment. Synthetic urine 

was chosen to enable consistency when systematically varying the experimental factors. 
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